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On the occasion of the 11"' Anniver-

(SAPEM),

(East Africa)
Chinyamata Chipeta (Malawi)
Tendai Dumbutshena (South Africa)

we are

readers with

our

a

proud to present
richer and bigger

product which combines, under the
same cover, a three-in-one package:

CORRESPONDENTS

Napoleon Addulai (West Africa)
Tajudeen Abdul Raheem

of the Southern African Politiand
Economic
Monthly

sary

cal

SAPEM
tions

on

the

will

now

include

sec-

regular features to which

readers have become accustomed,

though the Arts, Culture and
Sports Section will be quite new.

even

self should transcend
the apparent

confines

of Southern Africa. It
will be recalled that
SAPEM

was

fished in

estab-

1987 at

a

time when Southern Africa,

as

both

a

geopolitical concept and an arena of
the struggle against apartheid, was an
agency through which to mobilize Africans and their supporters worldwide
towards the liberation of the last bastion of white racial domination in Af-

rica, in the form of South Africa itself
The Southern African Economist
DIRECT ALL DISTRIBUTIONS,
SUBSCRIPTIONS
ADVERTISING & MARKETING
ENQUIRIES TO:
SAPEM
No 338 Herbert

Chitepo

Avenue

the

(SAE) which

now

we

inherited from

defunct SADC Press Trust

of

apartheid in 1994,

will constitute the second component

view the continued

and will include,

Southern Africa

along with more
news on business in the sub-region
and beyond, the SADC Export Directory and the SAFES DATA Bank Section. The SADC Export Directory is
based on the regional and intra-Afri-

independence

of Namibia in 1990 and the formal end

as

many

Africans

emphasis

on

part of that exclu-

sivity that some quarters in this subregion are wont to peddle at the ex-

SAFES Trust, and will include au-

of both pan-Africanism and the
goal of the African Economic Community. We want to assure all our readers of our full adherence to the principies, goals and objectives of the pan
Africanist struggle. Our use of Southern Africa is largely a carry-over from
the years of the struggle in this subregion, even though marketing con-

economic indica-

siderations make it difficult to
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demographic and human development indices as well as governance

Fax: 263-4-704953

issues. It is related to the SADC Re-

change the name of the journal, from
one which appears to be confined to
Southern Africa to one which is
broadly African.
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729782

Fax: 263-4-704953

trade. The SAFES DATA Bank is

can

based

Desktop Publishing
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Published

by the
Southern Africa Printing and Publishing
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on

the research information

emerging from the work of the SouthAfrican Regional Institute for
Policy Studies (SARIPS) of the

ern

thoritative data

on

tors,

gional Human Development Report
(RHDR) which is currently being undertaken by SARIPS.

Mt Pleasant.
Harare
Zimbabwe
Internet:

sapes@harare.iafrica.com or
sappho @ africaonline.co.zw

The third component

is The Afri-

Review, essentially a forum for

can

the role of the individual members of

who have the

the SAPEM network who worked

cate

tirelessly over the years, in promoting
and writing for the journal, editing and
producing it. To all our readers, thank

policy analysts
capacity to communiwith the wider public on issues

with the rest of the world.

This has

overtaken the Southern Review, in

association

Again, this is to thank all those
supported us over the 11
years since SAPEM was launched.
We wish to acknowledge in particular

the academicians and

pertinent to Africa and its relationship

advertising media

pense

who have

P.O. Box MP 1005

sponse to

re-

so

you.

demands by sections of the

broader African
ars

2

and Namibia. With the

Community of schol-

and readers, that even SAPEM it-

Ibbo Mandaza
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COMMENT
SADC AND PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY

T

he crises in Lesotho, the

manifestations of the

failure to effect

preventive dipio-

to ensure

may
been

racies.

the combination of all those initia-

tive

tives,
suited in the

military intervention of

scores

actions, etc. that

lent confrontation between

South Africa and Botswana and the
loss of

moves,

parties in

conflict. It also involves deliberate

of life and billions of

more

hardships to the

Looking at the Congo the
nario

lation of Laurent Kabila

dent of the DRC
i

I

same see-

reigns. The overthrow of dicta-

Mobuto Sese Seko and the instal-

tor

i

are

undertaken with the express purpose
of preventing the out-break of vio-

re-

region as a
Military confrontation invari-

ably means
populace.

be argued that this could have
preventive diplomacy. Prevendiplomacy has been defined as

and lack of an early warn-

The crisis in Lesotho which has

whole?

free and fair elections. It

ing system in the region as well as
the functioning of genuine democ-

macy

Lesotho and the SADC

Development Commu-

nity (SADC) should have taken a
keen interest in the political developments in the Kingdom of Lesotho

Republic of the
Congo and Angola to an

extent are

African

ern

Democratic

as

the Presi-

only the beginning in the process of democratisation.
was

In this transition the SADC could have

effected

preventive diplomacy by taking time to thoroughly analyse the
situation in the Congo. There was

dollars due to

direction of efforts towards

was

ful settlement of the conflict in ques-

need to assist President Kabila in

tion.

ing up with a concrete plan for achieving democracy in the heart of Africa.lt
goes without saying that the DRC required a broad based transitional government to propel it to democracy.

looting and fighting
evidently brewing over a considerably long period. It is no secret

Going by the recent events in
Kingdom of Lesotho it would appear that the SADC has not included
preventive diplomacy in its agenda.
After the 1998 election the writing

kingdom of Lesotho which was
by the Basutoland Congress
party (BCP) was challenged by the
Basutoland National Party (BNP) as
having been rigged. The subsequent
split of the BCP and the emergence
of the Lesotho Congress Party
(LCD) which assumed power by virtue of commanding a majority of

the

won

was on

another bone of

con-

political atmosphere of the 1998 election was characterised by intense tensions between the ruling LCD and the opposition
parties especially the
Basutoland Congress party (BCP),

i

party (MFP). In

ably

sensitive and closely
all interested parties. It
comes as no surprise that

very
watched by
therefore

declared the

opposition imme-

diately cried foul.
It is before this

3

point that the South¬

in

cause

of the conflict

was

in Lesotho. Here we witness a
of "fire brigading" by the
SADC in the form of military intervention by South Africa and Botswana.
The question that arises is

touch and

preventive diplomacy in Angola to
impending military confron-

tation. The SADC also needs to take

stock of events in the

cumstances

kingdom of

It is evident that Swazi-

Swaziland.

tion process
civil society

failure in the exercise of democ-

a

avert an

to

a

on a

democratisa-

with pressure from the
mounting. In these cir-

the SADC

as

the

regional

organisation should provide all the
necessary assistance to ensue a peaceful transition to democracy.

racy
!

after the results of the 1998 election
were

Angola the situation is

go matter with no end in sight to the
conflict. The SADC needs to engage

land has embarked

auspices of the SADC had
intervene militarily to avert the

that the root

invari-

In

der the

gitimate government of the Kingdom of Lesotho. It may be argued

view of this the conwas

un-

unconstitutional overthrow of the le-

BNP and the Marematlou Freedom

duct of the 1998 election

were not

and South Africa and Botswana

tention. As such the

com-

the wall that most interested

satisfied by the
overwhelming majority won by the
LCD a relatively new party in
Lesotho’s political scene. At this
juncture the SADC once again took
time to effect preventive diplomacy
until the situation got out of hand
parties

in the lower House of Parlia-

ment became

peace-

the

that since the 1993 election in

seats

a

'

case

at what cost in terms

of human life

and destruction of property

thereby
sowing seeds for further conflict and
negatively affecting the citizens of

It is

high time that the SADC

ines the root

causes

examof the conflicts in

region and work to involve the
society in coming up with workable informed approaches to the problems. This calls for the strengthening
of the institutions of the Organisation
and deepened commitment to regional
co-operation and integration.
the

civil
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Conservation

versus

Further to Chris Mclvor's article in

Development

tivists

Western

for

National Parks in Australia and earlier

example - who drive their
high consumption four wheel drive vehides to meetings!
Meanwhile a recent meeting of the
Convention on Biological Diversity

forms of

Roundtable

SAPEM, Vol 11, No 9 (July/Aug), the
Australian historian Marcia
draws

a

Langon
parallel between the push for

-

Sustainable Tourism

genocide. Ecologists re-enact
the moment of racial appropriation, ereating "natural objects" to be viewed for
entertainment. Indigenous motifs have
been ransacked and displayed on tea
towels and postcards or as fashionable

communites from their land and

interior decor.

sources.

on

emphasized the private sector, raising
about the

privatisation of
biodiversity and further alienating indigenous
peoples
and
local
concerns

There may

Is not all toursism

natural resources, eco

be little point in maintaining national parks, or "wilderness areas"
in societies which maintain a high-consumption lifestyle. Environmental ac¬

A.

-

or

a

re-

threat to

not.

Derges

Harare

Is the TRC Credible?

Hypocrisy
I

writtlng to

am

the lack of

express my anger over

concern

which is shown by

Western governments

when it comes to
dealing with issues on the African continent, particularly in Southern Africa.
When there

was

crisis in DRC the

American government

and other Westkeep quite
and they even condemned the intervention by SADC Allied Forces.
They even went to the extent of threatening to Impose sanctions on the counern

Governments decided to

tries which

were

involved in defend-

ing the legitimate government in
Congo, dispite the irritable evidence
which had emerged that Rwanda and
Uganda had invaded Congo. Now one
should ask whether there isn't any difference between the crises in the DRC
and that in Kosovo where NATO and

One of the

premises of the Truth and reconciliation Commission (TRC) in
South Africa is that it would help in the process of healing the wounds of the
past while creating the conditions for reconciliation and national reconstruction.

sided?

Only those who committed attrocities in the process of the struggle to liberate the country from the
shackles of apartheid are required to tell the truth. Those whose hands are
one

tainted with the blood of dozens of thousands of black South Africans killed
in defence of the

apartheid system can virtually go scot free, refuse to appear
virtually face no prosecution.
begs the question of whehter the TRC was not meant to embarras the

before the TRC and

liberation movements.
whites in South Africa
benefited from

There
come

can

out

apartheid, at the
Stanly Kamulinja

Windhoek
Namibia

be

no

truth and reconciliation unless the

in the open to

expense

admit that for them to have
of the black majority, was wrong!

are

entering.

.

It is issues like these that the United
Nations should deal with without any

bias

But what kind of truth is this that is

This

its allies

or

favour, if it is to be regarded as

democratic

impartial body.
disappointing to note that our
neighbour. South Africa tours the line
of the Western governments when it
comes to dealing with conflict issues
a

It is also

on

the continent.

The recent about-turn

by the South Afpresident proves that the South
African foreign policy is indeed myopic.
rican

Tsepo Tendai
Gaborone
Botswana

Letters should be addressed to the: The Editor, P.O. Box MP1005, Mt Pleasant Harare - Zimbabwe or write to 338 Herbert
Letters must indicate the writers full name and address, and may be edited for purposes of clarity and space.
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Chitepo Avenue, Harare-Zimbabwe.
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Lesotho After the 1998Election:
What went

wrong?

winner of the 1993 election-was relegated
to an official opposition in parliament, the

Khabele Matlosa

,

development that enraged both the party
leadership and rank-and-file (Pule, 1997;
InTROIH

Weisfelder, 1997).

t'TION

'

an

Kingdom of Lesotho attained it politiindependence from Britain in 1966event which was preceded by the gen-

eral election of 1965.

election

was

The next round of

held in 1970.

The Basotuland National

Party (BNP),
naiTowly and
formed the first government after independence, did not hand over power to the
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP) which
won the 1970 election
(Macartney, 1973).
The political instability and constitutional
which

won

the 1965 election

crisis that ensued thereafter

was

contained

largely by dictatorial rule and patronage
politics. Since then, Lesotho politics has
been generally marked by repression and
intrigue on the part of the political elite under conditions of a highly polarised society, weak political institutions and paltry
economic

resources.

When the 1985 elec-

tion aborted, due to the

intrigues of the then
ruling BNP, the executive organ of the state
locked horns in a fierce political battle with
the armed forces, resulting in a military
putsch of 1986. Like in previous other political conflicts in Lesotho, South African

footprints were easily identifiable around
the 1986 military coup (Edgar, 1987). The
military withdrew gracefully to the barracks
in 1993, thus opening up the political market place, once more, for free competition
over state power by the political elite. This
resulted in Lesotho's election, which

was

overwhelmingly by the Basutoland
Congress Party (Matlosa, 1997a). Not all
won

accepted the outcome of the
1993 election. The BNP claimed that the
election was rigged, although its attempts
contestants

to

have the outcome declared null and void

naught (Sekatle, 1995). The BCP
proved unexpectedly ephemeral for the
ruling party suffered a split which saw the
emergence of the Lesotho Congress for Democracy (LCD). The LCD effectively displaced the BCP and became a ruling party
given that it enjoyed a majority of seats in
came to

rule

the Lower House of Parliament (Sekatle,

1997, Mtlosa 1997b).
Under the.se conditions, the BCP
.s

-

the

umbrella of the Lesotho Council of Non-

governmental Organisations refrained from

The
cal

Although the international observer missions variously gave the electoral process a
clean bill of health by declaring it free and
fair, the national observer groups under the

Tiik 1998 Elkction
Akikrmaih

and its

Immkdiait;

I
j

The second democratic election since the

military rule of 1986-93 was held in 1998.
political atmosphere of the election was
characterised by intense tensions between
the ruling Lesotho Congress Democracy
The

*

(LCD)

!

on the one hand and the opposition
parties especially the Basutoland Congress
Party (BCP),Basotho National Party (BNP)
and Marematlou Freedom Party (MFP) on

the other. At the heart of this tension

the

;
■
,

!

was

such a definitive judgement,
' Although observers of Lesotho's political scene had predicted a tight contest
among the three major parties ie. BNP, BCP
and MFP, nobody anticipated a landslide
victory by any one of the parties. At best
predicting were a possible coalition goveminent involving the three of them at worst
a single party rule through a narrow vietory by the LCD exploiting the added advantage of a ruling party (Matlosa, 1977b).
But to the amazement of most observers and

in which the LCD assumed

[ indeed to the chagrin of the other parties,
power which these parties dubbed a parliathe LCD grabbed all the seats, except one
mentary coup. Having failed to unseat the
which was won by the BNP.
manner

LCD government

through various forms of
protestations including appeals to the King

The

new

dispensation has not changed

| Lesotho's political landscape for the bet-

and the SADC troika to disband it, the op-

I ter. To be sure, the cuirent conflict situaposition parties reckoned they could dis- i tion in Lesotho cannot be simply reduced
lodge it through an electoral contest. The | to the 1998 election and its outcome per se.
main protagonists in the election contest
The conflict is fairly complex. The 1998
were the LCD, BCP, BNP and MFP. The
election is only one of its many-faceted
other contestants, mainly minor parties and ' components. In its broad character, this
independent candidates played a marginal \ conflict has the following elements: (a)
role. Even prior to polling day, main oppostrained civil-military relations (Mothibe,
sition parties accused the ruling partly of
1998); (b) the incomplete political transiunlevelled playing field and its collusion
tion of 1993 which did not address issues
with the newly established Independent
of demilitarisation and integration of the
Electoral Commission (lEC). One clear exformer Lesotho Liberation Army (LLA)
ample of this was when the parties lodged j operatives in the Lesotho Defence Force;
a lawsuit again.st the lEC on
alleged irregu- ' (c) intense rivalry over state power by the
larities surrounding the registration of vot- ' political elite in the context of weak instiers. The case was dismissed
by the courts
tutions and the ever shrinking national re^

and the election

went

ahead

as

scheduled.

source

endowment (Weisfelder, 1969); (d)

The LCD

unexpectedly won 79 seats ’ the devastating split of the BCP which reout of 80. Unexpected, because the LCD i suited with the
emergence of the LCD; (e)
was a relatively new party in Lesotho's i
weak and disjointed civil society and lack
political scene and more importantly beof robust internal mechanisms of conflict
cau.se the emergence of this
party had trigresolution under conditions of one-party
gered an unprecedented bitterness among
rule; and (f) the historical role of South Afthe political elite and the electorate alike
rica in Lesotho's conflict situations over
which had a cumulative effect of casting a
time which has always been marked by
thick cloud of doubt over its performance
hegemonic politics and gun-boat diploin the election race. But, given that Lesotho ' macy. All the above
developments have
politics is largely driven by personality cult
deepened political polarisation among
rather than key issues of national imporBasotho and have ignited an unprecedented
tance, it is possible that the Mokhehle fac^
mobilise some support for the LCD.

tor did

j

sense of bitterness. Metaphorically speaking, Lesotho's problems always tend to look
SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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far

bigger than its size.
The outcome of the 1998 election fur-

ther deepened

the political bitterness. During the campaign, the BCP and BNP had
struck an unofficial electoral pact with a
view to unseat the LCD. To these parties
the LCD landslide victory was simply just

unimaginable and unfathomable. These
parties, together with the MFP, immediately organised protest marches and demonstrations against the election outcome
upon announcement of the results. They
two

also instituted

an

elections audit

-

a team

of

people who were charged with the responsibility of inspecting the election material
and electoral process to determine the freeness and fairness of the process as has been
declared by some election observer groups.
These parties, which were later joined by
other five smaller parties (i.e the Sefate
Democratic Party, the United Democratic
Party, the United Party), marched to the Palace to hand over a petition requesting the
King to dissolve the LCD government and
organise a fresh election, as they charged
that the election had been rigged.
It is worth noting that in 1994 when the
King dissolved the BCP government,
Retselisitsoe Sekhonyana (leader of the
BNP) and Vincent Malebo (leader of the
MFP) were part of the provisional governwhich was vehemently criticised by
Molapo Qhobela (leader of Th BCP) as unconstitutional and tantamount to a coup de
tat.
Ironically, in 1998 the three leaders
were united in one voice that the King must
ment

dissolve
tablish

a
a

constituted government and esgovernment of national unity

which could arrange a

fresh election. As
king restrained himself due mainly to
his limited power and the 1994 Memorandum of Understanding signed by him and
Ntsu Mokhehle and guaranteed by Botthe

swana.

South Africa and Zimbabwe, the

protesting parties mobilised their supporters to camp outside the Palace signing and
chanting day-in and day-out since Tuesday,
August 4, 1998. A majority of this group
was the unemployed youth and school dropouts whose agenda in this movement did
not coincide neatly with that of the political leadership; whilst the leadership was
concerned with power, this group was more
concerned with daily surs ival for most were
from poor backgrounds.

This explains why
very soon the youth slipped out of control
and began to call the shots on major issues
including negotiation stances and the rampage that ensured later which involved arson,

theft, murder, confiscation of vehicles

and rampant burning of private homes and
businesses which left many urban centres

especially Maseru, Mafeteng, and Mohale’s
6

Maseru

Hoek,

as

September 1998

virtual ‘Ghost Towns’. To what

the arson, pilfering and wanton destruction of property was .spontaneous or

extent

pre-planned is still a moot point. However
a casual glance at the extent and speed of
the destruction gives credence to allegations
that the act was premedicated and planned
in advance by its perpetrators.
The protesting parties managed to
render the country ungovernable when for
the better part of August-September 1998,
they camped at the Palace in Maseru, organised stay-aways, paralysed the normal
business of parliament and hijacked the
state-run

Radio Lesotho.

The role of the

king in all this political
saga is unclear. Two schools of thought
have been advanced to attempt an explanation of the King’s role in the current political turmoil. Firstly, some observers of
Lesotho’s political scene and the government officials argue that King Letsie 111 is
on the side of the opposition parties.
Secondly, another schrwl of thought perceives the King, not as part of some underground anti-government conspiracy, but
rather as a virtual hostage of the machinations of the executive organ of the state and

tional monarchical rule and is
mit

more

for

now,

the

one

Thus,

the other, creates an inherently conflictual situation" (1998:57).
Which ever .school .sounds more plansible, the stark reality is that rightly or
wrongly, the King - a figure which is suppo.sed to be the ultimate unifying force for
governance on

this nation

-

is unable to contribute

mean-

ingfully in the quest for peace, political order and stability of the .state. Until and unless, the traditional and imxlern in.stitutions
of governance are harmonised, the confusion over their roles and clashes will persist. This will require, among others, an
overhaul of the current constitution.

the events up until
negotiations
broke time and again as the two sides
seemed to hold dear and steadfastly to
During most

or

the external forces intervened

their

positions and exchanged blows over
Things came to a head on
Monday, 10 August 1990 when the
protestors called a stay-away in Maseru,

the media.

barricaded the entire town, harassed the
street vendors

and

literally brought the town
security establishment

standstill. The

to a

is

looked reluctant

(by tradition and custom) by some people
and a bureaucratic one (by the constitution)
by others (Thabane, 1998). In observing
the contradictory images of the monarch,
Thabane aptly avers that “the Lesotho monarchy has not quite adjusted to constitu¬

come.

the existence of a monarchy on
hand and modern representative

the limitations of the national constitution

deliberately vague on the extent of the
King’s powers. On this score, we are confronted by a clash between traditional monarchical practices and modern statecraft.
A clash that arises precisely because the
monarchy is .seen as a political institution

likely to com-

mistakes in times to

or

hesitant

to

intervene

and armed clashes ensued between sup-

porters of the

Opposition parties and those

of the

ruling party resulting in at least five
people killed while 15 others sustained serious injuries. All these developments effectively paralysed the LCD government
and rendered it

a

lame duck.

The Prime Minister called for

SADC

help from
especially from the troika countries

of Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe
without

prior consultation with the King as
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head of state

-

a

signal of ice-cold relations

between the two

gan

arms

of the executive

or-

of the state.
Attendant to this

development was the
deepened polarisation of society at different

1

levels and the disorientation of various

political institutions. The Church retreated
into its traditional political cocoons with
the Catholics supporting the opposition
parties mainly due to the BNP influence
and the Evangelical church on the side of
the government given the overbearing LCD
influence. The bureaucracy was disoriented
and insecure given that any political
change brings about uncertainty in their
job situations, so they were unsure of exactly what side to support. The legislature,
being a one-party House, with the exception of the Upper House, saw its role,
rightly or wrongly, as that of defending
the ruling party and as such a partisan actor
in the conflict. The Judiciary found its crcdibility in doubt given the overbearing hegemony of the executive over its functions
especially on politically charged cases
brought before it for adjudication. It was
also taken as a party to the conflict by some
elements in the opposition hence during the
ensuing mayhem, the High Court was also
burned by the protestors. The security establishment

also disoriented and

sought
refuge in their traditional political alliances,
was

hence the bulk of the armed forces invested
their sympathies with the opposition forces,
mutinied

against their commanders and
a purely po-

found themselves embroiled in

litical process. Further more, relations bethe police and the army began to thaw

tween
as

the two seemed

unsure

of how

to react

to the

crisis; this tension reached an apex
on August 17 when the two forces exchanged fire around the Palace gates resulting in death and injuries. As all these
developments ensued, the organs of civil

society

were dead-asleep, having lapsed
back into the comfort and convenience of
their respective political cleavages in contrast to their

political response to the 1994
crisis (Selinyane, 1998). Civil society,
therefore, had little input in the process of
conflict management and was totally elbowed out of the game by the political society which defined the rules of the game
and played the game without an impartial
referee or umpire.
Pri:vkntivk Dipi.omaca
A

kai.i.s apart

delegation from South Africa comprising. Deputy president, Thabo Mbeki, Foreign Affairs Minister, Alfred Nzo and Defence Minister, Joe Modise jetted into
Maseru on August 10 with a view to help
quell the turmoil. A meeting was held in
7

the Prime Minister's Office involving the

Gi

South African

The Lesotho government quickly rendered
the report irrelevant as the Prime Minister

delegation, the government
representatives and three-person delegations from each of the three main opposition parties. According to an anonymous
source, the meeting agreed that “a committee of independent experts from the
‘troika’ countries would examine allegations of electoral irregularities and the conduct of the elections. They would report
within two weeks".The Investigation Group
was led
by Justice Pius Langa of the South
African Constitutional Court and

was

ini-

tially .scheduled to finish the assignment in
two-weeks time.

The Report was only released on Thurs-

day 17 September 1998 and brought to
Lesotho by a delegation of officials from
the troika countries headed by
Sydney
Mufamadi, South African Minister of

Safety and Security. Not only had the findings of the report shifted from what the interim report seemed to suggest, but the final report was not definitive on major issues.

The Langa Report did not, against all
expectations, bring about a conducive climate for a negotiated settlement of the
Lesotho conflict. Even the acting President
of South Africa, Mangosiithu Buthelezi,
told the parliament in Cape Town that the
Report was neither fish nor fowl for the allegations by opposition parties that the 1998
elections were rigged were neither confirmed nor disproved (SundayTimes, 27
September 1998). What Buthelezi was implying was simply that a negotiated settlement process had aborted, thus
forcing
South Africa to resort to a militaiy strategy of managing the Lesotho conflict. All
the parties represented in the South African parliament
opposed vehemently the
military intervention of the South African

National Defence Force (SANDF) in
Lesotho with the obvious exception of the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and the AfriNational Congress (ANC).
Opposition parties in Lesotho, rightly
or
wrongly, lost confidence and trust in
the report for a variety of reasons including:
a. the
unnecessarily long delays before its

requested military intervention of Botswana, Mozambique, South Africa and
Zimbabwe in the Lesotho conflict.
The Prime Minister invited a

foreign
military force to come and restore order in
Lesotho arguing that the government had
been held at ransom by the demonstrators
who had
of

the
c.

preliminary report and the final

version of the report; and
the circulation among the troika governments and the deliberations over its contents

by the same governments long
before the conflicting parties could even
have a glance at it.
SoTTii Akrr'an-Botswana Connkction:

some

even threatened to take the lives
of the Cabinet members. But the

pillar of this request was the following passage in the letter;
The most serious tragedy is that the police, and in particular the army, are at best,
spectators.
The mutiny in the LDF
{Lesotho Defence Force) is taking root.
The brigadier who has been forced to be
commander, has had to.go into hiding hecause the mutineers have
attempted foreing him to announce a coup. He has so far
refused and fears for his life. In this instance, we have a coup on our hands
(My emphasis)
This passage painted graphically a picture of impending civil war in Lesotho and
a covert
military coup in the making. The
importance of the Prime Minister's allegation of a coup lies in the fact that it invoked Article 5, section 2

tocol

on

(ib) of the ProPolitics, Defence and Security

in

the Southern African Development
Community which states that one of the

intra-state

conflicts

which

could

war-

regional intervention is “a threat to
the legitimate authority of the government
(such as a military coup by the armed or
paramilitary forces)”. So immediately the
rant

a

Lesotho Prime Minister mentioned a coup.
South Afi ica saw red and feared for:

possible jeopardy of this scenario

a.

on

the
Lesotho

Highlands Water Project;

b.

massive cross-border Hows of refugees
and illegal migrants in the context of
its own strained social services; and

c

proliferation of illegal cross-border
trafficking of small arms and possibly
narcotics. This was clearly a doom see-

can

release;
b. the fundamental contradictions between

NUOAT DIIM.OMAfV AT WORK

nario which South Africa reckoned it had

respond to quickly.
Indeed, South Africa
a country that
criticised Zimbabwe vehemently for its
to

-

military intervention in the Great Lakes crisent a contingent of about 600
heavily
armed soldiers in Lesotho on the 22nd Sepsis

-

tember 1998 which

by

a

were

reinforced later

further 450 on the 28th September. A

further 750 SANDF soldiers
Lesotho

were

sent

into

Thursday, 8 October. That even
a Lesotho
military gairison guarding the
Lesotho Highlands Water Project was aton
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almost

and

tacked

wiped out through
by the SANDF during
the morning of September 22, 1998 raises
a strategie question of who is supposed
to ensure the security of this joint project.
Apparently, the Lesotho Highlands Water
treaty signed by the governments of both
aerial bombardment

countries in 1986 does not address issues

of

security.
The initial

primary objectives of the
military intervention were

political bonus to South Africa for it, in a
way, deflected attention to the latter's bullyboy tactics against a smaller neighbour and
effectively gave the operation a veneer of a
supposed SADC mandate and blessing. All
said and done, this intervention is. to all
intents and purposes, a

South African
operation aimed at protecting its strategic interests especially the Lesotho Highlands Water Project.
Rather than restore order, the

South Africa-led

intervention in Lesotho

three-fold;

South Africa has tended to inflame the situ-

recapture the Royal Palace;

a.

to

b.

to

c.

to secure

suppress

the

army

ation further.

mutiny; and

the Katse Dam

(Anonymous)

The South African army quickly
its presence at the Palace and

established
part of the
the hoisting

drama of this

occupation was
flag. While the
Ratjomose barracks was captured with relative ease, the major battle was waged at the
Makoanyane barracks, although the joint
South African and Botswana force captured
the camp after close to two days of fighting. A major tragedy for the Lesotho Deof the South African

fence Force (LDF) occurred at Katse where
the army garrison was caught unawares and

subjected to aerial bombardment leading to
about 20 losing their lives.
This act of military intervention in political conflicts which came immediately after the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)
Summit in Durban emphasised the bankruptcy of South Africa’s foreign policy.
It is instructive, however,

that it was dur-

ing the Summit that Mandela, for the first
time, gave a tacit support to the military
intervention in the DRC crisis by some regional states such as Zimbabwe, Angola and
Namibia. If almost overnight South Africa
is now persuaded to militaristic solution of
political conflicts, is the Lesotho experience
a harbinger of what we are likely to see,
say in Angola now that the war between
the government and UNITA has resumed
or in Swaziland where the prodemocracy
forces have been putting pressure on the
government for almost ten years
Now that Mandela

seems

now?

to have under-

political volte face on the DRC critheir Zimbabwean,
Namibian and Angolan colleagues in the
Great Lakes crisis? We are posing these
rhetorical questions merely to indicate the
depth and severity of the crisis of foreign
policy in South Africa which was also
graphically illustrated by the messy political overtures of that country to the Nigerian crisis in 1995 (see van Aard, 1996).
Botswana sent an initial contingent of
200 soldiers on the 23rd September and an
additional 120 on the 28th September. The
taken

a

sis, will the SANDF join

Botswana

8

military involvement

military
by Botswana and

came as a

It has

clearly rendered the
negotiated settlement of the cun ent conflict
derivative option

while the military solupriority. The
military intervention has changed the climate so drastically that the agenda of the
talks is likely to be clouded; the role of
South Africa as key mediator is now in

a

tion has been elevated to top

are now doubts as to the utility
Langa Report in defining a mutually inclusive terrain of the talks; and the
opposition parties will feel disempowered
for they reckon they are forced to negotiate
under duress; besides, parties to the
conflict have not refrained from exchanging verbal attacks which only help to harden
attitudes and block chances for mutually
acceptable compromises. Be that as it may,
a negotiated solution is more desirable than
a military solution to the conflict.
Such a

doubt; there
of the

solution has to be all-inclusive, thus satis-

that all parties in the dispute,
including opposition parties will cooperate with SADC in this regard.
and (d)

(b)aove,

Apparently, the Deputy President's
was rather premature for
b> the time he made the speech the talks
were still
in progress. Responding to
Mbeki's surpri.se announcement. Mamello
.Monison, a spokesperson for the opposition parties, complained that the statement had “thrown the entire negotiation into
chaos" (The Sunday Independent. 4 Octoannouncement

her 1998).
of the same

Indeed, at around 10:00 P.M.

nounced

Sesotho Stereo

of the talks

was

scheduled for Friday,

an-

(Lesedi FM)

parties had agreed on (a) and
they had not as yet agreed on the

form of government prior to election and
on the troops withdrawal. These were matfor later rounds of

negotiation schedMonday, 5 October 1998. In setting the record straight, Mufamadi indi-

ters

uled for

cated that the agreement
follows:

reached

was as

(a) that a fresh election be held in l.S to 18
months;
(b) that Le.sotho’s electoral .system must be
reviewed with

a

view to broaden

politi-

cal

participation;
(c) that all parties shall abide by and respect
the outcome of the election;

(d) that

a

code of conduct for political par-

ties be drawn out;

(e) that the Independent Electoral Commission

be

strengthened and
given sufficient resources;

ties.

rican President, Nelson Mandela and
Lesotho King, Letsie 111 called on the parties to resume peace talks. The first round

day. Sydney Mufamadi

that whilst the

fying the interests of all the conflicting parDuring tlRnr meeting of Tuesday, 29
September 1998 in Cape Town, South Af-

on

must

(f) that parties shall dpsist from makinginflammatory statements; and
(g) that parties will work together to restore

stability and desist from any action that
may compromise
the professionalism of the security forces.

2

October 1998.
The talks

were

held

at

the United Na-

Development Programme offices, ining all the conflicting parties and mediated by a SADC delegation led by Sydney Mufamadi. At 7;30 P.M. of the same
day. South African Deputy President Mbeki
made a speech to the nation on the Lesotho
crisis. He announced that the peace talks
have agreed on the following: (a) that a new
general election will be held in 15 to 18
months; (b) that the Independent Electoral

The

impact ok the t onei.ict and

tlons

MII.ITARV iNTERVENnON

voic

The

Commission
and

(lEC) will be reconstituted

strengthened in order to put in place

measures

that will

free and fair;

ensure

that elections

are

(c) that the LCD government

remains in

place until the planned election
security
presence in Le.sotho until the Lesotho security forces are able effectively to discharge their legal and constitutional roles;
and the SADC will maintain the

-

military intervention in Lesotho has
lives on all sides.

claimed many human
About 264 business

firms

have

been

destroyed and 3(XX) workers have suddenly joined the already large group of
unemployed labour in the country. The
social consequences of this development in
of increased poverty and crime rate

terms

ghastly to contemplate. Given the increasing proliferation of unlicensed arms in
the country, armed criminal activity will
accelerate. The tragedy has led to an
unprecedented dislocation of the Lesotho
economy estimated to the tune of R2.5 billion only for the destruction in Maseru; and
the damage could be five-times on a
national scale.
The economic aspect of
the crisis has not only increased the
are
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congestion of cross-border traffic of
Basotho on the Maseru and Wepner bridges
for a variety of services in South Africa,
but has also led to uncontrollable price hikes
for all types of commodities still available,
especially consumable goods. The total
of economic reconstruction could
of millions of Rands for the

cost

amount to tens

be able to recover fully from the
depredation of the conflict. Recently
Mandela dismissed appeals for the South
African government to help Lesotho reconstruct its dilapidated urban centres

country to

and redress the economic

degradation that
went with it in the following words:
"The SADC went there in the spirit of peace
and those are things that have to be considered: whether the Basotho can actually start
destroying their capital and expect us to be

responsible for that damage" (The Star, 30
September 1998).
In terms of human suffering, conservalive estimates have it that eleven (11) South

African soldiers

were

killed while five (5)

injured. The tragedy was more pronounced on the side of the small, landltK'ked

were

impoverished Kingdom of Lesotho;
people both civilian and military
personnel are reported killed while about
20 are injured. The figures must be read
with a lot of circumspection for it is very
difficult to provide exact numbers of casualties in a complex and continuing war situand

about 113

ation.

Further

more, an

unknown number

of Basotho and nonBasotho have lied to

neighbouring towns in South Africa where
they have sought political refuge. The
military intervention has further whittled
Lesotho's already tenuous political sovereignty and territorial integrity. The magnitude of this problem is so huge that
Lesotho may not lecover its sovereignty and
territorial integrity in the near future. Attendant to the diminution of sovereignty is
the shrinking horizons of personal and human security in the country as a result of
both foreign intervention and the upward
spiral of armed criminal activity.
The

dusk-to-dawn

curfew

that

the

Lesotho government impo.sed since September 23 also contributes to the curtail-

(e)

follows:

(a) what will be the state of the Lesotho

government after this

military

opera-

tion'?;

(b) what will be the state of the monarchy
after this

operation'?;

(c) what will be the state of the Lesotho

security establishment after this operation'?;

(d) what will be the state of the Lesotho
y

more
ture

In order to find

of relations between Lesotho (govand people) and South Africa

;

eminent

,

(government and people) after this op-

j

are

current

country and its
WiiK

11

existential

(b) planned withdrawal of foreign troops,
stabilisation of the

crisis of their

Wav Lk.sotho?

uncertain. The

ground to a halt thus deepening furhyperdependency on the South Afeconomy.
For instance, the war in

almost

aim at

deepening its democratic form

and content;

(d) peace-building,

Lesotho has resulted in economic boom for

reconciliation and a
political sta-

drive towards sustainable

Since the

bility; and

virtual

collapse of Maseru, about 3 000
Basotho cross the Maseru Bridge every day

a

governance and a popular review of the
Lesotho national constitution which will

country's economy has

South Africa's border towns.

and

(c) the strengthening of key institutions of

ther its

rica

security establishof de-

deliberate process
militarisation of society;
ment

awfully uncertain future.

Never before has the future of Lesotho been
so

parties to the

conflict;

Basotho of all walks of life have to

of the

long-lasting solution

modate the interests of the

all the

key questions that
ponder
and possibly answer in order to make sense
These

a

of the current crisis, Lesotho's political
leadership must face up to the following
challenges:
(a) achievement of a mutually acceptable
negotiated settlement that will accom-

;

eration?

(e) concerted efforts towards economic reI

construction and

go shopping in Ladybrand and nearby
South African towns. The political situa-

to

development.

CoNt i.iisioN
Although political turmoil and instability
seems to have plagued the mountain kingdom of Lesotho since the past 32 years, the
magnitude of the current crisis is surely unprecedented. With the failure of a negotiated settlement of a long-running powould then work in close collaboration with
litical dispute between opposition parties
government and will be solely responsiand the ruling party and an abortive comble for all preparation for the election inmission of inquiry sanctioned by SADC,
eluding the establishment of a reconstituted
South Africa and Botswana decided to reIndependent Electoral Commission. This
solve a political dispute by military means,
was meant to be a compromise between
This led to a military intervention of their
the opposition's demand for the establishnational defence forces in Lesotho, osment of a government of national unity and
tensibly under the auspices of SADC,
the ruling party's insistence that the stawhich move has wreaked havoc to the altus quo remains until the election. There
ready explosive situation; a lot of human
are signs, however, that the two sides may
lives have been lost; the Lesotho economy
use this opportunity not so much to drive
has been thoroughly dislocated; the horitowards compromise, but to solidify their ' zons of the country's sovereignty have
original positions even further. This see.shrunk considerably; human and personal
nario would essentially mean more politisecurity has been sacrificed on the altar of
cal chaos for it anticipates a zero-sum sothe sacred state security; and the sheer surlution to the crisis. The negotiation may
vival of the Lesotho nation-state is exalso produce positive results depending
tremely uncertain. Basotho themselves
on the extent to which parties in the conhave to decide the future of their own state
flict realise the importance of a win-win
and they will have to do this against the
solution to this crisis rather than a partisan
powerful forces of globalisation and
tion is

equally uncertain. In the last round
of talks between the conflicting parties on
October 3, the SADC mediators proposed
that a transitional structure comprising
representatives of all parties who will contest the forthcoming election be set up. This

,

w

of human

security and restrains civil
liberties, The critical questions here are as

ment

after this operation'?; and
inipoilantly what will be the na-

economy

inner-take-all attitude. It is the role of the

mediator, however,

to strive towards a

regionalisation. If Basotho fail to determine
the destiny of their own country, no doubt,

mutually acceptable settlement of the con- | some hegemonic

external forces might do

flict which will cast the

it for them drawing some legitimacy and
credibility from some supranational body,
At this juncture, Lesotho has reached the
for the establishment of a transitional struccross-roads whereby the centripetal forces
ture as originally proposed by
Sydney ; of nationhood and nationalism are pitted
Mufamadi. The major issues of conten- i against the centrifugal forces of globalism
tion could revolve mainly around how
and regionalism. The nature of response to
the structure will execute its functions ' this challenge by both the political leaderand its powers and jurisdiction vis-a-vis
ship and organi.sed civil society will be critical in reshaping Lesotho's future.
tho.se of the government.

negotiated settlement in positive-sum terms.
It is possible, therefore, that mediators will push
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LAND AND AGRARIAN REFORM IN SOUTH AFRICA

Prospects and Challenges
regulatory mechanism tor redistributing land and the state pro\ ides for a
bridging grant of R15 000 which house-

However, skewed land ownership re-

Abie Ditlhake

mains

striking in the

case of rural land
agricultural use, with more
than 12 million black people inhabiting
only 17.1 million hectares (of which no
more than 2.6 million hectares is of
good
quality) and less than 60 000 white farmers
occupying 85.7 million hectares, including most of South Africa’s high potential
arable land. There are thus gross inequalities not only in quantity of land available

available for

Historical overview
"W "W Te the marginalised people
%/%/of South Africa, who are
y y landless and land hungry,
declare our needs for all the world to
know. We are people who have home
the brunt of apartheid, of forced removals from

rural

our

areas,

to

homes, of poverty in the

of oppression on the farms

and

places...

to

promise between the ANC and the National
Party during I99()and 1994. However, this

objective for transformation in rural

was

democratic election. This dtKument constituted general principles for transforming

of 1994 general elections. The new democratic

dispensation was expected not only
imbalances in land ownership,
but also its productive output. For this,
ordinary rural people hoped to improve
their economic well-being through a land

South Africa, and among key issues were
the redistribution of 30% of agricultural
land within the first five years of the new

to correct

democratic government

redistribution programme.

Political transition

a

economic

resource and as such a fundamental element of property and production relations. In South Africa, these re-

are shaped by the historidevelopment of (racial) capitalcurrent

■■

I

were

formed

shaped by land dispossession,

forced removals and creation of reserves for Africans. This resulted in

overcrowding, poverty and rural
derdevelopment.

un-

discriminatory and

racially motivated law since 1913;
■■

land. These relations

Restitution of Land Rights: to restore land
back to people who were disposed of
their land due to

land

ownership and relation of production

Policy
has three

The present land reform policy
main components, namely:

socio-

lationships

Pillars and

influences of Land Reform

What the above demonstrate is that

ownership has always been

-

coming into power.

Land Redistribution

Programme: to provide the poor with access to land for
residential and productive land to im-

their livelihoods. TTie major tenet
of this programme is based on the concept of ‘willing-buyer, will-seller’ arrangements. The market is the central
prove

context

of external intlu-

ing process. Alternative views and aspirations were not fully integrated into the
policy, notwithstanding the perceived consultative process the Department of Land
Affairs (DLA) undertook. Concerns raised

transform the

unequal relations of prostrategic objectives for land reform were clearly understood, and principles well elaborated by
the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) base document before the

done in the

ences, in particular the inter\ ention that the
World Bank made during the policy-mak-

duction. Thus, the historical

epitomises the experiences
and expectations of the South African
countryside. It is these expectations that
lightened and accompanied the dawn of a
new democratic order during the advent

10

an outcome of a negotiated settlement which constituted a political com-

in the patterns of land ownership in South
Africa that land reform programme sought

The extract

and

policy is

farming. It is in this context of anomalies

{Rural Community iMnd Charter: South
Africa, February 1994)

on

white and black farmers, but also in its

South Africa, as Bernstein argues, is to
‘break the de facto, as well as de jure’,
white domination of land ownership and

and blow away in the wind, because we
have been forced into smaller and

ism that informs the

some challenges
facing the land reform programme, it is
important to brielly highlight its formative
principles. While the present land reform

With this scenario in mind, it remains

of little food, no water and sanitation. We have seen our land dry up

cal

In order to understand

apparent therefore that the most urgent task

cause

land

provide for security of tenure to people
with insecure tenure. Currently, a tenure
policy process is underway.

quality.

and of starvation in the bantustans...
We have seen our children stunted be-

smaller

holds can access for land acquisition;
Reform of Land Tenure: to extend and

by rural communities in 1994 were outweighed by global imperatixes represented
by World Bank and other international interests and
!

the

emerging national petty-

bourgeoisie.
The effect of these
on

powerful interests
agrarian reform

the outcome of land and

policy, the fall of the RDP and the subsequent rise of Growth, Employment and
Redistribution (GEAR) macro economic

policy - which is

seen as a retreat from the
earlier transformative agenda, poses a se-

rious threat to the
extract

aspirations raised in the

above. In effect, the results of the

policy framework represent the reproduction of the dualism of apartheid agriculture
in the form of a productive core of commercial farms and

a

farms,

hand, and the

fringe of small black
racially
skewed land ownership, on the other. The
current land reform policy framework represent a minimalist approach and has serious

on

the

one

internal constraints. The main thrust

of apartheid

landownership patterns are not

under any pressure to

transform.

It thus suffice to conclude from the
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land reform, especially for the most
marginalised and poor. The government
cal necessity, but rather on the concept of 1 appropriate for South Africa because of
needs to play a role as rapid acquirer and
“reconciliation, nation-building, stability
huge historical imbalances due to land disdistributor of land to identified beneficiarand investor confidence”. The resulting
pos.session, and the consequent inequali- j ies through a combination of measures,
model is, therefore, found wanting in terms
ties in incomes. The imperfections in land
including sequestration and forced purof clarity as to the nature of the problems
markets have slowed down delivery of land ^ chase at below market price. The market
being addressed, understanding of the
to rural people. About 1.76 million rural
based compensation, coupled with the nopower relations and conflicting interests
households demand farmland amounting to j tion of co-payment, is too expensive, is
involved, identification of key assump23.6 million hectares, only 161 317 hec- J skewing the land market, and is bankrupttions, clarification of policy objectives,
tares of land has been transferred to about j ing poor communities,
mechanisms, and the failure to establish ‘ 17 000 households by the end of 1997. |
In order to address these problems, a
clear indicators. The policy further places
Further, only 0.2% of the total farmland |
a great deal of emphasis on technical, buarea had been transferred through the renumber of options need to be considered,
reaucratic, and judicial processes rather a i distribution programme since its inception, j among others are nationalisation and outas opposed to 30% projected by RDP durright expropriation, setting of land ceiling,
visionary political programme.
ing the first four years of the new governexpropriation of unutilized, underutilized
ment coming to power. Complicating this
and indebted farms,redistribution of state
Implementation at a glance
During the first few years after the 1994
ideal scenario is the fact that land prices land, land for the tiller programme and land
elections, the Department of Land Affairs
have generally increased since the incep- tax. These measure will enable the goveminent to explore various possibilities for
(DLA) gave priority to the development of i tion of the redistribution programme. A
new land reform policy aimed at addresstotal increase of 6% since 1994, with an unlocking the current logjam.
ing the imbalances and injustices of the
annual average increase of 2% a year has
Conclusion
past. Although the land refomi programme i been noted by recent studies,
above that the settlement agreement was
not based on the fundamentals of histori-

bution of land as expected by the policy
j makers. The market-based approach is not

,

,

pragmatically formulated, the Depart- I
More alarming is the lack of contribuinitially gave scant attention to implementation issues. In many respects, the
tion of land reform to the economic deresulting legislative framework is incon- !, velopment of rural areas. Land reform
gruous with particular conditions and ex- ! has been conceptualised as a mere physiperiences of rural communities on the I cal transfer of pieces of land to historiground. Additionally, few appropriate in- ; cally disadvantaged communities withstitutional arrangements were put in place ! out developmental resources or support
to advance implementation. A crisis of
mechanisms to use the acquired land prodelivery has resulted, creating frustration i ductively. Thus, land acquired in this
and despair amongst the mass of rural peo- ■ manner has become a liability rather than
pie who expected effective delivery of land
an asset to the beneficiaries of the proconsequent improvement in the quality of j gramme,

Land reform, or the transformation of unequal tenure relations, should be re-

was

ment

garded as a necessary precondition for

^

! the
transformation of rural economies.
It is

impossible to achieve rural development or, indeed, to deal with dramatically unequal income levels in any rural
setting, without first addressing the question of unequal access to land. The
policy framework in South Africa need
to be

'

their lives.

However, land reform experience

demonstrated one urgency - to overhaul
Challenges
The recent unrest in rural Zimbabwe,
it and put in place appropriate instituwhere farm workers went on strike and : tional arrangements that are responsive

|

from

1994 to 1998 has few success stories com-

.

hundreds of villages invaded farms in
protest at delays in the land reform programme should ring warning bells for
The Restitution programme had, by the end
South Africa. The land reform proof September 1998, over 28 000 claims , gramme in Zimbabwe started with the
submitted, of which nineteen had been ad- j same approach South Africa is taking,
judicated upon by the Land Claims Court. ; Over twenty years down the line, ZimNot only has relatively little land been rebabwe has not bee able to deliver. Simidistributed and very few restitution cases i lar frustrations are starting to emerge in
resolved, but there is no evidence to indiSouth Africa. Presently therehave been

to particular conditions

pared with problems identified. The overwhelming sense emerging from recent
.studies and experiences is one of failure.

cate

reviewed to reflect the historical

political realities of land ownership and
agrarian reform challenges. To date,
implementation of the current policy has

whether or not those beneficiaries who

a

ral areas.

obtaining in ru-

NOTE
Statistics

use

in this

work-in-progress have been

derived from recent research studies, in

1. Land Redistribution
^

Options in South Africa.

May 1998. commissioned by the National Land

I

Committee: and
2. A seed not

number killings of white farmers, with

sown:

South Africa,

Prospects for Agrarian Reform in

September 1998, commissioned by a

of RDPs

varying and contradictory explanations consortium of NGOs.
as to the reasons or causes. Land invaPaper presented at SAFES
sions may become effective ways of acTRUST
cessing land in the absence of system- j
atic overhaul of the present policy frame- ' ANNUAL
work and its constraining mechanism.

inertia of the market. The ‘free and open
market’ has proved its inability to play a

led,
application-based land reform does not

have taken transfer

are

in fact

experienc-

ing improved livelihoods or greater food
security.

;

major factor hindering the realisation
objective of distributing 30% of
productive agricultural land had been the |
A

COLLOQUIUM

Abie Ditihake is

Further, the concept of a demand

meaningful and objective role in the distri- | hold any
II

particu-

lar:

;i

|!
meaningful hope for far reaching i

a

member of

the National Land Committee

in South Africa
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THE DRC HARARE CONFERENCE

Communique
We the

on

the Great Lakes Region Crisis

participating representatives i the control of our resources and that is I
community and civil
undermining the sovereignty of our !

of the academic

society in Southern and Eastern

Af-

states,

rica, held consultations in Harare on
25-26 September 1998 under the aegis

We admit that there

Regional InPolicy Studies (SARIPS) on

Region, and in the

Kingdom of Lesotho. Also present at
the meeting were representatives of
governments and the armed forces
from the

region, and members of the
diplomatic community.
We decided that we cannot remain
silent. War and peace are not the exclusive domain of governments or of soldiers. Peaceful diplomatic, as against

military,

means

conflicts in the
must

be found

I

of resolving the many
vast

Great Lakes

to save

region

the lives of peo-

pie who are during in the war. Also, society pays a heavy price in the form of
increasing cost of living, shortages of
goods and uprooting of families. We also
noted that while African states are at war
with one another in the DRC there is an- I
other war, nor less destructive, that is !

■
.

before

we can

more

a long way to go
establish sustainable in-

line with the normal UN

!

can

an

people displaced

That governments respect

in letter
spirit the UN Conventions against
genocide, and that peoples in Africa

respective countries, we demand that our j
political leaders set aside their petty na- I
tionalistic and ethnic differences, and i

I

approaches to try to solve these probWe a.sk of our leaders that they |
get together to try to understand that |
being waged on the peoples of the rewhilst they are fighting among them- I
gion. We refer to the economic war on
selves, the region is being steadily re- ■
our
peoples waged by the forces of colonised by external forces more powglobalisation and liberalisation. By be- ! erful and sophisticated in their methods
ing forced prematurely to open up the ; than those that came to colonise Africa
region to unfair competition from mulafter the Berlin Congress of 1884. Aftinational corporations and to specularica must wake up and not let 1881 re- i

tive attacks

the currencies in the

lems.

peat itself!
|
gion, the policies of our governments
In the light of this fundamental truth ‘
have destroyed the basis of a self-susabout our contemporary situation, we i
recommend the following:
taining endogenous economy, and undermined the incomes and job security of
That the legitimate concerns of all
j
j
our people.
| parties to the various conflicts in the
We would have expected our politiGreat: Lakes region, inside and outside
cal leaders to join hands to face the chalj the DRC, be recognised,
That a fair and just means be found
lenge of globalisation, speaking in a !
united voice to protect the lives, jobs and
j for responding to these legitimate con- j
welfare of the people. Instead, what we
cerns.
have is division among them, in-fightThat these concerns be taken into
ing, debilitating wars, and chauvinist
consideration in the overall settlement \
narrow-mindedness that have made our
whilst recognising the territorial and i
region hostage to the globalising forces
political integrity of the DRC.
I
That whilst recognising the legality
of corporate capital that is taking over
12

on

re-

uprooted by the

and

our

abandon the militarist and undemocratic

or

conflict.

end in itself,

society in

procedures.

That the settlement be negotiated
entirely within the framework of the
OAU, and without the involvement of
outside powers and forces.
That every effort must be made to
assist the return and reintegration of all

Whilst we recognise the role played
by the military of the SADC, it must be
used, now and in future, only to ensure
the successful implementation of a
peaceful political solution; it should not
As members of civil

political alliance of all

African force from countries not involved in direct conflict in the DRC in

resolve these problems,
Militarism has been the bane of our societies.

become

inclusive

That in the meantime a cease-fire
be declared to be monitored
by a pan-

stitutions of democratic governance,
Most of these problems have roots in our
colonial history. But we do not believe
that a resort to the military, or authori-

tarianism,

legitimacy of the regime of

forces.

also agree that we have

the current situations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and
the Great Lakes

serious eth-

nic and boundary problems in the region
that cannot be simply wished away. We

of the Southern African

stitute for

are

and

Laurent Kabila, steps be
encouraged to
broaden its political base
through a

take determined action to root out the
culture of genocide which is a heinous
crime against humanity.
That members of the civil

society

B the

churches, the trade unions, the
academia, the business community, and
other NGOs B be involved in the consultations and in the monitoring of the

implementation of the agreements.
That at the earliest opportunity, African governments, together with members from civil society, organise themselves to consider the challenge of
globalisation and take a concerted position

on

matters

vestment and

related

trade, inIn this
try to form reto

development.

context, Africa must

gional bodies to collectively negotiate
with the World

Bank/IMF, the WTO

and the donors instead of
as

negotiating

individuals with them.

That at the earliest opportunity, African governments, jointly with members of civil society, address the issue
of the eradication of poverty and the
processes of marginalisation which are
at the root of the conflicts in the continent.

That

no

sanctions

countries in the

are imposed on
region for their in-

volvement in the DRC.
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Letter From Ernest Wamba Dia Wamba To the
Participants to the
Conference of Experts and Interested Parties on the Crisis
in the Democratic Republic of Congo: ALL
I

was

invited to the Conference. 1 would have wanted to

participate. 1 cannot

for reasons

come

and

understand. I would
also have wanted to send a paper to be read at the conference. I was
unable to write such a paper. My time is very much utilized
by the
tasks of conducting a war of liberation and the
building of our movement, Le Rassemblement Congolais pour la Democratic - RCD. I
hope your will understand and forgive my absence.
I have been,, for a long time, a distant
participant in the Congolese movement of protest and struggle against dictatorship. For
many
years, almost since independence, after the Lumumbist nationalists
were assassinated
as required by the US interests of Cold War - the
Congolese people have not been able to:
1.
freely elect and control their own leaders;
come

you may

-

2.

eradicate the colonial conditions of life;

3.

prevent differences from being transformed into
achieve peace, security and use the rich
re.sources for people’s well
being.

Each time the

potential nature

relationship between external conditions and internal
developed against the fundamental interests of the

on two accounts:

Mobutu, who incarnated repression

as policy in Congo
destabilizing regional gendarme was overthrown;
the sub-region actively took the position for the over
throwing of Mobutu and the support for the Congolese to

and

ii)

pursue the process of democratization, blocked by Mobutu.
It became clear, almost
universally, that stable democratic institu-

tions in

Congo were the key for peace and security in the sub-region
was a fundamental basis to resolve the
urgent issues of
post-genocide situation in Rwanda, civil war in Angola and the negative impact of Sudanese fundamentalism. The
unity of purpose, in
as

well. This

the

sub-region is crucial

as a

catalyst for the

process

of internal solv-

ing of issues blocking democratization in Congo. Antagonistic division in the sub-region is, therefore, a negative condition on the resolution of internal contradictions.
It was morally difficult, as a committed intellectual, to feel
powerless to do anything more than use of words, while the

genocide was
the issue. When
emerging in Congo
the evidence is now overwhelming -1 could not bear the
feeling of
being unable to do something, at least to prevent or minimize the
possibility. When my friends, in Kinshasa, sent me a delegation inviting me to get involved, I accepted. 1 had, in fact, been meeting
with leaders in the sub-region, to facilitate the
process of re-launching the democratization process, when this development occurred.

going

on in 1994. 1 have been since researching on
it became clear that a possibility of genocide was

-

In some sense, the creation of the RCD followed some of the
suggestions I had made before. I discussed some of them with friends such
as Prof
Nzongola. This is one of the personal reasons of
my

involve-

ment.

We

in the struggle. The more credible draft of the Con(produced by the National Conference) - there are many drafts
existing - has a provision which says that the people have the right to
rebel against the usurpation of state power
by one person or group of
people. The solitary exercise of power by Kabila and the following
consequences does ju.stify the right for the Congolese to rebel. The
are now

stitution

13

table confer-

rable democratic institution.
am not

interested in i

tribute, what I

can,

-7,

,

,

in

building

Congolese people. The crisis of Congo has, due to its geopolitical
position, had a de.stabilizing impact on the sub-region.
Very briefly, the ‘revolution’ which led Mr Kabila to power, was a
i)

a

again to work out
acceptable principles
which may guide to duence

power for power’s sake.
I am determined to con-

contradictions has

breakthrough

around

I

discriminations; and
4.

important thing, on our
part, is to try to lead the
movement towards laydown credible
ing
grounds to remove the
obstacles to the Congolese sitting together

a credible RCD and laying ground for a credible and suecessful transition to democracy. Once this is done, the

Congolese
people will freely elect their leaders.
Our RCD is a front with multiple political currents. These currents exist inside the Congolese
people. We agree on a minimal political programme which reflects the aspirations of the
majority of
our people. The RCD is
open to all political forces which are for the
programme for democracy. At the end of the war, the RCD will also
discuss with other forces not yet in the RCD for the formation of the
transitional government of national unity and for the framework of
the transition to democracy. The RCD tries to
organize itself on the
basis of regional representation, collective
leadership and an ethic of
truth. The challenge is to make the RCD work and
gradually remove
the prevailing limitations.
We are saddened by the fact that the evidence of ethnic cleansing has not made even African intellectuals be move by it. We
support the Article 19 which, so far, has taken up the issue. What
is basic for us is the protection of human life. We cannot condone people being killed just because
they are what they are - as
members of a singled out ethnic group. It does not matter who
the target is now. We know that once the
principle is accepted
that an ethnic group can be eliminated, there will
always be another target each time. Today it is the
Banyamulenge and Tutsis,
tomorrow Bakongo or Ngbandi, etc. Intellectuals should take
this issue seriously with great resolve.
Despite all we reproach Mr Kabila, we are willing to have
face to face negotiations with him to discuss all the
problems
confronted by our people. The sooner the best to avoid
people
continue dying unnecessarily. Intellectuals and academic
organizations, SAFES, CODESRIA, etc, should get involved in this
process of pressurize and educate people who matter to get these
negotiations through. African academics and researchers’ wisdom must take, also, challenges as this one. After all, it is for
African people’s welfare, peace and
security, African academics
ultimately labour.
Please do excuse my incoherence. I am
writing in conditions
which don’t allow

me

to even

reread what I wrote.

I wish you

good discussions, exchanges of ideas and a successful conference. When
you can, please do send us the results of your analyses

and debates.

Krnest \\amha Dia Wamba is leader of the

Congolese DennuTatic Movement (Cl)M)
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News in

Brief

ily bill, aimed at preparing for fresh elections
in the country within 18 months.
The Bill, which was introduced during a sitting of parliament, was rushed through the

ZIMBABWE

lower house after

3 STATES TO JOINTLY BUILD

Three Southern African

the

Community countries, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique will build a multimillion dollar bridge at Kanyemba Border
Post in Guruve to

north

-

Shalli said the NDF had

authority. The
objectives of this authority are to create and
boost tourism and increase '
promote conditions conducive to free and fair

bridge, to be built about 400 km
west

sionist ideas.

members each in the interim

interaction between the countries.
The

heated debate.

23 General Elections. The main features of I
legislation are that the 12 political parties in the country will be represented by two

Develop-

ment

Zambia and

a secessionist thing. This has ben going on for a long time. Muyongo has been
plotting for this since 1980 when he broke
away from (the ruling) Swapo." Shalli said.
Muyongo, a Caprivian. was expelled from
the opposition Democratic Turnhalle Aliiance earlier this year for expressing seces-

"It is

approval of the Bill by the National Assembly now paves the way for opposition
parties against the final results of the May

LUANGWA RIVERS
-

sandwiched between Botswana and Zambia.

The

BRIDGE ON ZAMBEZI,

SADC

a

land in the north-east of Namibia which is

of Harare at the confluence of

arms,

Meanwhile the first of 800 South African

police arrested

Caprivians and other former guerillas were
being trained.
Muyongo, whose secessionist plans have

National Defence Force said in Pretoria.
would reduce the number of South

move

African and Botswana soldiers in Lesotho

been known for

from 3 500 to 2 700.

supported by the Lozi tribe in Southern Zambia who are also pushing for greater au-

Locals and tourists from Zimbabwe vis-

about 1 000 km away.

accused of

SENEGALESE TROOPS KILL

GUINEA BISSAU

D.4KAR

RIVALS SIGN PEACE AGREEMENT

Bissau where

are backing embattled President
Bernardo Vieira against rebels.

Joao

killed in the southern Province of

were

a

military source said.
were killed night after

they attacked DJifanghor, seven km (four
miles) from the
■

provincial capital ziguinchor.

"The army chased the rebels who had just
killed 10 people of the same family.

CAPE TOWN - The bomb that wrecked the
(MFDC) which took up arms ' planet Hollywood restaurant in Cape Town's
in 1982 accusing the central government of
Waterfront tourist area recently killing two

of Casamance

neglecting the region.

reaffirmed their ceasefire

NAMIBIA

and

NAMIBIAN GROUP PLANS

SECESSION OF CAPRIVI STRIP
WINDHOEK
held

APPROVES INTERIM
POLITICAL AUTHORITY BILL
The Lesotho national

assembbly has unani-

mously passed the interim political author14

-

Namibia's Defence Force

being
by police in neighbouring Botswana are

said that

linked to

LESOTHO PALIAMENT

people was identical to devices used in a
of recent explosions, police said.
"The device used at Planet Hollywood was
forensically similar and in some cases forensically indentical to 14 other devices used
around Cape Town," Leonard Knipe. head of
the regional serious violent crimes squad told

spate

committee, said Vieira and rebel leader

LESOTHO

TO OTHERS

'

apparently belonged to the
Separatist Movement of Democratic Forces

Foreign Minister Sedat Job.
spokesman for the nine-member meditation

agreed to the deployment of West African peacekeeping ECOMOG troops.
"The parties agreed the total withdrawal
of all foreign troops to be replaced simultaneously with the deployment of an
ECOMOG interposition force to keep the
warring parties apart." Job said in the
Nigerain capital Abuja.

PLANT BOMB IDENTICAL

The gunmen

Gambian

Ansumane Mane

SOUTH AFRICA

He said the rebels

regionally-brokered peace accord calling for
the deployment of West African troops followed by elections next March.
As part of the deal mediated by a special

they

Senegalese troops killed 24 rebles
an attack in which 10 civilians

Casamance.

rivals have signed a

Guinea will withdraw from

-

following

plotting to topple the Swapo lead-

ership under current President Sam Nujoma.

24 REBELS

munity of West African States, troops from
neighbouring Senegal and Freneh-speaking

time, is believed to be

Muyongo was a senior member of the ruling
Swapo party during its exile years but he was
expelled from the party in 1980 after being

DAKAR

Mozambique, both areas near
Kanyemba, have to travel through Chirundu

committee of the 16-nation Economic Com-

some

tononiy.

District in

war

reported that Namibian

a man who had provided detailed information about a bush facility where

be withdrawn from peacekeeping
duty in Lesotho left Maseru recently, the SA
The

recently seized fireexplosives in raids

in the

Caprivi area.
Local newspapers

iting Luangwa District in Zambia and Zumbo

Bis.sau's civil

and other

elections.

troops to

Luangwa rivers, is expected
to increase trade and accessibility between
the three bordering countries whose residents
rely on home-made canoes to cross the rivers due to the lack of a bridge linking the
three countries at Kanyemba.
the Zambezi and

mortars

more

a

than 100 Namibians

group

which aims to secede a

strip of land in northern Namibia.
A least 104 armed Namibians, including
former opposition leader Meshaek Muyongo,
have been arrested after illegally crossing the
small

border into Botswana.
Martin Shalli. chief of staff in the Namibian

group's objective
Caprivi Strip - a strip of

Defence Force, said the
was to

secede the

reporters.
He said the bomb, the size of a thermos

tlask

eontaining about 500 grammes of explosive. had been wrapped in a blue and white
check shirt, fragments of which had been
found embedded in the ceiling of the two storey high restaurant.
"Our most significant piece of evidence is
that shirt." knipe said. "It was locally manufactored and locally purchased."
He appealed for members of the public who
might know someone who used to wear such
and

a

shirt of the "Soviet" brand to come forward.

Police have offered 250 000 rand

($44 600)

for information.
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Notes

Uganda’s Relations with its
Neighbouring States: with Specific Ref-

With the

on

steady but disastrous eollapse of
Kenya's eeonomy
gained from the smuggling of exportable
eommodities to their eountry, and
Kenyan
businessman re-exporting them. At the
same time, as
manufacturing collapsed in
Uganda. Kenyan industrialists gained market for their goods in
Uganda. In short, the
economic elites in Kenya could have been
the formal eeonomy,

the Conflict in the Democratic

erence to

Republic of the Congo

said to have been comfortable with the Amin
situation and could have
prevailed to the

Sabiti Makara
I.

Introduction

III.

Uganda’s foreign policy (1986 to the
present) towards the Great Lakes Region has
been shifting poles, at times ambivalent, at
others

aggressive and

to others confronta-

tional.
The

underlying factors in Uganda's for-

Mr

Semogerere, the Democratic
Party (DP) President General was long Minister of Foreign Affairs. Most people still
were able to ob.serve that Semogerere was !
not the effective
foreign policy maker but
the Presidency.
f
In his book, "What is
Africa's Prob-

lem?”. Mu.seveni advances, a strong argueign policy towards regional states are ba- | ment for use of violence to solve African
sically two: first, the character of the top ' problems. Again in his other book, “Son
leadership in Uganda and secondly; the phiing the Mustard Seeif', he re-emphasizes
losophy of that leadership.
violence as a legitimate instrument in power
Therefore, an important and useful berelations. In the latter book. Museveni
ginning in understanding Uganda Foreign
blames his predeces.sors especially Obote as
Policy is to focus on the Presidency and the
having been naive and narrowly focused in

i

'

-

character of the

regime in Uganda.

leadership of their country to be less hostile
to

Idi Amin.

The above situation gave rise and manitested in what kind of situation was to characterize the relations between the three
after Idi Amin. For its part. Tanzania

states

committed money towards the

fight and

eventual removal from power of Idi Amin
in 1979. In order to ensure a transition to-

wards restoratory political order in the
postAmin Uganda. Tanzania maintained
troops
in the country until elections were held at
the end of 1980. In the meantime, the Kenyan authorities remained ambivalent to the
situation as long as their economic interests
were well served, even after Idi Amin
had
exited,

the area of Pan Africanism. On the basis of
these two assumptions. President Mu.seveni

On the Western and

Northern borders
Uganda's current leadership took the
asserts that there are African solutions for
with Uganda, where lies the
Congo and
reigns of power in 1986 after five years of I African problems. In this perspective also, '
Sudan respectively, their relations with
guerilla campaign against the then governhe admires his ideological mentors like ;
Uganda have never been clearly definite
ment of Milton Obote whieh is
alleged to
Mondlane and Samora Machel of Mozam- '
except under Idi Amin becau.se at that time
have come to power in 1980 after a
rigged j bique. One could as well add that the ideo- [ the leaders of tho.se countries
had a lot to
election in favour of Obote’s Uganda Peological conviction he gained from these peoshare in common in terms of the
politics of
pies Congress party at the demise of the in- i pie could have probably been a
key drive in ' the day.
famous dictator Idi Amin Dada. The leadhis pursuit for power over all these
years,
Ugandas domestic politics has had very
ership of the guerillas argued, while in the
and especially by military means; and now
|
significant
impact on the relations with its
bush, that they were fighting for return of
in his country, by vote.
I neighbours during Museveni’s times,
democracy, clean leadership and restoration
II.

of the economy.

In their Ten Point Pro-

the National Resistance Movement
really unclear on what kind of
foreign policy they were to pursue and they
gramme,

(NRM)

have

were

not

been keen

to

do

so ever

since. The

President, Mr Y. Museveni, has been the
to the extent that most

player in this field

other sections of national
leadership such
Members of Parliament may not even
guess what may be the foreign policy agenda
of the nation.
as

Mr Museveni’s interest in
is multifaceted.

foreign policy

First, his method of

com-

ing to power was power of the gun and even
after that, it took him ten years to
organise
an election. While, he
kept his key rival as
Minister of Foreign Affairs; for the sake of
broad-based politics; he travelled
widely
and addressed important
opinion leaders to
legitimise his regime. Secondly, President
Museveni’s interest in foreign policy is
shaped by his ideological convictions.

TV.

Ugandas Domestic Politics and its
Neighbours
The period following attainment of
politi-

i
,

cal independence, from the colonial masters, saw great cooperation
amongst the

i

leaders of the East African states, Tanzania,

Uganda and Kenya, until Mr Obote
overthrown from power in 1971. The

yan

some

as,

able with that situation.

Kenya, the situation

was

In the

case

of

slightly different.

disregarded the 1985

Nairobi Accord beMuseveni's NRA/NRM and the mili-

tary men led by General Tito Okello, who
had overthrown Obote from
power. PresiJent Moi had put in a lot of his
i

lukewarm relations with Ken-

explanation tor such relations are
not far-fetched. Tanzanian
leadership had
given exiled President Obote and many
other Ugandan exiles
sanctuary in their
country, and Idi Amin was very uncomfort-

mies of their two countries towards the end
of 1987. The immediate problems between

tween

leaders.
The

President Daniel Moi to the extent that there
was a threat of actual war between
the ar-

■
Mu.seveni and Moi at that time were basij cally two. First, President Moi seemed to
have been upset that the then rebel Mu.seveni

was

cendancy to power in Uganda by Idi Amin
saw not only the fast deterioration of those
relations but also, the eventual
collapse of
the then East African Community in 1976.
Political ties between Uganda and Tanzania collap.sed completely, while Amin maintained

Museveni’s capture of state power in Kam-

pala in 1986 brought him on a collision with

,

personal

time in

trying to hammer an accord between
the Ugandan protagonists, but Mr Museveni
decided to command his NR A rebels to
pursue the
disorganised army of General Okello
and his clique.
Secondly, given Mr Moi’s
fragile political position at that time, the
successful experiment of Museveni’s
method of acquiring power
by waging in-

ternal armed
ant

struggle

was a very

unpleas-

thing to Moi. Thirdly, Museveni’s

eco-

LS
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nomic radicalism at that time was not

possible genocide in their country at
time unleashed an exodus of refugees

in the

economic interest of the Kenyan leadership,

that | from the Rwandese army and local militia
into (Interahamwe). The war was sour, leaving

Uganda. These were settled by the then nearly one million people, many of them
! government and welcomed by the ordinary innocent civilians, dead; mainly at the
| Ugandans who sympathised with them on
of Interahamwe
The question militia,
that emerges here is, could
i their plight. For many years those refugees
found Uganda as a “second home”. Not genocide have been avoided if the RPF had
i only were they able to settle in their eco- not invaded Rwanda? The second question
' nomic lives, they integrated with the local j is, what would have been the fate of
to have a war between the two sister councommunities and inter-married. Flowever, ; Rwandese who lived outside their country
tries, it would be the most undesirable thing ; the perennial problem of these Rwandese ! and yearned to go home? Was a solution in
to happen, particularly to Ugandans who deremained one only, the politics. During sightAlthough
over theiranswers
plight? seem to be difficult
pend on Kenya for the sea route and the inObote I. their problem with his regime was
valuable port of Mombasa for their trade. I that they tended to sympathise with the
for these questions, it seems plausible to arHowever, as good luck may have it, war has
Democratic Party (DP), the main opponent gue that the problem could not be solved
not erupted between the two countries, and
of Obote’s U.P.C. According to Kamukama j simply by postponing it. This is why the
relations between the two leaders have
\nh\sbook.“RwandaConJlict: Its Roots ami I regime in Kigali at the moment should not
somewhat improved.
! Regional Implications'’, the UPC governbe impervious to the truth that the people
Again, in terms of domestic politics and
ment in 1960s tried to exclude the Rwandese j currently living outside Rwanda will conUganda’s relations with its neighbours, the j from political participation and other forms
tinue to be a problem to the regime.
relations between Uganda and Tanzania ! of national activity regardless of whether or
that is why they should move fast on the
since 1979 have been very cordial, partly ! not these Rwandese were Ugandan or refuissueSuffice
of reconciliation,
it to say, that as soon as

e.g.

Museveni’s suggestion that it was

hands

goods by rail than
trucks, when most of Uganda’s coffee export were ferried to Mombasa port by trucks
owned by Kenyans. All we can say is that
although it could never be in the interest of
either the leadership of Uganda or Kenya

cheaper to transport

And

because of the

continued military cooperashare as well as the

,

gees,

tion the two countries

According to the same source, when Idi

' Rwanda’s dust settled, at least, temporär-

Amin overthrew Obote in 1971, the ily; Museveni counted his mission there a
Rwandese youth penetrated the state struc- successful one in that country.
Africa. Also, the leadership in Uganda is
tures and particularly the infamous State
not anxious to antagonise Tanzanian lead- j Research Bureau which was responsible for ; (b)
Sudan and Congo
ership not only because they agree on most
intelligence gathering and torture and loss When President Museveni delivered his
of the issues, but also again, because it’s the
of life of many Ugandans. By the time Idi ; speech to Parliament on 16 September 1998
only viable alternative route to the sea in
Amin fell, some of the Rwandese were in on why Ugandan troops are in the Demothere was a problem with the unpre- ' influential political positions. The fall of j cratic Republic of Congo, he cited three
dictable Kenya-Uganda relations.
, Idi Amin left them insecure. The return of ’ problems. First, that there was a possibility
Obote after the 1980 elections never helped
of genocide in the Congo if the situation is

impact ofthe father-figure of Julius Nyerere
on leadership in Uganda and elsewhere in

case

j their plight. In 1982, Rwandese in towns allowed to deteriorate. The second reason
] and villages in Uganda were singled out by j he gave was that it is in the interest of the
; the UPC stalwarts to pack and leave the ! internal security of Uganda that, Ugandan
States
Museveni’s foreign policy experiments have j country. UPC stalwarts accused the ' troops were in the Congo. The third reason
been partly successful and partly unsuccessRwandese of abating rebellion and support- i he gave was that Sudan was arming rebels
ful. The successful part of Museveni’s foring Museveni’s bush war. Again, the j who use Congo as a base to attack Uganda;
eign policy has been his keen interest in reRwandese were faced with a no-option so- and that the military and other assistance
gional cooperation in Eastern Africa, where
lution. Most of the youths amongst them I Uganda gave to President Kabila while
he has been able to interest his counterparts ; joined Museveni bush war en masse, gave ! struggling for power was on the belief that
to agree on a treaty for revival of the idea of j him unreserved support until he successfully
in return. President Kabila would flush out
East Africa Community. His other success- | captured power and also helped in his camSudanese-aided
rebelsof the
basedDRC
in the
DRC.an
Before the issue
became
ful foreign policy has been his ability to atpaign in pursuing remnants of the former ! intense issue, Sudan and Uganda have been
tract some foreign investment by renewing
governments,
For this reason, Museveni’s support for I accusing each other of supporting rebels
investors’ interest in Uganda, a country
fighting government in either country. In
whose image abroad was tainted by insecuRwandese Patriotic Forces (RPF), who, for
rity and “Aminism”. Museveni has been . a good time were part of his army; when
each case, there is credible evidence ofsuch
successful in portraying Uganda abroad as
they invaded their country on a homeward support. According to Museveni’s 16 Sepland of opportunity and relative peace.
campaign was not accidental.
tember 1998 speech, Museveni’s sympaBy October 1990, when the RPF in- j thies are with the suffering people of SouthHowever, President Museveni has had i
Sudan, who are subjected to shortage of
problems with his experiments in influencvaded Rwanda from Uganda, President food, resulting in malnutrition for children

V. Museveni’s
ments and

Foreign Policy Experi-

Relations with

Neighbouring

a

em

ing the politics of neighbouring states.
treated separately, one at a

These should be

time.

Rwanda
The case of Museveni’s involvement in the
Rwandan affairs is a historical one.
Rwandese tragic circumstances in 1959 trig- '
gered a series of complex issues in this region. First, Rwandese fleeing from fear of !
(a)

Habyarimana had been warned that he
needed to absorb those Rwandese, who lived

i

outside their country but preferred to go j
home. However, Habyarimana had been j

with a possibility the
black people there may be eventually annihilated not only by war but also by disas-

and pregnant women;

attendant to situations of war.
RPF, the ' ters Museveni
in this case touches a very
military solution was the only alternative.
This option too, was not an easy one. In the
delicate subject. To the Sudan goveniment.

intransigent on the issue. For the

first week of their campaign they had i he
as if he
is against the
andappears
the Sudan
government
hasArab
usedrace,
this
already lost their first commanders. And argument to solicit support from fellow Arab
the war intensified, they found resistance

very
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countries. The second
seems

to

problem Museveni

daiw support for Islamic fundamentalism.
Museveni has alleged that the Sudan gov-

This however, does not mean that he got
rid of all opposition to his power. His opponents struggled at different levels. Mr
Kabila is one of those who struggled against

recruits young Ugandans and trains |
them in Sudan in acts that are injurious to

eminent

the

the struggle against Savimbi. However,
Kabila has not proved he can be a reliable
ally, how sure can one be that he will prove
so to Angola,

past occured, he would hire mercenaries to
crash them.

have with Sudan, seerhs to be Su-

Issues raised

1)

people of Uganda, and dividing the j Mobutu’s bad rule for about thirty years,

On the conclusion of the Rwanda war
community. For the Black-Arab
question and islamic fundamentalism, i in 1994. Rwanda continued to face serious
Museveni is treading an extremely terrible
problems of instability as a result of incurmuslim

by the Congo Conflict
Sovereignty of an independent state is
a crucial issue, but even more critically
is the sovereignty of the people in their
country to enjoy full human rights, right

to decide for themselves in matters of
ground not only with Sudan but also other
sions by Interahamwe living in the Congo, j
Arab states; including Libya, which initially
governance. The situation in the Congo
Behind the scenes, the Rwandese leaders
was Museveni's ally in his bush war.
complicates the conditions under which
i seem to have worked out a plan to work with
For pursuance of the above question,
sovereignty is enjoyed - at state level,
Kabila to oust the ailing and aging dictator,
what if the state cannot be sovereign or
Museveni has paid a price. The price has
Mobutu. It also appears that Uganda and
to ensure such sovereignty? On the
been in human lives of innocent Ugan- i Angola were in the plan. The plan worked
other hand, what mechanisms are there
dans. As a counter offensive to the sup- I last year when the Rwandese and Angolan
to ensure that people create sovereignty
port that the SPLA receives from Uganda, i troops helped Kabila in a seven-month war
for themselves?
the Sudan government trains and arms the
to come to power. On assuming power,
2) The Issue of Empire Building - The
Joseph Kony’s Resistance Army which
President Kabila enjoyed confidence of his
critics of Museveni argue that his wars
invades Northern Uganda from Sudan.
Rwandese supporters. On the other hand.
are ethnocratic. That he is vying to ereThey terrorise villagers, kill, abduct
there seemed to be some nationalist sentiate a Tusi-Hima Empire in the region.
young girls and steal peoples property,
ments against the Rwandese being in
This has been denied by Museveni.
For this reason, the people of Gulu and
“charge” of Congo affairs, Mr Kabila reHowever, it can be observed that his alKitgum in Northern Uganda have never
sponded to nationalist sentiments by expulliance with Rwanda, causes some peohad peace for the last twelve years of
sion of the Rwandese army back to their
Museveni’s rule.
country. This is where the problem seems
pie to suspect, that could hold some
water. But even then, is it possible to
In recent years, another rebel group
to lie.
create
an empire based on ethnicity in
calling itself Allied Democratic Force
First, after the Rwande.se sacrificed for
the modem times and sustain it?
(ADF) has made incursions in Western
him and some tost their lives while helping
3) Democratic Governance - This issue also
Uganda, terrorized three districts of
him to power, they were disgracefully exhas been raised. The Mobutu struggle
Kasese, Bundibugyo and Kabarole. The i pelted.
was fought in the guise of creating conADF crosses from the DRC into the
Secondly, their government objectives
ditions for democratic governance. But
Rwenzori mountains and launches attacks
have not been met, namely the disarmament
of the Interahamwe. Hence, the security
from there.
now, the rebels accuse Kabila of proThe aim of the rebels to attack Uganda
moting “Mobutuism” without Mobutu.
situation of the Rwandese at home will not
And to counter that accusation, Kabila
on various fronts is to ensure that they
.
improve. This is where the problems behas called for elections early next year.
over-stretch the army and wear it down. ! gan between Mr Kabila’s government and |
What mode of elections, those will be,
To ensure extent, the political oppo- ; the Rwandese. The main reasons Museveni !
is still a question of guesswork.
nents of Museveni are eager to see his ! is part of that conflict seems to be two-fold j
4) Military Option Versus Consensus army get weary. His opponents know that
- first, the recent regime which he helped to
There is a possibility that the Congo
they cannot do much to change his way
instal in Kigali is vulnerable and he seems
will stay under a conflict situation for
of doing things while the army is solidly
determined to help it build capacity. The
a long time if political consensus is
behind and is still strong enough to deal
other part of the reason why Museveni is in
not sought amongst those involved.
with those who would like to try a milithe conflict seems to be his fear of Sudan,
5)
The Resources-base Debate
That
tary option to challenge him. This point
He seems to have hoped that the assistance
is significant in a sense that, Museveni i to Mr Kabila to come to power in the DRC
Uganda and Rwanda want gold.
has kept political parties on hold, and po6)
Pan-Africanism
Museveni has at
would create a reliable ally against infiltrasome point claimed that Africa should
litical contestation takes place only ' tion by agents and rebels supported by the
within the framework of his National j Sudanese government. It seems it was not
only try unite in larger trading and coResistance Movement (NRM). Again,
operating blocks, but should also
| immediately evident that the Kabila govern- j
build capacities beyond nation-states.
while NRM created consensus by invitj ment was willing and perhaps able to do
Whether that is what is driving his
ing its opponents into government, it has
exactly that.
tended to function like a one party since
struggles in the Congo is not my guess
Mr Kabila also sefems to have a feeling
at the moment.
the elections of 1996 that endorsed
that Museveni was dominating affairs in the !
,

,

-

-

Museveni and his Movement for another i
term

Rwanda and wanted to do
hence his search for

of five years.

new

Kabila’s search for

(c)

The Big Congo Question

It is well known that Mobutu ruled his

It is also known that
be challenged, interfrom abroad. Whenever internal

or
insurrections like the

17

ones

in the DRC,

new

allies, though

he faced in the

i

Africa. One of those in “catch

\

Conclusion
This
;

opportunity must not be lost. As we
we must not only talk academi-

talk here

seems to have complicated the ;
I cally, we should propo.se solutions that help
situation in Eastern, Central and Southern i
the people in the conflict torn areas of the

legitimate,
coun-

try with an iron fist.
his power could not

nally

so

allies.

twenty-two”

situation seems to be Angola. It has put up
all the stake for Kabila, hoping that in case
the war is won, he might be a useful ally in

Great Lakes

Region.

Sabiti Makara i.s
Makerere

a

lecturer in

political Science at

University.
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^Vest Nkosi
favour towards the

BikiLsha

Basil

it

A

s

usual the best in
his

a man

has

He

at

was more a

founder of this

not

death.

formation form

disciple or progeny and
art

form. It

was

As

eome

Popular
mbaqanga (s’manje-manje in
Zimbabwe in those years) musician and recording personality. West Nkosi who recently died in Johannesburg has been
lauded as a progenitor of this music.
out

political uprisings of
eighties. Nkosi stuck to
through thick and thin.

the seventies and

in the

early as 1927 during the
days of marabi, tsaba-tsaba, makalman,
as

thula ndivile and other dance music forms.

a more

resilient form of music, it is

being revised and exposed to the younger
generation as the century totters to an end.
It is such a heady, infectious and African
mixture that today’s derivatives like
kwaito, pantsula, rap and other undefmable
variations of bubblegum

into the

picture, as a
propagator of this musical trend from the
came

end of 1950, more into the 1960s until his
death

Wednesday, October 7, from injuries sustained in a car accident in Auon

gust.
He blossomed from

ordinary

penny

whisfler, saxophonist

composer, producer
and talent scout, into a director of the gimusic company Gallo. It was like
Motown in the USA, for local artists in
ant

mbaqanga and various traditional disciplines.
Nkosi died
founder of
was

shortly after the legendimy
the Gallo empire, Eric Gallo

buried.

.

T

«

music, suck from

it.
To understand

more

what West Nkosi

stood for and created, it is better to know
his roots, inheritance and sources.

Mbaqanga cannot be disassociated from
the marabi of the 1920s to the 1930s, and
other formative.

West Nkosi

1

Influences of the

Charleston, jitterbug, swing and jazz from
abroad, particularly the USA and UK.
One’s

awareness

of African music

by early association from the midthirties, throughout the roaring forties,
golden fifties and sixties to the turbulent
seventies and eighties. Now in the era of
the African risorgimento or renaissance, as
propounded by deputy president Thabo
Mbeki, mbaqanga will have a new, supportive role in the creative output of our
artists.

My knowledge of this has been greatly
augmented as a journalist, and discussions
the late Dale

as:

Mahotella

Queens for tours abroad. For
outstanding efforts he was rewarded
with the “Most Outstanding Contributor to
the Music Industry”, at the FNB Sama
his

Awards last year.

was

honed

with authorities such

He acted quickly and thoroughly prepared local acts such as Mahlatini and the

Louis Petersen,

Quaker and Peter Rezant;

Fittingly, his company followed by bestowing him with a “Life Time Achievement

Award” at the recent Gallo Gold

Awards before his death.

One of the

strongest influences on West Nkosi’s pro-

ductivity was Zacks Nkosi

an

icon of South

African music.

Coincidentally 1 and Zimbabwean,
Kenyan, Ugandan and South African colleagues, were playing and entertaining
Maseru with Mbaqanga at Pius XII Catholie University College in Roma, Lesotho,
under the Oblates of Mary Immaculate.

Ntemi Piliso and later. West Nkosi himThere

of
mbaqanga appreciation from the 1950s,
distinct from the penny whistle kwela
genre. In the urban areas was a strain of
mbaqanga for city slickers or urbanites.
Rural

were

areas

separate schools

had their share from the

self.
more
than played
He spread it locally and
abroad. He was a visionary who respected
and appreciated other music.

West

Nkosi

mbaqanga.

Mahotella

Queens, Mahlathini and
Makgona Tsohle Band under West Nkosi.

On his way up

he toured the United
Ladysmith Black Mambazo for
whom he has produced 22 albums. During his overseas stints he realised the mar-

They were, in their various roles:
George Silundika (vocals), Bernard
Chidzero (doorkeeper) with Kigonya and
Kiwanuka (Bishop), Henry Rohio
Muriama (guitar), Thomas Titus Nkobi
(drums), Leopold Takawira and Charles
Bassopo Moyo (music committee). These
are legends.

Stats with

The

mbaqanga of the Jazz Maniacs and
Swingsters was slicker and more
sophistieated than Nkosi’s offerings. Interpretation it was. Sadly mbaqanga lost

Harlem

18

ket there

music.

was

starved for South African

To those who

are

departed “Rest in
including the

Peace” and Hamba Kahle,

inimitable Mkhubateli West Nkosi

(1942-

1998).
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Olley Maruma

F

or a

the patron

continental event which has

been in existence for almost

was

the mid-wife of

SAFE

decade,the Southern African Film
(SAFF) was such a damp squib

SAFF I998's

Festival

opening

ceremony was

such low

key event, it could have been just
the movies. Instead of a
glittering and glamorous event show-casing Zimbabwe's music, cuisine and culture,
the only live entertainment of the evening
was provided by two groups of young male

that many delegates left wondering what
the future holds for the bi-annual affair.

another evening at

The first Southern African Film Festi-

held in 1993, following an earlier
recommendation by delegates at the first
val

of the Zimbabwe Film and Video

Association, which

a

was

Frontline Film

Workshop that a regional
film festival should be established in south-

dancers.

Since then, the festival has been held
three times, the second time in 1996 and

In Burkina Faso, FESPACO is usually
opened by the President in a packed stadium, with the proceedings being broad-

the third in the first week of October this

cast

ern

Africa.

Although both the 1993 and 1996 festivals were maned by several glitches, they
were far better organised than this year's
festival. At least their opening and closing

an

occasion

a lot more interest
than this years' festi-

to

remember!
should have also made

sense

organisers realise that trying to juggle
prints between Harare and Bulawayo

film

would

val.

cause

logistical nightmares. In the

opening ceremony for this
years' festival, which was held at the

end, several films did not get to where they
were supposed to be on time.
All these

Kine Three in the centre of town

gremlins could have been avoided with
competent and far sighted planning.
Several film makers complained that
the organisers did not provide liason peopie to introduce them to audiences at the
screenings of their films!
For all that there were plenty of good

The

was

event, it was outclassed by
that of the Zimbabwe International
such

a non

Film Festival

smaller

(ZIFF), which had

a

budget and took only six
organise. The event started

months to

half

an

hour late, with, SANKOFA,

the

advertised

opening film, missing.

African films at SAFF. Mnet of South Af-

Guests

told that the film had been

rica organised some well attended workshops
on various aspects of the film industry.

were

misrouted

rica, but

by

air line in South Af-

an

later told

a source

me

that the

film had been in town all

along, but the
organisers had not known where to look
for it.

Instead of

prominent celebrity or a
senior government official opening the
event, the festival was opened by an Under Secretary in the Ministry of Information. Half the sponsors who were expected to deliver speeches at the event
a

excitement among the
300 guests in the Kine Three when the
Master of Ceremonies grandly announced
that the special guest for this years' opening was the African American actor, Denzel
Washington. They were greatly disappointed when they were finally told that
was a

hoax.

1 have often wondered

isers have

never

why the organinvited the British film

maker. Lord Attenborough who is, after all.
19

countries tended to influence the outcome

of the films since

did not turn up.
There was great

the announcement

Delegates to the all important workshop
co-productions were divided on whether
African film producers should pursue coproduction projects with their counterparts
in the developed countries.
Although some delegates felt that coproductions were one way through which
cash-strapped African film makers could
source funds, others thought that developed
on

;

the Spirit: "If at the end of the day we still
have creative control, there is nothing
wrong for South Africa to sign a co-production treaty with another country. In fact
Zimbabwe should do the same."

His

opinion was countered by that of
prominent Ethiopian film maker, Haile
Gerima who argued that South Africa was
setting a bad precedent by entering into coproduction agreements with developed
countries saying they disfigured and humiliated our ancestors' in their film images.
"I

both radio and television. This

Common
the

generated

and enthusiasm

on

official public ceremony is followed in the
evening by a gala banquet and dinner dance
for all the delegates. That event is always

year.

ceremonies

live

Said Zimbabwean film maker, Norbert ''
Fero, the writer and director of Matters of

of the money.
The debate

they provided the bulk

was

sparked by the acting

head of creative arts in the South African

ministry of Arts, Culture and Science and
Technology, Lindi Ndebele, when she revealed that her country had signed a coproduction agreement with Canada.
The discussion soon degenerated into
heated exchanges with some delegates denouncing the agreement and others supporting it.

am

worried about the direction South

Africa is taking because we might end up
with the same problems that Zimbabwe ex-

perienced with the King Solomon film,"
Gerima said.
Gerima said once
into a co-production

a

film maker entered

project, it would be
very difficult for him or her to retain crealive control, particularly if the other party
was providing a larger percentage of the
funding.
"We have to control our messages,"
declared Gerima. "We cannot always be
the side effects and side kicks to whites.
Poor countries

can

get together and

make movies if the vision is there."
In another intervention, an

African

professor, Mbye Cham, who teaches at
Washington DCs Howard University,
urged African governments to boost the
film industry by formulating policies
that promote cultural development.
Professor Cham said that it
to note

did not

garded film production
dustry.
ent

was

sad

that most African governments
have such policies as they reas a

leisure in-

"African governments need to re-oritheir thinking by viewing the film

industry as not just entertainment but an
important sector of the economy."
He added that cultural development
and the film industry are viewed by most
African governments as marginal to economic growth.
"If African countries

are

serious

about

implementing successful film
policies, they should use models from
other countries which have done it to
their

advantage." He cited the example

of India, which he said had contributed

immensely to the development of its
industry even though it was a Third

film

World country.
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African Nations
Farai Mungazi

ith the first African Nation

W

Cup finals of the millennium
looming on the horizon, it is

secret

no

progress

that Zimbabwe’s rate of

(or the lack of it) has become

the
powers-that-be in Cairo, headquarters
great source of concern among

a

of the Confederation of African Football

(CAF). A delegation from African

football’s

ation would be

to

that money to

upgrade their facilities,
expected to run into several millions of
dollars, will be sourced from private

different cities

as was

businesses and individuals.

tries

All of which leaves the Zimbabwe
Football Association

dary two-and-a-half
tion

(ZIFA) in
years

a quan-

after the

na-

awarded the

right to stage the
spectacle.
complete
lack of understanding by the council auwas

continent’s greatest football
Our survey also revealed a

thorities in Zimbabwe’s main

cities, in-

eluding Harare and Bulawayo, of not
only the nature of this tournament but
the kind of work required to be done to
bring their respective stadia to interna-

the tournament could be taken else-

spoke to appeared to be on the ball
regarding the facilities to be provided
for the players, officials, media and all
the hangers-on who turn this three-week
event into the flagship of African football.
Bulawayo Town Clerk Mike Ndubiwa
highlighted the magnitude of the problem
confronting ZIFA Chairman Leo Mugabe
and his organising committee when he
suggested that as far as his council was
concerned, there was nothing to renovate

where.

Rumours

are

rica that Morocco has

flying all over Afalready been asked

to be on standby as a replacement venue,
should Zimbabwe fail to convince CAF

of its readiness to take

on the challenge
staging what is arguably the biggest
and most popular sporting event in Africa. The last time Morocco stepped in

of

at

the eleventh hour

Zambia

was

in 1988 when

pulled out due to lack of funds.

tional standards. None of the officials
we

Cote d’Ivoire had bailed out Malawi

at

four years earlier for precisely the same
reason and South Africa hosted the 1996

the nation, the council spent a

finals after

All Africa Games.

hole less than

True there may be nothing at all wrong
with the turf at Barbourfields Stadium but

Kenya found itself in a deep
a year before the finals were
due to begin. So the writing is clearly on
the wall for any would-be host nation of
finals.
the
Nations
Cup
Which is why cities bidding to play host
to the XX11 Nations Cup finals such as
Mutare in the Eastern Highlands and
Kwekwe in the Midlands have their work
But they are likely to draw little
encouragement from the fact that
cut out.

ZimRights have backed calls by an overwhelming majority of the two cities’ residents that housing be put ahead of the
construction of football stadia.

ZimRights chairman. Dr Reginald
Matchaba Hove said, “if the choice is
between affordable housing and the extension

or

refurbishment of

then there’s

“In the

no

a

stadium,

choice at all.”

hierarchy of needs, the most

basic and fundamental

right to decent

shelter takes

precedence over everything. If we don’t take this issue seriously, it could be a recipe for social unrest,” said Dr Matchaba-Hove in an in-^
terview with Total Football. Both the

Barbourfields Stadium. After all, he told

giving the stadium

it needs

no

a

lot of money
facelift for the 1995

a lot of
the Press, radio,

genius to realise that

work has to be done

on

TV and

general communication facilities
to give them a semblance of normality.
Mutare’s plans for Sakubva Stadium do
not offer much hope either. Mayor
Mudehwe said in August that his council
needed something in the region of $5m to
upgrade the stadium. However, sources
familiar with football stadia construction
and renovations told Total Football that

no

stage the
the

finals in four
case

with the

1996 tournament in South Africa.

But

apart from South Africa, not many counon

the continent

can

easily make

available four world-class stadia in four
different cities, which is

why CAP are
prepared to settle for just four different
venues instead. In simple terms, that
means
an

ZIFA have little choice but to find

additional

ground to join Bulawayo's

Barbourfields Stadium, Rufaro and the
National Sports Stadia in Harare.
Given the well-documented crisis
within the Harare

Municipality, it would
altogether unwise to suggest that
upgrading the two stadia in the city is
probably the last thing on the city fathers'
be

not

minds

the moment. Harare has had

at

problems paying its staff on
according to one council official in the Works Department, “no one's
even talking about the Nations Cup finals
at Town House...in any case, the thinking of the Harare councillors is almost the
same as that of their Bulawayo counterparts. They feel enough money was spent
in 1995 and any more work to be done on
the stadiums must be funded by the organisers.”
Therein lies the problem because
ZIFA have no money with which to
even prepare the national team thoroughly, let alone give to the municipal
authorities to upgrade grounds. It is,
enormous

time and

therefore, understandable that the levels
of apprehension are

sky-high within CAF.
seemingly indifferent attitude of
President Robert Mugabe's government to
the whole issue is not helping matters in
the least bit either. According to ZIFA

The

treasurer,

Frank Valdemarca, “govern-

ment’s silence has put us in a difficult situation, we have asked it (government) to
make a firm commitment that they wilt

less than $100m will be needed to bring
Sakubva Stadium to the required interna-

guarantee the losses to be incurred as a

tional standard.

heard

Generally regarded as the mirror of the
the Nations Cup finals will
gather four groups of four teams each and
CAF are determined to expose the toumament to a wider public, a move they say is
crucial to the development of the game,
African game,

result of hosting

the finals and .so far we've

nothing.”

Valdemarca added that “if the worst
comes

to

the worst” Zimbabwe

nals

at

three

venues

in

two

cities

as

hap-

may also
advance cash

pened in Burkina Faso. “We
have to ask CAF for

some

hence their resolution that Burkina Faso

to

be the last country to have staged the
finals in only three locations. CAF have

Valdemarca told Total Football.

made it

might

have to ask to be allowed to host the fi-

enable us to get things underway and
I’m confident that we can pull it off,”

crystal clear that the ideal situ¬
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Mutare and Kwekwe councils have said

governing authority visited
Zimbabwe from August 13-16 this year
and were clearly unimpressed by what
they saw. The danger is very real that
should CAF find more grounds for concem,

Cup

\
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Finance Ministers

Eye New Millenium

21

Ssendaula (Uganda) Hon. Edith
Nawakwi (Zambia), Hon. Ponatshego

Farai Chimbindi

Farai Chimbindi

There
I

shortage ofgood ideas on
forward for Africa at the

was no

the

way
MEFMI Finance Ministers ’ Forum this

25

j
i

gument about one thing - that every
country has to or needs to adjust or
adapt its economy to the prevailing

Co-operation, Mrs. Diane Marleau. who
spoke about the importance of improving economic management and

world situation. What

commended MEFMI efforts in this

was

re-

really dominated

was

OTTAWA - They met
the Chateau

course.

how best the

Cartier,

over two days at
imposing hotel

an

But

none

of them had the time to

play golf or take a stroll on the lush green
grass at this resort located outside of the
Canadian capital.
ECONOMIC INDICATORS

It

business unusual

was

at

the

MEFMI Finance Ministers’ Forum of the
:

SADC GDP Growth Rates
I

27"' and 28’" of September. The gather-

ing afforded the topmost economic and

financial managers
[

ern Africa a
and reflect

^

they had

of Eastern and South-

unique opportunity to debate

on

the future. In this process

some

of world’s best known

experts in the relevant field for facilitation of the discussions.
Nine ministers who attended the Fo-

SADC Economic Indicators
1992 & 1997

(SAFES DATA BANK)

36

j

rum
nance

21

Ketso

the Canadian Minister for International

stricter adherence to the

j overlooking a multimillion - dollar golf

35

Victor

no ar-

even

of Eastern and Southern Africa can or should go about the reform
process itself.

Review

1997

Hon.

re-

gard.

countries

SADC Export Directory
34
Official SADC Trade, Industry & Investment

-

Ministers

tation. But in all this there

an

debate at the Forum

1991

Hon.Tomaz

Hon. Trevor

forms and intensifying their implemen-

There was a presentation (nearly)
calling on African countries to abandon
the IMF/World Bank prescribed reforms
altogether and then a case was made for

Theoretical

Kedikilwe (Botswana)
Salomao (Mozambique),
Manuel (South Africa).

(Lesotho), Hon. Cassim Chilumpha
(Malawi) and Hon. Herbert Murerwa
(Zimbabwe) were unable to attend at the
very last moment due to unexpected
over-riding developments at home.
The Forum was officially opened by

year.

aspects of regional
cooperation
Godfrey Chikowore

Eye

ahead of the Commonwealth FiMinisters’

Meeting were Hon.
(Angola), Hon.

RESOURCE PERSONS
MEFMI put together a team of eminent
persons to facilitate the ministers’ discussion under the theme: “ecoresource

nomic stabilisation and structural reforms into the new millennium”. They
were

drawn both from within and

side the MEFMI

region

out-

follows:
1 Dr. Mothae A. Maruping,the Execuas

tive Director of MEFMI;
2 Prof. Samuel Wangwe,

the Executive

Director of the Economic and Social Research Foundation in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. He served

as

the Chief Facilitator

for the Forum:
3

Prof.

Benno Ndulu, a

specialist at

the World Bank Office in Dar

es

Salaam,

Tanzania and former executive director
of the African Economic Research Con-

sortium, AERC for ten years;
Zulu, the Special IMF
Representative at the United Nations. He

4 Dr. Justin B.

Eduardo De Morals

has worked for the Fund for the past

Themba Masuku (Swaziland), Hon.

NangoIoMbumba (Namibia), Hon.

years headed Africa and later Monetary
and Exchange Affairs Departments of the

Daniel Yona (Tanzania), Hon. Gerald

IMF in the past;

27
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5 Kwesi

Botchwey, former finance minnow Special Advisor for

ister for Ghana,

the United Nations

Special Initiative

on

Africa and consultant for the World

Bank, UNDP and the IMF. He is also

a

Senior Fellow at the Harvard Institute for

International
6

Prof.

Development, HIID;
Jeffrey D. Sachs, an eminent

United States economist, who is the Director

of the Harvard Institute for Inter-

national

Development, HIID,

7 Prof. Paul

Collier, former professor

and researcher at Oxford

University and
currently the Director of the Development Research Group at the World Bank;
8 Prof. Rolf J. Luders, former Chilean
minister of finance and currently the Director-

General of the International Cen-

for Economic Growth; and Professor
of Economics in Chile;
tre

9 Dr. Peter

Eigen, former World Bank
Division Chief for a number of regions
including Eastern and West Africa and
Latin America. He is currently the Head
of the well known anti-corruption
agency. Transparency International.
10 Dr. Lapido Adamolekun, Principal
Public Sector Management Specialist at
the World Bank working on governance
and public sector management issues;
OBJECTIVES
The main

objective of the Forum

was to

a vehicle for the finance ministers to address burning issues pertaining

provide

their roles. More

specifically, the Fo;
implementing economic stabilisation policies
to

rum

focused

on

formulation and

and how to effect

structural reforms

more effectively into the new millennium. The programme for the Forum
consisted of short presentations by re-

much

by open discusTopics covered
Origins of structural adjustment

persons, followed
sion. More specifically.
source

were:

programmes.

Experience in Eastern and Southern
Africa and other regions, including,
more specifically, Latin America.
Results of the External Evaluation of
ESAF

Consequences of

Widespread Corruption in the Public
Sector.

Discussion of the way
new Millennium.
and

forward into the

Implications

Globalisation Process

on

of

Economic

Management in Developing Countries
Recent Asian Economic Crisis, Policy
Measures and Progress in Recovery
(Implications for Eastern and South•22

ern

Ottawa

Africa).

Challenges facing the Ministry of Finance in Playing its part in Good Governance.

programs have been implemented in the
Eastern and Southern Africa region over
the past ten years.
these programs has

Implementation of
been fraught with

Two eminent economists, among

slippages or delays for reasons which,
plausible, could only ultimately
imply a high economic and social cost.

source

In times of both

while

THE DEBATE

the refacilitating discussion at
the Forum, expressed divergent viewpoints on the way forward with structural
adjustment programs.
We publish synopses of their presenrations, starting off with that by Dr.
persons

uncertainty and

oppor-

as is the case in the current climate of globalisation, structural adjust-

tunity,

ment must

tinual.

be bold innovative, and con-

It must encompass

the entire

According to Dr. Zulu, "In Africa, a
continent abundantly endowed with natu-

and be
entrepreneurial paradigm in
politics, economics and public administration. The year 1997 saw the birth of
“second generation structural reforms”
by the IMF. These reforms drew attention to not only what the developing

ral and

countries

to

many developed countries needed to undertake to maximise competitiveness,

Justin

Zulu of International

Fund. The other view is
Sachs of the Harvard

ternational

Monetary

by Prof. Jeffrey
Institute for In-

Development.

physical resources, the urgent
reduce the incidence of poverty

task
imposes an awesome responsibility on the
leadership. A broadly based economic

political

economy spectrum,

driven

an

by

were

to

do next, but also what

renaissance in the Eastern and Southern

capital and investment flows, information and technology transfers, open mar-

Africa

kets, economic and financial interde-

and

pendence, and access to a non-discriminatory multilateral trading system.
The challenge for the way forward is
to create a dynamic enabling domestic
environment and regulatory role for the

region would underpin economic
political participation, strengthen the
emerging political stability and consensus, as

well

as

entrench the benefits of

popular democracy.
should be nurtured in

.

Adverse Economic

Nature

MEFMI Finance ministers forum

This renaissance
a

climate which

marginalisation and
ensures integration of the region in the
global economy. Political and economic
authorities need to intensify their resolve,
as well as the pace and breadth for addressing underlying institutional and

state in which both economic and productive forces thrive. This could include:

structural constraints in order to enable

portant to foster the growth of a vibrant
private sector by reinforcing economic
liberalisation, including more rapid pri-

forestalls the risk of

this economic renaissance to take

place.
politics continue to be
inseparable and mutually reinforcing.
No fewer than 26 IMF adjustment
Economics and

Pursing the second generation of
already underway in
the administration, judiciary and public
structural reforms,
service

areas.

At the

same

time it is im-

vatisation to

expand the scope of private
initiative and investment, both domestic
SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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and external. There is

namely:

push for

an

an urgent need to
human resource development
strategy which raises literacy levels and
reforms education systems and curricula
to generate the technical and entrepreneurial skills required for mass applica-

a

tion of information and communication

technology. An effective regulatory systern needs to be designed for protecting
public health and promoting consumer
interests as part of the center piece of a
new

role of the state to minimize

teract

the

effects of

excesses
an

vate sector

or

ing the requisite
tive

resources

and legisla-

effort, but also making this commit-

the cornerstone of the way forward.
agenda will then create the necessary conditions for energizing economic
activity and broad participation, while,
in the meantime, also building the necessary bridge between the domestic
economy and the global marketplace.
ment

The

or coun-

The countries in the Eastern and South-

unintended side

African region have a unique opportunity to design an outward and forward
looking shift in state craft, but this time
...the incentive will not he the "quidpro
quo" of borrowing from the IMF. hut the
awesome obligation to reduce the pervasive material deprivation, to secure ownership and initiative for the economic
renaissance, and to integrate the region
into the global economy".

increasing reliance

on

pri-

initiatives. A fiscal transpar-

ency code of good practices needs to be
set in place which creates a fair distribution and administration of the tax bur-

den, greater public accountability, better
informed

public debate, and frees the
budget of “ghost employees and services.” Corporate governance needs to be
cultivated

a greater sense of urgency and
intensification of that effort, allocat-

that it eschews government
intfusion and embraces international ac-

ern

so

counting standards. The banking system
should be strengthened to bolster prudent
regulation and supervision; other delivery systems that underpin the conduct of

PROF. SACHS CALLS FOR RADI-

CAL SOLUTION TO AFRICA’S
ECONOMIC WOES
Prominent US economist

Prof. Jeffery

business in the financial sector should

Sachs says it is time for a new approach
to achieve a turnaround in Africa’s eco-

also be

nomic

a priority. Last but not least, there
compelling need to establish a tradition for unequivocal support for forceful, independent minded and accountable
central banks, which can provide sound,
objective, and reliable economic counus a

sel.

The pursuit of the political economy
agenda described above is broadly
underway in the region and the author!ties

are

to

be commended.

What is

re-

quired, however, is a seismic and innovative change in management strategy,

growth. He says the answer, lies,
the general reforms as spelt out
by the IMF and World Bank, but in taking a serious look at the realities confronting the continent.
Prof. Sachs, the Director of the
Harvard Institute for International Development, was cited in The New York
Times Magazine as ‘probably the most
important economist in the world’ and
in a Time Magazine issue on 50 promising young leaders as ‘the world best
not in

known economist.

I

Just want to start off by saying Afin exponential

rica’s exports are falling
terms. Africa is stuck in

a

very narrow

of exportable goods and the IMF
are not grasping this. I think this is because of a mixture of the policies they
have been recommending and lack of incentives, perhaps, to really get on with
range

this.

Until that situation is rectified all

of these programmes are not going to begin to pay off. Until Africa becomes a
successful exporter or has the attention
of Washington,

London and Paris, be that
through monetary or political terms, I
cannot foresee tangible growth. Also
true, there is no way other than through
export growth that Africa, or any other
region, can achieve growth. For that I
will put everything that I know in economics

on

the line.

To start with, Africa has to invest in

foreign capital to grow. Africa needs to
import capital goods such as the areas of
telecommunications and in energy utilisation. These invariably are going to
have to be imported. That is all right.
That is not fundamentally different, by
the way, than the situation of Belgium
which also has to import all of these because Belgium only has also a small
range of capital goods. Belgium exports
huge amounts per capita.
All the questions about how to make
social equity, how to get jobs, how to do
what it takes, I would argue until you
have a reliable export-led growth strategy, all the rest will not work. If you try
to create jobs domestically without exports, forget about payments constraints,
you will have all the problems of yours
for the last 20 years - unemployment
creation, urbanisation and all the rest.
Until you have a reliable way to purchase

capital goods

you need, forget about the
economic models of whether its savings

exports. The problem is exports that
a long time failed to solve
and has proven itself unable to so far. For
or

Africa has for

Botswana its okay. You have 1.4 million
people and diamonds and a lot of tour-

ism. And for Namibia, with a small population you can make a lot of progress.
But

for the continent

as a whole, and
countries, you are in a situation
where you seriously need exports and
new exports over and above the traditional African export commodities of
gold, diamonds, oil, cotton and some

for

as

most

tropical commodities such as cocoa. You
need exports in manufacturing all -year
round exports.
The present

Prof. Sachs and Dr Mothae
23

to grow

in

situation where you have
when good rains come.

a year
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majority lives
Lakes

on coasts or

the successful

export-led and manufacturing economies are concentrated close to the
sea. This so because you have to
import in
order to export. In some of the export-led
economies as much as 80 percent of export value is dependant on imports. Another problem is that Africa’s population
is less healthy
To conclude let

us

You have to deal not with Washington
missions from the IMF and the World

inforcement of eminent

:
'

Bank. You have to deal with international

Finance Ministers Forum in Ottawa,
Canada. He said “plans are already afoot”

along the Great

for easy access to world trade.
We have seen in our studies that all
area

then focus

on

the

business. The international business community is far much more important that
public institutions which are not business
oriented. The IMF and World bank are opcrating in generalities which after 20 years
have not worked,
This is not to say Africa should go it
alone and from today on abandon reforms.
It is not to say these that these general reforms are not important. Its jpst that they
cannot come close to being sufficient or to
even being the highest priority. Africa also
needs badly to work hard to build its extemal relations, find a political way out of
the debt burden, and forge ahead with export zones and export-led strategies for a
real turnaround in its economic growth.

;

:

re-

ality which is generally completely forgotin the IMFAVorld Bank lexicon. I like

ten

tell

people

of flying from
Mozambique, a couple
of years ago reading the two PFPs — one
after the other because I was visiting one
to

Burkina Faso

a true story
to

after the other. There

was

not a

word in the

60 pages about one of the countries being
landlocked and the other a coastal

Dr.

to

resource

persons.

Maruping said this at the MEFMl

hold the
The

so

much needed Forum.

executive

Director,

Dr.

Maruping, who is the former governor of
the Central Bank of Lesotho (1988 - 98),
observed that often monetary, fiscal and
external sector

policies, aimed at stabil-

ising the

economy, are not in harmony.
“Sometimes even where a harmoni-

policy package has been declared as
policy, in practice, policy measures do not even pull or push in the same
ous

official

direction.
This neutralises the effectiveness of
the other

policy measures which are cortruly coherent package of pollcies and adherence to them is imperative
if expected effectiveness is to be realised.

rect.

A

Identification as a common hitch also
Nor was there mention of one
EVALUATION
being humid and the other arid tropical. Yet
The ministers agreed that the quality of
is lack of truly smooth and effective cothese factors have a huge bearing on all the i presentations and discussion was very high.
ordination among major players in ecoeconomic priorities one has to work on.
They were unanimous the Forum met their ; nomic management during policy formuI think the issue of developing new sets
expectations and had addressed needs and | lation and implementation,
of industrial policies or developing manuEnhanced clarity of roles, effective
concerns of their countries. Ministers reitliason bodies and fuller appreciation of
facturing exports represents the cutting
crated their wish to hold such fora annuthe merits of concepts of team work and
edge, an area where Africa should really
ally,
focus on. The role of economic reforms is
MEFMl runs a regular Executive Fora
team spirit need to be nurtured and susnowhere near enough.
tained.
Shared common end result
Programme for ministers, central bank
We all know that something is missing
should be the focal point," says Dr.
governors, ministers and principal or peron the general talk about civil service remanent secretaries of finance and/or ecoMaruping.
nomic planning. These gatherings allow
form, value added tax reform, privatisation
and liberalisation. As someone who likes
the participants free and candid debate
BOTSWANA TO JOIN MEFMl
market economies as anybody else, I can
on topical issues with eminent resource
GABORONE
tell you no country has ever developed just
Botswana is set to be a member of
persons helping to facilitate discussion.
under the basis of these general sets of
MEFMl with effect from the 1 st of Janumacro-economic policies. You need some
MEFMl EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ary, 1999.
CALLS FOR EFFECTIVE HARMOBotswana becomes the 10th member
grounded understanding of the sectors, the
NIOUS
POLICY
CO-ORDINATION
ports, the transport, the power systems, the
country of MEFMl after Angola,
costs and all your bench-marking compared
DURING FORMULATION AND IMLesotho, Malawi, Namibia, Swaziland,
to other countries in the key sectors you
PLEMENTATION
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbaare hoping to compete. You may also need
bwe.
economy.

so use

all sorts of tricks that

are

outside

Meanwhile the Executive Director of

the normal range of textbook action - provide tax holidays, duty drawbacks, rebates
and

ensuring there is reliable

power

MEFMl has

proposed to hold a regional
tripartite forum on effective and harmonious co-ordination of economic policy
formulation and implementation in East-

in the

export zones.
The Word Bank and the IMF have been

ern

against export processing zones for 15

and Southern Africa. Dr. Mothae

Maruping says the forum will be attended
by finance ministers, permanent secretaries for finance and governors of central/

The Executive Director fo MEFML
Dr. Mothae

Maruping, and the Debt Man-

agement Programme Director, Ms. Anna
Msutze, visited Botswana early this year
for meetings with the authorities to ex-

plain MEFMI's work and how the country could benefit from the Institute' capacity building efforts.

arguing against the granting of tax
Botswan's Finance Minister, Mr
holidays. How can you get foreign investment other than through proving very spereserve banks of MEFMl member states
Ponatshego Kedikilwe, made his debut
cific and competitive incentives and approAngola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, ' appearance on MEFMl business at the
Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, j just ended MEFMl Finance Ministers'
priate policies?
If Dar es Salaam is going to become
Zambia and Zimbabwe.
| Forum in Ottawa, Canada.
MEFMl runs the Executive Fora ProAlso taking part in the MEFMl Focompetitive in apparel export, which it
surely should be and we know it can be,
gramme where each group of these top | rum for the first time as special guests
national economic and financial managwere the finance ministers of Mozamyou have to think concretely what is missers
is afforded an opportunity to discuss
bique and South Africa, Messrs Tomas
ing right now. What are the costs? The shipbehind closed doors, without officials
Salomao and Mr. Trevor Manuel respecping costs, the telecommunications set up,
the pre-shipment inspection situations, the | and personal aides in attendance, selected
tively. Mozambique and South Africa are
tariffs and customs, etc.
topical issues as colleagues, with the reprospective members of MEFML
years,

-

,

24
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Theoretical aspects of
SADC

-

COMESA

-

WTO and

Regional Cooperation

development prospects in the Southern Africa Region

Godfrey Chikowore
Introduction
The "SADC
ment

-

Southern African

Community"

as a successor to

African

GATT
and Trade
was

Develop-

established in 1992

the SADCC

-

Southern

Development Coordination estab-

lished in 1980. ’SADC" represents an ambition to achieve a deeper and a wider form

of economic

integration among states mov-

ing beyond sector -level coordination towards cooperation, convergence and eventually integration in areas such as monetary
and fiscal policies, exchange and trade regimes and the unrestrained movement
within the region of capital, labour as well
as goods and services.
Originally its membership comprised nine then ten, and later
on

eleven, and further on twelve and at the

moment

its

membership comprises four-

teen states

namely: Angola, Botswana,
Lesotho,
Malawi,
Mozambique,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
South Africa, Namibia, Mauritius, Seychelles and the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Most vital, is the capacity of the.se
countries to participate in the regional cooperation process essentially as key players with all
emanating from a well established national concept of development
and hardly otherwise.
"COMESA" emerged in 1993 as a replacement of the PTA - Preferential Trade
Area established in 1981 with the objective to reduce tariffs between member
states,

solving common problems faced by

African countries such as foreign
currency restrictions, investment regulations, bureaucracy, quality problems, lack
of finance and shortage of market experimany

ence,

creation of

Market

an

African Common

by the year 2000. (Herald June 30

1998). COMESA membership comprises
21

namely Uganda, Tanzania, Swaziland,
Mozambique, Malawi, Kenya, Rwanda
Zimbabwe, Djibouti, Mauritius, Lesotho,
Burundi, Comoros, Somalia, Madagascar,
Zambia, Mauritania, Namibia, Ethiopia,
Egypt, Sudan, (Gromiko A An, Manchki
PL et al

1988, Herald June 30 1998). A

well defined national

development concept
political stability
and good governance etc would go a
long
way in the success of not only the organifor each member state,

sation it.self but the individual countries as
members of the targeted single African
Common Market.
25

Trade

-

General

or

Agreement

on

Tariffs

them

Organisation" reflects itself

as an

international body set-up in 1947 to probe
into ways and means of reducing tariffs on i

b) stepping up the economic effectiveness
of the national economies for the member states by way of opening
up widermarkets nationally, regionally and in-

internationally traded goods and services. |
In 1993 the Uruguay Round of GATT
j

(WTO) with the

terms of the agreement

port tariffs on manufactured goods
one-third over five years and on

ternationally and promoting value
added manufactures. Fearing the emergence of an exploitative dimension
within the process of regional cooperation other prominent authors, especially
Pradip K. Ghosh, Jain and Puri, Arghiri

j

effected from January 1995 from all member countries institutionalised reduced im-

tural

mutually;

alternatively "WTO - World

by about
agricul-

goods by 36% over six years., (Todaro

Emmanuel (1984) noted the need to
scrutinize and conceptualize the role

Michael P 1989, Business Herald Feb 1998; '
Draft SADC 1996. Such being the case, a

played by multi-national corporations
in the development of the third world
countries. According to their perception, which to a large extent is well Jus-

major question still remains unsettled regarding the success of newly emerging industries in the member countries which

are

always demanding protection. Also the
problem of encroaching unemployment for

tified, economic development on a regional basis "is chosen on the founda-

the endangered sectors in the member states
because of reduced tariffs affect the market of locally manufactured goods with

tion of a commercial criteria laid down

bankruptcy inevitable for most national
enterprises.
"Development prospects" of regional
cooperation implies, generally the preva-

i

-

demarcated will suit the interests and

lence of conditions conducive for economic

growth and expansion for the parties in- j
volved in economic cooperation activities
j
etc. Naturally this would mean a general
positive investor perception of the region
in terms of the absence of political risks,
exchange, controls, changes in taxation and
trade policy, disruption in the banking systern including moratorium or
suspension of
payments, civil disturbances, war and nationalisation (FISCU 1997). To be well
understood is the fact that the destiny of
Southern Africa region member states is not
solely dependent on a literal understand- i
ing of the above stipulated conditions but !
as well, on the relentless, effort
by the con- j
cerned countries to mobilise

re.sources

by the multinational firms (as singles,
group, association) and which they
think enables them to maximise profits
these firms carve up the world but it
is not at all certain that a region thus
aspirations of the developing countries
concerned". They further note that
"due to a wide range of
interacting
forces these multi-national firms ex,

ploiting the underdevelopment

or abof sustainable infrastructure act
instruments for transforming capital

sence
as

from

surplus countries into specific
projects, either agricultural or industrial, make the initiative and decision
the value, nature and place of invest-

on

ment projects, the
technology to use,
the type of product, the marketing networks, etc are taken almost exclusively

by the transnational firms, which never
lose sight of the world scene".

^

in-

temally and champion their national priorities and cause for development.

While credibility is quite obvious in the
regional cooperation exercise, the full expression of a pure "national concept of deRegional Cooperation as a
velopment" for the developing countries
Development Category
has a likelihood of being frustrated if the
Regional cooperation as one of the forms
cooperation under spotlight fails to account
of organising and facilitating economic ' for the
specific needs, goals and priorities
growth and expansion of participant states, | of the developing nation-states,
one

of its desired ends would be:

!

a) narrowing the gap of economic levels
of development of the member states

by way of pooling

resources or

sharing

Origin of the regional blocs and the
macro-economic environment

Africa development bank (1993) analysing
SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER l‘W8
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together their economies on a regional
might be summed up by saying that

the

dency to forget that their strategies are ac-

link

tutions

quiring

increasingly regional basis, the
region involved taking the form of a trading community (e.g. the EEC, the Andean
Group and the Asian Countries) or (especially) of geographically units of different
sizes (Latin America, Europe, The Middle

basis

East, Africa, etc)".

a) developing countries (e.g. SADC,
COMESA, ECOWAS, etc) have all the
same to rethink of how best to club to-

origin of the four main regional insti(Southern Africa Development
Community - SADC; the Southern African
Customs Union SACU; the Southern African Multilateral Monetary Area-MMA,
formerly Common (Rand) Monetary Area;
-

the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and

Southern Africa -PTA evolving into Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa COMESA) noted that, these
tional structures have historical

instituorigins

objectives and different
motives, but in all these four main institutions have the responsibilities for promoting regional integration of the member
rooted in different

states.

Almost the

same

situation has charac-

terised the emergence of
in Europe, the major one

economic blocs
of which is the

European Economic Community or the
Common Market. Noting the emergence of
the Common Market, Hugh Clout (1982)
wrote "almost every country in Western
Europe experienced devastation during
World War II. When peace was

1945, it

was

restored in

clear that national economies

seriously disrupted with thoudestroyed and
many bridges and harbours lying in ruins.
Reconstruction was the key theme in the
immediate post-war years as each country
tried to make good the damage that had
been done and restart peace-time production in factories and on farms. But by the
early 1950s European governments were
had been

sands of factories and houses

well

aware

that economic health

was

not

spread uniformly throughout their territories. When the Treaty of Rome was signed
in 1957 bringing the European Economic
Community into being Western France and
Southern Italy stood in sharp contrast to
an economic growth zone spanning northem France, the Benelux countries and German

Rhinelands."

At the time of the emergence of the
Common Market; Western Europe was

composed of the economically
health "core" and a series of "problem areas" on the fringe or periphery and a continning reality of this core/periphery contrast during that time was obvious when
seen

to

be

economic and social indicators such as

population change, income levels and unemployment were mapped out region by
region.
Furthermore, on the scene of economic
blocs in the Developing World, Pradip K.
Ghosh (1984) discussing the controversial
multinational corporations noted that :"It
is established that by nature multinational
firms take a global and even a world-wide
view and operate on the basis of worldwide strategies. Nevertheless there is a ten;26

an

Initially in the first case the choice of a
region is due much more to defensive reaction to legal economic, political and other
constraints imposed by the new regional
grouping than to rationalising the firms'
activities, but at any rate both motives coexist, with one or the other of them predominating according to the situation.
In the second case, Dimitri Germidis
(1984) noted the emergence of these blocs

some are dead, some stillborn and some
abortive, while others are simply still veg-

etating; in other words undeniable failure."
Rounding up this sub-question, it becomes

obvious that:

gether or simply cooperate seriously in
a regional grouping decided on by
themselves;

b)

a

vision of the member-state developconcept should not be allowed to

ment

be overwhelmed

based

sources or

attempts have to be made to
and

profits. As a matter of fact Pradip noted that
in all, the multinationals carve up the world

Essence of

that

a

same

time it is not at all certain

region thus demarcated will suit the
aspirations of the developing

interests and

countries concerned.
In a nutshell, while the emergence

of
regional blocs is a marked development
reflective of how factors in a particular situation interplay, economic, political, social,
historical conditions

assume

the

core

role

in the process of the blocs' origin. As confirmation of the above, the SADCC was
established in 1980 in a bid to forge a re-

gional identity, solidarity among its memconfronting a hostile South Africa and
giving more weight to the view that closer
economic cooperation and integration was
not only desirable but imperative for economic growth and development. So for the
origin of the former SADCC, identity, political, security as well as economic factors comprised the core-formation condi-

bers

the

establish

exploit the potential existing within
points or spheres of community.

formation on the basis of a commercial criteria laid down by the multinational
firm and which it thinks may maximise its
as a

but at the

by other externally

formations but instead

regional economic
cooperation and the concept of
national development.
With the advent of national independence,
it would appear the host of socio-economic

problems, accurately dubbed as a legacy
of the colonial past, would speedily be resolved within the framework of regional
formations

on

economic

integration and

cooperation.
The thrust towards

regionalisation
by motives aimed at
achieving economic efficiency and welfare
gains which can yield tangible, visible benefit to member country populations. At the
same time, each activity must recognise the
need for reciprocity, inter-dependence and
compensation for the weaker parties which
might not otherwise share equitably in
gains from regionalisation and thus lose
their commitment to it. Such compensation
should be driven

does not have to entail cash transfers. It can

tions. Whereas for the SADC established

vestment

by an appropriate design of inand development finance arrange-

1992, conceived as a continuation of
SADCC, the economic factor was the most

ments to

favour the weaker

sonable balance between

as the formation represented
ambition to achieve a deeper form of

pronounced
an

economic
states.

integration

among

its member

(African Development Bank 1993,

FISCU 1997).
Most scholars have

questioned whether

the causative core-factors are

consistently

developed to justify the means to the end
as well as the end result or the targeted
goals. A semblance of an answer to the
above question was given by Dimitri
Germidis in his discussion of the role of
multi-national firms in the economies of
the third world countries stating that "the
results of the various attempts which the

developing countries have made so far to

be achieved

parties. A reaefficiency and

equity considerations should aim at making all parties better off and lengthen the
life-span of the arrangements. (ADB 1993)
A conceptualisation of regional cooperation has been attempted on, in a diagrammatic form, see diag 1. The understanding is that cooperation in both its narrower

and wider

differences in

opment

sense, emanates

resource

from the

endowment, devel-

potential and levels of member-

belonging either to one and the same
region or to different regions altogether. In
reality developing as well as developed
states are all equally developing in various
states

ways,
a

directions and different places. Such
room for exchange

situation creates the

SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER IW8
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of commodities

(finished, half finished),

duction

cycle; industrial equipment, and
machinery, labour forces; joined major and
minor projects in production and infrastructure development etc. The main motive
behind such activities is conceived

as

the activities

governments to meet the national goals, the

which will further be translated to

higher the level of organisation of the development factors and the more stable the
internal market. Alternatively the propensity to meet regional and international
goals, expectations and priorities is hither

only retain a meaning if they
initially and directly show consistence with
the national priorities, needs, goals etc

services, production cycles, parts of a pro-

both

a

character in

rais-

either

assume

regional
as

as well as an international
far as each member-state has

or be recipient in the cooperation exercise. In section B of the cooperation mechanism, development factors

ing of the lifestyle and standards of living
states population and narrowing the gap of economic level of development of member states.
As noted still in Section A of diag 1,
of the member

to

in-put

on one

hand with national governments

benefiting more on the other hand due to a
greater potential being exploited by the
developed application and interplay of developing factors.
A very critical situation is created when

dependent on the degree of the perception of national needs, priorities, goals etc.
The greater the efforts made by national
are

Conceptualisation of the Regional Cooperation Mechanism
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development factors are underdeveloped
nationally and only developed at the regional and international level, as the domestie market is put at the risk of being
dominated by regional and international
interests, goals, priorities, etc which are
practically far from consistent with the national goals and priorities in terms of their
mutual benefits. Regional cooperation in
terms of development of development factors nationally, regionally and intemationally in Section B is only possible where
the priorities, needs, goals are given their

respective treatment as a system which has
to be nationally strong, then evolving
gradually into a regional and international
network.
While

Section B, the out-put level
of industrial sectors and the infrastructure
on

is

equally dependent on the level of organisation of development factors and commitment to the national needs, priorities and
goals and their subsequent translation on
regional as well as international network.
While on Section B, the out-put level
of industrial

sectors

equally dependent on the level of organisation of development factors and commitment to the national needs, priorities and
goals and their subsequent translation on
regional as well as international level in
terms of their direct in-put and feed-back
linkages.
Regional cooperation at sectorial and
infrastructural level derives mainly from;
a) the degree of commitment to the national concept of development by the
member states to regional blocs;
b) the level of organisation of developfactors at the national level and

their mutual

interplay and interdependregional and international level;
c) the degree of acknowledgement of the
national priorities and goals at the regional and international levels;
d) the need to solve problems of
commonality among member states
ence

at

which
not

a

member-state would otherwise

be in

a

position to settle separately
pooling of efforts

its own, without

on

etc.

As for Section C,

level of
tors at

depending on the
organisation of development fac-

the national level and how that trans-

lates at the

regional and international level

in both its direct and
bution levels will
acter

-

reverse

assume a

form, contri-

specific chara situa-

equal, fair and unequal. In

tion where the national dimension

was

upheld (at Sections A and B) the contribution
level by member states at the national level
is
28

equilibrium enjoyed by the domestic (national) market-first variant. In

equal while at the regional and interna-

a

situation

whereby at the regional and international
level, the member-state is performing badly
that

implies the national development con-

cept has not been well grounded as such
leading to a very unstable domestic market with

no

priorities governing its devel-

opment - second variant. Still on Section
C, a well defined regional and world

making a fair contribution
overally may work to the detriment of the
national economy if the national priorities
and goals are not objectively taken into
account thus bring poverty to the nationstates in question-variant three.
Consistence of national, regional and
international priorities conceived as a systern brings an equal and a fair contribution
to the national-regional and international
economy as both weaker and stronger states
strive to narrow up or bridge up the gap of
economic levels of development between

economy,

them -variant four.
As for Section D, where

and the infrastructure

is

ment

tional level it is bound to be fair due to the

either the

na-

tional

priorities and goals are ignored, with
regional and international priorities and
goals championed, poverty and tension at
the national level becomes the order of the

day - variant five. Still on Section D, where
national priorities and goals are assimilated
and systematically developed at the regional and international level, prosperity
is bound to come by in time and space with
the possibility of poverty and tension considerably diminishing - variant six.
In

nut-shell section B and D will be

a

embraced and

assume

due to the fact that

the form of A and C

regional cooperation
the basis of exploitation of

progresses on
the variations in

as

resources

endowment and

development potential and level in order
to satisfy the end result of consolidating a
stable national, regional and international
economy, development factors will be
made to interplay to the effect of bringing
prosperity at all three levels.
Essentially, regional cooperation in its
interplay with the national concept of development should lead to the prosperity of
nation-states and not polarization of these
states on either ends qualitatively as poor
member-states on one end and wealthy
member states
there

are

well

on

the other end. Where

semblance of tension at national

regional level, development and
regional cooperation will have lost sen.se
as

as

and thus there will be need to address the

issue of national concept

of development.

determining the existence of
regional blocs within a macro¬

Factors

economic context
Dimitri Gemidis

(1984) noted quite well

that among other factors regional
and regional cooperation arise as a

blocks
kind of
a defensive reaction to legal, economic,
political and other constraints being imposed by some bodies having motives to
advance their own interests at the expense
of those very member-states. Noting the
existence of the four main institutions in
Southern Africa, the African

Development

Bank (1993) stated that their existence was

geared to a general responsibility on the
promotion of regional economic integration, that is the merging of the national
economies of the member-states in

a

bid to

uplift the standards of living of the nationals.
A

perpetual systematic yielding of sigdevelopmental benefits to the participants based on an appropriate choice of
partners not merely rooted in political aspirations but in objective opportunities
based on realistically attained economic
structures serves as a major prerequisite to
the existence of these regional formations.
The very collapse of the East Africa Community was basically among other factors
due to a prematurely adopted framework
for cooperation which was further out of
alignment with the economic realities of
each member state. Logically the absence
of an alignment with the economic realities serv'ed as a potential recipe of failure.
Mainly the presence of efficient and
developed Banking System in the region
will influence viability of the regional blocs
because the efficiency of the banking .service is not only fundamental to the perfonnance of any financial system but it is also a
prerequisite for its successful development.
nificant

Refonn of financial sectors in most countries of the South African region and at-

tempts to protect the domestic banks from
competition from new entrants and
the greater sophistication of the information, audit and management systems of the

unfair

South African banks -provides an unusual
opportunity for regional cooperation to
develop a common framework for competition, policy, regulation and supervision.
In addition to securing Banking systems
there has to emerge a system of Development

Finance Institutions (DEI) in all the

member-states void of financial distress
and insolvence thus

performing profitably.
loan portsubject to
excessive political interference, as this
leads large fractions of the DFI portfolios
to none-performance. Such a situation further leads to an erosion of their capital base
and increased reliance of their capital base
of viability the
folios of the DFI should not be
As

an assurance
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and financial support from central authorities and overseas to meet their day to day

financing requirements. Member states in
the Southern Africa region need to make
an accurate diagnosis of the financial
position of each DEI to determine whether it is

liquid or insolvent. Eurthermore the respective governments have to determine
whether the DEI Bounded because of a fundamental flaw in the tasks set out to be

done, or due to mismanagement or adverse
economic circumstances.

Finally regardless

of the reform strategy adopted DEI activities have to be brought within a proper

regulatory and supervisory framework.
Southern African states have the duty to
address the problems of Development fund
in.stitutions within

cial

a

wider context of finan-

restructuring and reform ensuring that their activities are compatible with
the existence of a strong banking sector
which is increasingly engaged in tenii lending to a wider customer base. While regional cooperation does benefit from vibrant DFIs, regional cooperation and development in turn benefits DEI by way of
establishing regional development finance
institutions which would play the role of
offering experti.se and wholesale financial
sector

resources.

The other factor

guaranteeing the exregional -blocs as noted by

istence of

Michael P. Todaro (1989) is the presence

of

developed capital markets. While capital markets are essential for the development of regional cooperation they could
quite well be replaced by an efficient banking system as it has the capacity to perform
a host of functions assumed
by capital
markets at

a

lower cost than in

separate
institution. In all capital markets have to
a

be made effective and the

development of
exchanges has to be timely
and maturely done in order to mobilise savings, facilitate privatisation and adding to
national stock

the momentum of marketisation. Precautions must be

adopted to ensure that the
exchanges do less harm and more
good by properly regulating, supervising
and supporting them. This ensures that operations on cooperation development are
well grounded and supported. The very
process of developing capital markets has
to see the prioritisation of the development
of money and debt market for monetary
control purposes. After a development of
money and debt markets treasury bond
stock

markets

pline
vide

as a

useful

source

of market disci-

on government borrowing also probenchmark of term lending by the

a

private sector so vital in regional cooperation operations. As noted earlier on, a
strong banking system should aid the
29

money and government bond markets thus I ent foreign exchange shortages, severely
ensuring the accumulation of resources and
impedes the development of intra-regional
a meaningful participation in the regional
trade and cross-boarder investment let
alone regional cooperation. Member-states
cooperation exercise.
As noted by Dolan Edwin G and David
have to ensure stability and convertibility
E. Lind.sey (1988) for regional cooperation
of national currencies by way of making a
to prosper, insurance markets should be
concerted national effort to cut fiscal deficits, restore effective monetary control and
developed and enlarged as the development
of insurance in the region is very imporavoid adjustment pre.scriptions involving
tant. There are three potential areas where
large scale devaluations followed by continual nominal exchange rate adjustments.
regional cooperation could excel and gain
momentum.
The first one would be the
As a way of survival, others have proposed
introduction of competition into re-privathe need for securing external support and
tised insurance industries at the national
effecting a model like the Multilateral
level, while the second area would be the
(Rand) Monetary Area (MMA) linking
Lesotho, Swaziland and Namibia to South
regionalisation of reinsurance building
Africa etc. Further promotion of regional
upon other regional reinsurance companies
i.e. PTA Reinsurance company and lastly
cooperation of member states would be the
the third area would be supervisior\ and
establishment of a Regional Exchange Rate
Stabilisation Fund basing on some aspects
regulation of insurance companies. In the
of the already existing models. As noted
regional cooperation exercise insurance
companies play an important role in stimuby other specialists the principal aim would
be to create stable regional parties; buildlating competition, introducing new products, transferring technology to countering on the exchange rate stability that alparts in countries deregulating their insurready exists in the core group of other counance industry. In regional cooperation retries as the Multilateral Monetary Area and
gional cross-border investments by
extending the stabilisation arrangement
stronger insurance companies assist quite
eventually to include all countries in the
well in restructuring national insurance
region (African development Bank 1993).
An equally important factor for the surcompanies which could have been obliged
to take poor risks and invest in poor qualvival of regional cooperation is the financity assets.
ing of trade which should be supported by
I

Also financial dualism and the informal sector could undennine attempts on

the

development of regional cooperation. This
phenomenon (financial dualism) arises
from illegal activities of large corporations
on other institutions, typically to avoid
taxation or exchange controls. As such it is
essential that it is reduced as quickly and
as comprehensively as
possible. Normally,
it is not advisable to regard informal activity as inefficient or illegal and a great threat
to cooperation processes. Instead the regional strategy for dealing with financial
dualism should be to avoid discriminating
against the informal sector in the short run,
while aiming at its ab.sorption in the long
run through a combination of more market-oriented prices and increased linkages
between fomial and informal financial link-

(African Development Bank 1993)
Together with the above factors, survival of regional economic blocs rests on
the currency exchange rate stability and
convertibility otherwise its absence may
lead to greater obstacles to the process of
regional cooperation. The failure to address
ages.

this issue well has led most currencies

to

be

thinly traded with extremely volatile
exchange rates characterizing their existence.

This

volatility, compounded by persist¬

!

a

virtual abundance of financial

Such

resources

resources.

would be es.sential for in-

tra-regional trade through the domestic and
international banking system. Advantages
of this practice further down the line would
be promotion of development of intra-regional trade and diversification into nonby member-states. Principal obstacles to accumulation of trade fitraditional exports
nance resources

would be the lack of

con-

vertibility of member states currencies
ensure

out

that most countries

of trade

or

are

not

to
driven

that trade finance is not

driven out of most of these countries. Further

advantages would be that payment

mechanisms in these countries would cea.se
to

be cumbersome and

costly thus leading
pronounced turn-out of activities in the
cooperation exercise. Under this same factor, it has to be noted that self financing of
trade by both importers and exporters is not
appropriate as it is premature for most of
the countries to rely on own finance. As
such bank-based systems of trade finance
are needed together with Bill-based
systerns requiring a system of short-term
money markets which as yet do not exist
to a

in most countries.

Priority has also to be given to developing the market for pre-shipment export
finance of up to one year or more, convenSAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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Value and

growth of

by SADC countries 1985-1994

exports

Table 1

A. VALUE OF EXPORTS

(US$MILLION AT CURRENT PRICES)

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Angola

2300

1350

2320

2490

3010

3880

3450

3830

2900

3002

Botswana

728

852

1590

1470

1820

1750

1903

1725

1725

1880

Lesotho

22

25

47

64

66

59

67

109

134

143

Malawi

245

248

278

293

269

406

776

400

317

363

Mauritius

441

678

902

1000

986

1210

1220

1300

1300

1311

Mozambique

77

79

97

103

105

125

162

139

132

150

Namibia

789

965

1003

1086

1136

1100

1250

1290

1291

1322

South Africa

16200

18300

21100

22400

22400

23600

23330

23600

24100

25100

Swaziland

177

278

424

466

494

557

611

664

722

798

Tanzania

329

336

288

386

415

408

362

401

562

486

Zambia

799

692

852

1190

1340

1250

1170

1111

949

1067

Zimbabwe

1120

1320

1450

1660

1690

1750

1690

1530

1610

1642

TOTAL EXPORT

23225

25123

30351

32608

33731

36096

35661

36099

35642

37264

Source International financial statistics
ient and

appropriate for imports of

US CPI. 1996

raw

materials, purchase of domestic inputs and
payments for domestic value added. De-

velopment of cooperation necessitates a
emphasis to be placed on market pricing mechanisms for trade finance.
Member states should therefore develop
institutions that give priority to the support
of banks to lend to the traded goods sector
at commercial rates. Official export credit
agencies in these member states should be
established with the principal role of facilitating commercial lending.
Development of efficient trade finance
consistent

systems to support intra-regional trade and
therefore

cooperation will necessitate
policy initiatives at both national and regional levels such as adoption of active
measures to
nance

tures,

revive bank-based trade fi-

through changed incentive strucfinancial liberalisation and interim

further
development of clearing houses as an effective means of economizing on the use
of foreign exchange.
Lastly but not least, cross-border investment can be a viable vehicle for regional
cooperation as it enables to counteract trade
imbalances in the region, transferring skills
and technology and increasing extra-regional capacity. All being well member
guarantee mechanisms, as well as

states have to

institute

make

a

concerted effort to

Regional Finance Centres for intra-regional investment. Such a centre
.30

would

systematically accumulate

sources,

re-

stimulate and support cross-

boarder investment

by way of a guided inpolicies at both national and regional levels.
The most immediate priority in stimulating cross boarder investment is restoring macro economic stability thus consolidating more market oriented and open
economies in the long run, assuming the
severe foreign exchange limiting power is
gradually eradicated.
fluence of

A lot of mechanisms at the

achieve

gration
Trade

within the SADC constitutional framework

of:
a.

level could include, the strategic use of prias a vehicle for mobilising do-

vatisation

foreign capital, regionally

dends; establishment of

revolving fund
foreign exchange cost of intra-regional investment and finally a harmonisation of the investment laws and

regulations
services and

c.

exchange and supply of
goods.

on

Analysis of SADC trade operations in
general and the development
implications
With the SADC having been established
in August 1992, its major ambition was to

individual countries;

addressing concerns essentially including issues of good governance; human
rights and democratic practice (Executive Summary African Development
Bank 1993).

a

to reduce the

fully involving the SADC operational
terms in the process of regional integration by way of strengthening its institutional ba.se though it still retained
a decentralised structure with specific
sector-coordinating functions allocated
to

con-

approaches to streamline crossboarder investment procedures, that is harmonisation of competition policies and relaxation on repatriation of profits and divi-

having to fulfil the responsibility for developing policies establishing
a common market through the progres-

services;
b.

regional

sistent

SADC

sive elimination of barriers to free
movement of capital, labour, goods and

level to promote cooperation by means of
cross-boarder investment at the regional

mestic and

deeper form of economic intethe then ten member states.
operations were to be promoted
a

among

An

analysis of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that
the growth rates show an erratic export
performance partly as a consequence of
fluctuations in commodity prices and world
recession in the early 1990s. Real growth
rates (Table 3) turned negative for most
countries in 1989 and the negative growth
continues, with small differences through
to 1993. The notable exceptions to this experience are Lesotho, Swaziland and Tanzania. Even Mauritius which achieved

re-
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markable export success in the middle
eighties, experienced some negative real
growth in 1989 and the early 1990s. Most
countries were able to recover to positive
growth in 1994.
South Africa's exports reached a peak
in 1988 in real terms and declined in each

subsequent year up to 1993 with a small
recovery in 1994 (see Table 2). Zambia
experienced four years of export decline
in both real and current terms from 1990
to

1993. Zimbabwe suffered real declines

in exports
1994.

in five of the six

years

1989 to

A critical examination of the above tables 1 and 2 indicate that the economies of
the SADC member states have not yet

gained

a momentum to

be able to propel

themselves further. Much has to be done
in terms of investment policies on sector
level within these nation states in a bid to
stabilise the international market and
cumulate resources.

ac-

Analysis of the (PTA) COMESA trade
operations in general and the
development implications.
As noted in the SATCC Dec (1996),
COMESA was the successor to the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern
African states (PTA), which was estab-

lished in December 1994 with a wide commitment to regional integration and its priorities

improvement of productivity
in regional industry, increa.sed agricultural
production, development of transport and
were

communications infrastructure and

serv-

ices, trade promotion and facilitation, development of data bases of economic information.
In

promoting its trade operations

COMESA established several autonomous

organisations, including the Eastern and
Southern African Trade and Development

hand

leaving the country with a negative
2,66 trade balance.
Overally Lesotho, Mozambique, Somalia and Sudan had

a
very controversial trade
record with stronger indications of far from

recovery. As such 88% of the COMESA
member-states in 1981 -90 recorded a negative trade balance with

imports visibly
mounting. Indications are that if the factors that render regional cooperation salvation are not addressed hastily the economies of these countries will collapse beyond recoverable limits.
.\nalysis of WTO in general and
growth prospects
The Uruguay Round of GATT-WTO completed in December 1993 took effect from
January 1995. Stipulating that, all member
countries had to reduce import tariffs on
manufactured goods by about one-third
over five years up to 2000 on one hand.
On the other hand 36% decrease on agricultural products for six years had to be
effected that is up to 2001.
Hopes were pinned on the understanding that the WTO would boost world trade
quite significantly by the end of the century. Consumers would benefit from this
agreement as more and cheaper goods
would be made more readily available
whilst industries relying on tariff protection would be harmed.
As noted in the Draft

Shipping Policy
April (1996), within SADC,
employment in industries which cannot
become competitive when tariffs are refor SADC

duced would decline and the offer for each

country would depend on how competitive
its manufacturing and agricultural exports
could become. Each

country's balance of

payments would deteriorate unless exports
could be increased in order to offset the cost
of greater

imports. As was envisaged in the

Bank and the Eastern and Southern African Business Organisation.

first few years there would be an increase
in imports, but as success mounted in ex-

A closer look at Tables 3 and 4 indithat over the 1981-1990 period of the

porting in accordance with inherent comparative cost advantages, the ultimate effeet of the agreement would be to boost
employment and economic growth.
As it were, no comprehensive analysis
was made on the
possible effects for GATT

cates

former (PTA) COMESA member-states

only Angola and Swaziland has solid trade
record with Angola having a x 2 positive
trade balance while Swaziland recorded

nearly

x

a

5 positive trade balance.

As for Zambia and Zimbabwe

negative
and positive trade balances did alternate
with increased export levels marked from
1987-1990 for both
4. For

cases, see

tables 3 &

majority of the countries there has
been a tendency to increase imports towards the last export levels for the decade
a

1981-1990 with its trade balance record-

ing negative 2,84. Most outstanding for
Tanzania, exports were generally on the
decline while imports mounted on the other
.^1

on

the

overseas

trade of the SADC

coun-

tries, but it is very obvious that the cost of
shipping exports must be reduced to an
absolute minimum if their comparative cost

advantages in foreign markets are to be
successfully exploited as trade barriers are
eliminated.

Notably protectionism and state intertransportation (shipping) invariably raises the costs of shipping and thus
inhibits trade. This is not necessary becau.se
economic efficiency is then unattainable.
vention in

because of the

manner

in which interven-

tion is

practiced. (SATCC Dec (1996). In
the new global economic and transportation (shipping) environment, countries
which cling to intervention and protection,
are likely to be left behind in the growth
which

more

freedom international trade

will

bring.
In the light of the difficulties which are
being experienced, even in highly developed countries in shedding the protection
of domestic

inefficiencies, S ADC needs to

be in the forefront with

enlightened shipping and ports policies, if its exports are to
gain initial advantages.
Recommendations on regional
cooperation and development

prospects in the Southern Africa

region.
While the discussion of factors fostering
cooperation was fairly exhaustive, it would
be vital to revisit it again as it carries a
highly recommendative weigh. Generally

recommendations of a financial nature
would have to be adopted together with
others. These are establishment of sound

banking systems, development of finance
institutions, development of capital markets and insurance industries; naturing of
a

financial dualism and the informal

tor, establishment of

sec-

exchange rate stability and convertibility of the national currencies; the financing of trade and promotion of cross border investment by the nationals. (African Development Bank 1993).
As noted by the FISCU (1997) the investor perception of political risk in Africa
has to be addressed by way of diffusing
possibilities of civil disturbances or war and
untimely nationalisation.
Equally the same, nationalised enterprises have to be paradoxically managed
on private
ownership principles as a way
of ensuring their efficiency and viability.
Such an approach allows the State to accumulate resources (financial) on one hand
with more opportunities created for the
government to further invest in the
economy and more so in the development
of Science and technology on the other
hand. The rationale at this juncture is, the
more creatively the governments of the
member states play a key role in the
economy together with other parties the
greater the chances it creates for the nationals to be part and parcel of the economic
development mainstream.
Last but not least a systematic development of both the developed and underdeveloped territories within the nationalan

boundaries of the member states has to be
well thought out by the respective Planning
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Table 2
A. VALUE OF EXPORTS

(US$MILLION AT CURRENT PRICES)

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Angola

40.8

65.7

32

15.3

22.3

14.7

7.7

26.5

1

Botswana

18.5

79.9

11.1

18.1

8.8

4.4

12.1

29

63

Lesotho

15.1

812

30.9

1.6

15.2

9

57.8

19.4

4.1

Malawi

25

8.1

13

12.4

432

12.5

185

23

11.7

Mauritius

55.7

282

6.6

6

16.5

32

3.4

29

1.6

Mozambique

3.9

184

21

28

13,9

23,4

16.8

7.8

10.8

Namibia

23.8

02

42

02

81

9,1

0.1

28

0,1

122

21

4.6

0

53

1.7

0.8

1.6

1985

South Africa
Swaziland

59

47

42

1.1

7

53

5.4

5.6

7.8

Tanzania

3.4

17.4

21

25

6.8

14.9

75

11,9

26

Zambia

-121

187

5.7

7.4

11,5

102

7.9

17,1

9.7

Zimbabwe

19.3

5.9

28.9

29

1.7

73

122

22

0.5

TOTAL EXPORT

9,5

16.5

34.3

13

1.6

52

1.8

42

20

Source: PTA. Lusaka

Trend

of total merchandise trade of

(PTA) COMESA countries (US$mn). Exports 1981-1990

Table 3
1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Angola

1.662

1.558

1.51

1.918

2051

1.597

2258

2.664

3.036

3,696

Burundi

71

88

77

99

112

169

87

154

78

81

Comoros

31

20

18

10

15

16

19

28

26

23

Djibouti

32

26

31

33

24

33

42

51

53

48

Ethiopia

292

406

404

417

338

455

373

429

449

366

Kenya

1777

997

976

1084

958

1200

961

1071

1157

1096

Lesotho

5

7

4

4

5

4

9

29

30

38

Malawi

277

235

229

308

227

222

277

289

267

314

Mauritius

324

365

366

372

433

662

882

1001

986

1202

Mozambique

372

311

223

125

121

106

216

303

259

372

Rwanda

109

102

120

143

130

173

129

101

121

147

Somalia

140

199

108

64

109

80

127

157

170

139

Sudan

641

507

624

685

399

336

543

510

652

555

Swaziland'

224

238

143

173

155

198

215

248

238

336

Tanzania

568

446

371

337

284

360

266

317

312

423

Uganda

257

357

326

385

378

429

311

306

270

170

Zambia

651

958

836

650

471

517

872

1.179

1322

1353

Zimbabwe

1.321

1,073

1.023

1.011

956

1

1.137

1293

1.451

1.411

TOTAL

8.254

7.894

7389

7.857

7.165

7.557

8.729

10.13

11.019

11.779

Source.PTA, Lusaka
32
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Trend

of total merchandise trade of

(PTA) COMESA countries (US$mn). Exports 1981-1990

Table 4
1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Angola

1584

1000

801

1012

1324

989

1187

1386

1443

1716

Burundi

161

214

188

186

190

205

219

204

181

239

Comoros

58

40

40

48

42

57

78

67

77

94

Djibouti

264

287

288

295

309

283

305

310

336

738

786

879

929

989

1102

1227

1127

1246

1091

Kenya

1603

1379

1501

1436

1613

1755

1975

2569

2368

2046

Lesotho

26

31

31

39

30

30

47

75

66

67

Malawi

348

291

312

271

281

247

295

406

503

530

Mauritius

554

463

440

472*

522

676

993

1299

1324

1620

Mozambique

860

807

628

478

401

458

696

778

780

841

Rwanda

256

279

271

278

298

358

355

363

311

302

Somalia

512

330

349

256

398

284

462

326

429

396

Sudan

1551

1275

1355

1312

936

936

1163

1164

1453

1216

Swaziland

40

47

34

25

28

30

44

62

55

68

Tanzania

1176

1131

197

847

1028

930

919

893

717

1150

Uganda

329

322

308

309

293

346

510

473

489

481

Zambia

1026

1199

928

679

751

648

807

835

1067

833

Zimbabwe

1685

1635

1221

1098

1028

1135

1204

1004

1196

1343

TOTAL

13222

11732

10249

10035

10125

10330

12265

196.Shipng

316

Ethiopia

12754

143222

14691

Source:t^lA,

LusaKci

Authorities so that the development potential is gradually realised as their internal
markets stabilize and feed from other external elements of the macro-economic

system. As it

the underlying concept
constantly determine what resources they have and how
best they should be utilised taking advantage of their own éxperience, the experi-
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opportunities
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Key Business Contacts

APPHO
•OUTHERN AFRICA PfVMTINQ
A

FUtUtHfNC HOUSE

BOSTWANA, LESOTHO AND MALAWI

BP BOTSWANA (PVT) LTD

Lesotho

AIR BOTSWANA

R. Peterson

The

P.

Marketing Manager

P.O. Box 1318. Maseru

BOTSWANA (+267)

Mpabanga

Country Director

P.O. Box 183, Gaborone

1

Tel: (+266) 31 0084 , Fax: (+266) 31 0084

Tel: 37 4222, Fax: 31 2836

I

Swaliland

Tel: 35 2812, Fax: 37 4802

CALTEX OIL BOTSWANA

I The Country Director

BOTSWANA BUILDING SOCIETY

(PVT) LTD

j

Customer Services

Manager

P.O. Box 92, Garborone

!

J. Nkala

i

W.C. Bennett

'

Resident Director

Administration Manager
P.O. Box 40029, Gaborone

I

Tel: 37 1396, Fax: 30 3029

-

BOTSWANA CONFERENCE AND

P.O. Box 1534, Mbabane

Tel: (+268) 20731, Fax: (+268) 20733
RURAL INDUSTRIES INOVATION

;

P.O. Box 47, Gaborone

CENTRE

Tel: 35 2389 Fax: 35 2170

G.

Holonga

Business Director

; CRESTA HOSPITALITY

EXHIBITION CENTRE

J. Bull

P/Bag 11, Kanye

T. Schussel

General

Tel: 34 0392, Fax: 34 0642

Operations Manager
P/Bag BO-3, Gaborone

Manager
P/Bag 00272, Gaborone
Tel: 31 2222, Fax: 37 4321

G. Moffitt

Tel: 37 5555, Fax: 30 4263

DEBSWANA DIAMOND COM.4PNY

Marketing Manager

BOTSWANA DEVELOPMENT CORPO- :

(PVT) LTD

P/Bag 0042, Gaborone

RATION

B. Ndaba

Tel: 31 2700, Fax: 30 7613

Investment Promotion Division

Marketing Manager

P/Bag 160, Gaborone

P.O. Box 329, Gaborone

Tel: 35 1811, Fax: 30

Tel: 35

3105

1131, Fax: 35 6110

GABORONE SUN HOTEL

BOTSWANA NATIONAL

PRODUCTIVITY CENTRE

'

G.U.

j Marketing Manager

Makhaya

SEFALANA SA BOTSWANA

j

TRADE AND INVESTMENT
PROMOTION AGENCY

j M.M. Letshwiti
Information and Public Relations

,

P/

Ms. M. Carwood

Manager

Bag 00367, Gaborone

Tel: 35 1790. Fax: 30 5375

P/Bag 0016,Gaborone

LESOTHO (+266)

Tel: 35 1111, Fax: 30 2555

LESOTHO NATIONAL

Tel: 30 7606, Fax: 31 3501

GRAND PALM HOTEL CASINO

DEVELOPMENT CORPOR.4TION

BOTSWANA POWER

RESORT

Ms. L. Ramoreboli

CORPORATION

Ms. C. Stewart

Director: Investment

Mrs. T.M. Selato

Marketing Manager

P/BagA96, Maseru 100

'

Promotions Manager

•

P/Bag 00392, Gaborone

;

Tel: 31 2012, Fax: 31 0038

j P/Bag BR-105, Gaborone
I Tel: 31 2999, Fax: 31 2989

Public Relations Officer
P.O. Box 48, Gaborone

MALAWI (+265)

HR TRAINING BOTSWANA

MALAWI

BOTSWANA TECHNOLOGY

(PVT) LTD

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

CENTRE

R.H.

Tel: 360 3223, Fax: 30

8674

N. Ndaba

Technology Information Manager
P/Bag 0082, Gaborone
Tel: 31 4161, Fax: 37 4677

Drage
i Managing Director
I
P/Bag BO-240, Gaborone

I.

Otalimanja

Director of Operations

I

P.O. Box 566,

i

Blantyre

Tel: 62 0100. Fax: 62 0584

Tel: 37 4051, Fax: 37 4051

MALAWI PROTEA HOTELS

I INSTITUTE OF DEVELOPMENT

BOTSWANA

MANAGEMENT

1

S. Phiri

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

(BLS)

i

Regional Sales and Marketing Manager

CORPORATION

Mrs R. Thato

P.O. Box 700, Gaborone

i Registrar
IDM Regional Office
j P.O. Box 60167, Gaborone

Tel: 35 8445, Fax: 30 9599

j Tel: 30 6433, Fax: 30 6433

M. Kaboeamodimo

Public Relations Manager

P.O Box 376, Blantyre
Tel: 62 0815, Fax: 62 0124

NATIONAL BANK OF MALAWI

Mrs. A. Shaba

I

\ Public Relations Manager
P.O. Box 945,

BOTSWANA VACCINE INSTITUTE

Botswana

i

(PVT) LTD

The

D.E. Pule
General Manager

P/Bag 0031, Gaborone

,

!

Tel: 31 2711
Fax: 35 6798
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explains why consultancy work in Africa
is rarely demanded by local governments,
and thus why it is rarely funded from gov-

consultancy industry is peculiar
one. It is one industry where the supplier
and buyer are the same: donor countries
both supply and demand consultancy services. Much consultancy work is carried out
to inform donors. Consultancy services are
also generally supply driven, with donors
ensuring that they themselves, or the recipient, demand the services. Aid programmes routinely include a line item for
consultancy services, and in some cases the
use

of such services is

tions to be

met

before

one

of the condi-

one can access

funds.

If

consultancy services are commissioned
by African governments, it is usually at the
insistence of donors. Few

cases can

be cited

where African governments

have been
priced out of consultancy markets by the
high fees paid for donor-funded consultancies. The best local experts are simply too
expensive for national governments. Furthermore, African bureaucrats rarely demand consultancy services, which they
consider too time consuming. Indeed, they
are usually quite
contecontemptuous of the
conclusions reached by costly consultants.
This is particularly the case when they have
participated in the charade: first by feigning ignorance (and thus the desperate need
for consultants); then by serving as informants or moonlighting consultants who provide all the necessary information; and finally by participating in seminars at which
the "new" knowledge is imparted to them
by the consultants.
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In the early years of the consultancy
industry, African researchers accused their

governments of too much

reliance

on

for-

eign expertise for things that could be done
locally. Indeed, reliance on foreign experts
by African governments was attributed to
a particularly debilitating ailment known
in local parlance as the "colonial mentality". It was the measure of the impotence
of African rulers. This is beautifully captured in a film by Oumane Sembene (Xala
or "The Impotent Bigamist") in which, during a meeting of the chamber of commerce
in Dakar, the only White participant never
utters a

word

-

but each time he touches

his briefcase he draws the attention of everyone

in the

room, as

if the briefcase.

The Nature of African

Participation
Over the years, things have changed some.
Although the reliance on foreign expertise
continues, Africans have been increasingly
drawn into consultancy activities in a manner they had not bargained for. Most foreign consultants have recognised that lo-

they chum out reports that are subsequently used by the principal consultants
to write their reports for donors or national
governments. The research carried out is
often disjointed, intellectually unrewarding
and at times downright humiliating - but it
is financially lucrative. The fees received
which

be researched, the actual turn of events

has offered much less. In many
contexts, there

is still

a

research
division of labour,

assigning Africans the' task of gathering
data or acting as "knowledgeable informers" (to use llountounji's (1992) apt characteri.sation) while conceptualisation and
the digestion of this data are left to the in-

ers

only available for

in essentially foreign dominated consultancy undertakings, entering the prob-

ners

lem identification process at
at

its tail end, if

all. In the usual scenario, the

foreign

brings along a fully conceptuproject, often spelled out
"terms of reference", reducing Afri-

intellectually restrictive environments
by repressive states and intolerant elements of "civil society";
created

is

a

pay

them

or

prepare

constant

community, leading
frequent closures of universities, expulsion of students and staff, and a generally punitive attitude towards the university communities;
absence of publication outlets, because
university presses and local journals

learn that

to

they are needed by the cononly for data, but also for re-

newal of the contracts of the latter. Con-

follow-up work, which is
as a request from
the recipients. The recipients then sign applications for funding of the consultancy.
then submitted to donors

that had nourished in such countries as

Ghana, Senegal,

To make such contracts attractive, line
items

are

absence of research centres

vidual officials. Sometimes

they include
travel to the donor country or to workshops
where per diems are paid. They may also
imply unwritten promises - that a car or
other equipment will be sold to an individual local counterpart, for example. Unare

number of African bureaucrats to the serv-

negative
performance and the cohe-

ices of these missions, with clear
effects

on

their

permitting

intense and extended interaction among
Africa researchers;

research infrastructure, which
working with consultancy teams,
with their computers, internet connectivity, etc., a very interesting proposipoor

makes

fulfilled, local bu-

delay applications for funds
consultancy. It can be a sordid affair.
In addition to these corrupting influences, the demands of consultants and the
financial leverage they enjoy tie a large

Nigeria, Tanzania and

Kenya, have simply clo.sed down;

included that will benefit indi-

til such conditions

clashes between governments

and the academic

tion. One effect is that African bureaucrats
soon

small number of researchers in any

given specialisation within institutions
and consequently, the absence of a
"critical mass" of researchers working
within closely related research areas;
"brain drain", which is incessantly thinning the ranks of researchers;

now

fee, because consult-

bureaucrats to "write" papers for
statistical tables. In most
countries, this payment to civil servants for
services that they are supposed to routinely
perform is illegal and borders on corrupants

for

have risen to the ranks of junior part-

a

isolation of African scholars

Africa itself;

of income.

governments or various ministries

this division has been cemented

cans

sources

computerised databases
and. consequently,

only from the main currents in their
disciplines but from scholarship within

Consultancy work often involves "mining" data from the bureaucracy. One result
is that information routinely produced by

reaucrats can

by the

African research-

as

and even computers

find them.selves, it is difficult to be se-

lective about one's

stitutions of the "North". In recent years,

growth of contract research. At best, Afri-

libraries, and lack of modem research

tools, such

not

sultants propose

to

as

muneration of the re.searchers. And in the
dire financial staits many

ports. But if African researchers thought
engagement in consultancies would place

policy-making procproviding them with the opportunity
to participate in the identification of issues

deterioration of research facilities, such

extreme

sultants not

ess,

their

in such consultancies dwarf the official re-

cal researchers possess valuable knowledge
that can be quickly mobilised in their re-

them at the heart of the

related
principal intellectual interests
and capacities;
(or moonlighting) only remotely

to

tion.

These

problems

are,

in turn, the retlecfacing African

tion of the financial crisis

universities, which stems from the overall
fiscal crises of the state and, more insidi-

ously, from the message from the World
Bank that the rates of return on higher education were too low to justify continued

consultant

sion of the

alised research

Implications for University Teaching

investment. The World Bank has now dra-

and Research

matically reversed this position and argues
for "revitalising universities in Africa". In
a report waxing lyrical about the importance of the university, the World Bank now
says: "Donors, including the World Bank,

in the

counterparts to "informed natives" in
the manner of the natives that guided the

bureaucracy.

implications of these

can

To understand the

early missionaries through the cultural and

practices, one must recall the problems facing African researchers today. These in-

geographical intricacies of the continent.
In many African countries, researchers are
tied to a whole range of consultancies for
,^8

elude:
•

which forces many scholars
engage in extracurricular activities

counselled to consider their stance with

poor pay,

are

to

regard to investment in higher education
SAPHM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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and to

shape subsequent assistance in rethese strategic priorities"

of donor

negate those of the local institutions.

spouse to

the

(World Bank 1997:25)

in

Usually consultancies create enclaves
university and remove from
university oversight a whole range of disciplines through the sheer weight of their

projects. To make things worse,
developmentalist imperative is now cast

a

"crisis mode", which calls for instant

solutions, rapid appraisal methods of

re-

Absentee Teachers

search

ca-

The survival

pacities to identify problems, and formulate options and strategies, from which
societal forces may choose. In some cases,
the guiding principal seems to be that poor
research is good enough for the poor - an
extremely irresponsible principle, given the
enormous risk the poor run, should
pro-

teachers

ing activities
most

strategies of individual

increasingly include moonlight-

but

without these

even

African universities would be

derstaffed. The dramatic

un-

expansion in

student enrolment has nowhere been
matched

by the expansion of teaching
complain that their teachtoo busy making a living as con-

staff. Students
ers are

sultants

bilities

to

take their

teaching responsi-

seriously.

etc. This undermines Africa's

,

within the

financial

effects

leadership. Some senior
complained about problems of "discipline" among their juniors
whose financial well-being is conspicuously improved by consultancy contracts. These problems are not
only at the
departmental level, but at the level of the
university system as a whole, although
not all individuals or
disciplines participate in the consultancy industry. Certain
disciplines are favoured. Economists are
doing quite well and in more recent years,
with the increasing importance of NGOs
and the need for "grassroots" knowledge,
social anthropologists have also joined
the fray, claiming that their knowledge
and skills are most appropriate to understanding local-level problems. A new
discipline - "developmental anthropol-

consultancy indus-

try tends to persuade researchers to drift
towards its

Despite the

younger researchers to cluster around those

enormous

Africans themselves,
who have
can

efforts made by
as

well

as

those

their assistance, Afri-

come to

social science research has yet to

decisive presence in both
mestic debates and the international

occupy a

doso-

cial sciences. African

inputs into the
conceptualisation of varied African experiences, the identification of problems
and the formulation of strategies for social change and development remain
extremely unsatisfactory, although the
considerable progress that has been
made must not be diregarded. While African researchers
considerable

are now

amount

producing

a

of material in the

form of books,

consultancy reports and
articles in journals or anthologies, there
is still not enough thorough going analysis of this material within Africa itself

African governments (and donors)
have

own

agenda, and it

can

incite

senior researchers who have close contact

with

consultancy sources. A prudent strategy for anyone wishing to obtain funding
is to stick as closely as possible to the identified problems and themes, which compromises the role of national institutions
in identifying areas for research since it
makes local debates unpersuasive in guiding the younger researchers.
Much has been said about

ogy" - has emerged out of all this. Geographers are also doing well because of

"ownersbip"

interest in environmental issues.

Except
perhaps for economics, where the
strengthening of whole departments has
been one important aspect of the
strengthening of analytical capacity of

of

policies in Africa. Surely, such ownership can be meaningful only if Africans are
involved in the identification of problems.

Capacity for problem identification must
be one of the important acquisitions of a
research community. Consultancy work
runs the risk of
hampering such capacity

local researchers that has

in African universities.
to see research

in

They have tended
highly instrumentalist

problems and tools are already identified and are increasingly prepackaged in constricting terms of reference.

search Consortium

would be credible

funding consultancy work in Africa claim
they are contributing to this process, few
critically examine their own activities in
the light of this objective. There seems to

to

donors

or

lead to

rapid release of funds in the wake of
what have become

virtually ritualistic
studies".
Such
"feasibility
"developmentalist imperatives" of research

now assume

the form of contract

research for NGOs and governments,
within initiatives guided by the demands

be little

awareness

of, let alone

concern

the incoherence that consultancy

work lends to

setting

up

university governance by
incentive structures that totally

-

AERC), the

use

of

disciplines by donors tends to take
place on a purely individual basis, with
little consideration about implications for
African institutions.
As

a

result, differentials in the

mate-

rial conditions of staff have increased

problems of research in Africa.
However, although many organisations

over,

of

other

University Governance
"Institution building" is widely considered
an important
preoccupation in addressing
the many

out

Nairobi-based African Economic Re-

since both the

"development" contexts and have been
a hurry to obtain
quick results, which

in

come

consultancy work (mainly through the

always been rather impatient with

retlective and basic research conducted

institutional management and

scholars have

impact on the capacity and the role of universities in prob-

Research Themes and Priorities

on

This has deleterious

intellectual

grams go wrong.
A related issue is the

lem identification. The

resources.

sharply, which has undermined institutional cohesion and

solidarity. "Connecmonopoly of information are
important in the consultancy world, and
tions" and

1

internal debates have suffered

as

viduals conceal their data and

connec-

tions from
teract

with

indi-

colleagues. (One does not invisiting consultants in faculty

lounges, but in hotel lobbies - away from
colleagues.)

nosy
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"Public

more

Knowledge" versus

to

"Consultancy Knowledge"
Another effect of the consultancy indus-

is that much of what is written about
African countries is increasingly not

nately, in too many cases, the suspicions

public knowledge, since it is subject to
provisions of confidentiality. Visiting
scholars can, of course, always obtain
confidential reports from their respective

partnership that often emerges
out of these arrangement can be unpleasant to both parties involved. First,
levels of remuneration are sharply dif-

try

aid missions. This, however,

Here we
paradox: one argument
for increased consultancy is the generation of knowledge to facilitate development, and yet this knowledge is shrouded

are

faced with

of the locals

a

whose

i

in
knowledge generated their

moonlighting, they may not have the

the educational system or

is failure to meet their part

Visiting

the principal consultant is from
the donor country. It is often also suggested that lack of "capacity" necessitates the importation of foreign expertise first, to help the aid establishment,
and second, to "build" local capacity.
The self-assigned task of "capacity

try that

On the Positive Side

rope

are some

enhance. One of these is access to ma-

sometimes compelled by

bility of ensuring that their participation in the consultancy industry does
not undermine research in the recipient countries. More careful examina-

share confidential

tion of the contractual arrangements

material with their local counterparts.

they enter into, as well as better institutional collaboration and consultation,

The material may

propagated by peopie whose true intentions are to make the
never-ending training of Africans their
life-time career p 302.
at

best, falsehoods

I do not believe

this reaction is

merely evidence of chauvinism.

The fact

in the eyes of Afriresearchers, the role assigned to in-

of the matter is that,
can

dividuals

as

principal consultants has

availVisiting con-

include government
from

can

go a
situation.

other consultancies. In some cases, con-

sultancy work has imparted new research skills to local researchers. This

The notion common among

numbers

of the "North" bear a

documents, but also documents

donor

capacity to train adequate
of such people are myths and,

are

circumstances to

(Kinyanji 1983) who states:

necessary

positive aspects of con-

think universities and research centres

sultants

usually not appreciated by
the intended beneficiary. I cannot do
better than cite a Kenyan researcher

i

and Africa on its implications for
of research in Africa. 1

the prospects

sultancy work that carefully designed
consultancy programmes might seek to

able to local researchers.

builders" is

Consultancy work is here to stay, if
no other reason other than that the

supply and demand for it are ensured.
It seems important, however, that some
serious reflection take place in both Eu-

-

certain
agencies that Kenyans do not have
the necessary skills to conduct research
or that their institutions do not have the

for

of the bar-

terial that would otherwise not be

1

particularly the case with computer-based skills. Access to computers and new software is highly appredated by African researchers. Researchers also benefit from intellectual
interaction with colleagues from outside. Unfortunately, the potential value
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erode it.

tends not to build on it, but to

on

There

consultancy indus-

I

time, leading to distrust and acrimony in the relationship.

gain

Researchers

of

the tip of the
national research pyramid, in the African case, consultancy work is an alien
activity which goes to the very heart
of the national research system and

themselves fully in the

often overstretched. The consequence

Implications for Relationships

taking place in the

developed countries, with consultancy
work increasingly undermining basic
research and tying up large numbers of
researchers. This may be the case.
However, while consultancy in the developed countries is at the tail-end

which the

work will remain confidential?

processes are

this is that the

theirs. Second, since the Africans are

project. They may also be working under terrible conditions. One should add
that the African researchers with good
track records are in high demand and

responsibilities of researchers.

It is the nature of the

same

consider

Should they accept arrangements

between Local and

One usual reaction to all

performed by individuals
qualifications are no better than

time to engage

questions about the moral and Intel-

a

By Way of Conclusion

is the same,

I

confidentiality.
Confidentiality also raises a number

lectual

I

borne out.

ferent for work that Africans

in all kinds of

of

are

significant number of researchers to stay in their own countries.

suaded

The

is not the

for their local counterparts.

case

skills to the locals. And unfortu-

has per-

such extracurricular activities

origins than with
capacity to transfer

do with their

their demonstrated
new

^
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Diplomacy and Peace
Building in Africa

Preventive
'

tiatives,

Mwesiga Baregu
What is Preventative

confronand the

whole had

an

Jan Eliason,

ment: Causes, effects
^

preventive diplomacy
is relatively new. To a large extent, that
is why Jan Eliason is lamenting about
the state of affairs as recently as the mid1990s. In spite of (or perhaps because
of) the fact that traditional diplomacy has
had the objective of attenuating advera

I

prevented. Others have also
pointed out strongly that in may cases

been

conflicts have occurred and escalated
into violent confrontations simply because of the absence of effective communication channels or the break down
of such channels. Either way this problem attests to the need of strengthening
in

some eases

failed to prevent

establishing structures,

of preventive
continental and at re-

concept,

sity between countries, in practice, conventional diplomacy has usually either
or

institutions and processes

diplomacy at a
gional levels.

and Remedies in

Luc van de Goor Kumar Rupesinghe and

Paul Sciarone, Between Development
i and Destruction; An enquiry into the
causes of Conflict in Post-Colonial
of the States, Macmillan, 1996.
As

warning system in place many
erupted could have

conflicts that have

or

Conflict and Develop-

OAU syseffective early

if the SADC countries or the
tern as a

question,

the DRC

Africa is
lacking in strategies and tactics of conflict prevention and peace building.
Many have suggested, for example, that

of pre-

peaceful settlement of the conflict in

tation between the Allied Forces
rebels and their supporters in
is yet another reminder that

actions, etc. that are un-

venting the out-break of violent confrontation between parties in conflict. Preventive diplomacy also involves deliberate direction of efforts towards a

Diplomacy?

The recent outbreak of violent

moves,

dertaken with the express purpose

conflicts including wars

considerable efforts have been in-

! vested
intoattempting
to arrest the escalation
contain conflicts or limit the
or

first present a
resulting damage once conflicts have
exposition of what preventive distarted,
Unfortunately, as we are currently explomacy is and what it is all about. Secondly I will take a look at the global setperiencing in the DRC, arresting escalating in which preventive diplomacy is I tion, containment of conflicts or damage
emerging. Finally we shall focus on the | limitation are not the easiest of things.
UN initiative and its implications for j This is partly because once violence has
preventive diplomacy and peace build- ' broken out the chances for diplomacy to
work diminish with every-day that
ing internationally.
Jan Eliason, an experienced UN dippasses. Indeed the main actors in conlomat steeped in peace building issues
ventional diplomacy, i.e. foreign affairs
personnel, are rendered relatively redunoffers a convenient point of entry into
dant as the locus of key decisions shifts
the meaning of preventive diplomacy. In
from the Foreign policy establishment
his contribution to a book directed to
In this article 1 will

brief

“An

towards the Defense establishment.

enquiry into the causes of conflict

is re-enforced by the fact that traditional
diplomacy is highly state centred giving

But there are no heroes for early ac- j
tion, no Nobel Prizes for prevention.
Instead, we tend to make heroes of i

little room and role for other (non-state)

Eliason says:

actors.

who omes out of the burn- j Why Preventative
ing building with the child in his I
arms, not the person who tried to preAs every foreign

the person

We must start to consider much more what can be done

vent

to

the fire.

stop a

conflict from developing.
diplomacy simply de-

fined, is the combination of all those ini41

Diplomacy
office bureaucrat

knows, once war has broken out the pen

pushers of the foreign ministries have to
give way to the gun-totters of the military

Preventative

establishment.

gests clearly

that the principal function

diplomacy should be to prevent war.
By the same token the out-break of war
should be considered a failure of foreign
policy.
This is not to pin blame on the foreign policy establishment for the out-

of

break of all

wars.

Much less do we wish

under-rate the role of foreign
What I want to emphasize here

to

policy.
is that

traditional diplomacy faces the challenge
of re-orienting itself from putting out

preventing fires from starting in
place. This task can not be accomplished by the state alone. Any effective strategy for preventing violent

fires to

the first

conflicts must involve as many actors as
the embodied causes' of the conflict are

complex.
Kabila’s refusal to talk to the ‘rebels’

for example, is based on the
conventional state-centered notion of
in the DRC,

foreign policy. This conception of foreign policy notion must be challenged
with the purpose

of bringing civil soci-

ety more to the centre of the prevention
of violent conflict if only because civil

society has progressively become the tarvictim of contemporary violent

get and

conflicts.

Perhaps we should take a look at the
setting in order to understand
why it is necessary and urgent to develop
and refine preventive skills, structures,

contextual

institutions and processes.
The Global Context

This

!

in Post-colonial states",

are happy with this situation. Indeed
recrimination and bad-blood may arise
between the two, not least, because
‘defense’ accuses ‘foreign’ for ‘driving
the defense forces’ into war. This sug-

pie

Foreign policy

yields to national security. Yet, neither

the foreign policy nor the defence peo-

attention to
describing and analysing the nature and
dynamics of contemporary global, regional, interstate and intra-state condiets. In this exercise, we shall attempt
In what follows we turn our

to

identify the major changes that have

taken place in the international conflict
environment and to highlight the impact

changes are having on preventive
diplomacy and peace-building. Specifically we will take a quick look at the
functioning of the United Nations, the
these

Organisation of African Unity and the
African regional organisations such as
SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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the SADC and ECOWAS (ECOMOG).
In a recent International
Directory on
the Prevention and Management of Violent Conflicts (1998 Edition), the European Platform for conflict Prevention
and Transformation identifies the fol-

lowing defining features of contemporary

international conflicts and

suggestions

on

There exists

cold

war

created

a

offers

how to approach them.

pervasive belief that the

has ended and that this has

possibilities for a more
harmonious, if not peaceful world. But
new

the end of the cold
(ideological) war,
in our view, should not be confused

with the end of power struggles bethe big and small powers. Indeed some have argued that the cold
tween

war

served to mask historical and

enduring rivalries in Europe.
breakout of the

current

The

hostilities

we

witnessing in the Balkan’s (Bosnia,
Croatia, Kosovo) for example, is only
the beginning of a turbulent
process
which could ultimately lead to yet anwar.

The Standoff be-

tween, Russia and the West
Kosovo is very instructive!

come to

lutions

4. Traumatised children without education
5. Broken families and

:

over

disintegrated

political life.

of

peaceful resolution

or

In

spite of the end of the cold war (as
hitherto conceived) and the easing of
tensions between the big powers the

net total

active conflicts remains rela-

tively the

around fifty conflicts
every year. There is little prospect for
t

same at

brain-storming,

are on

dividend is

the increase. No peace

forthcoming.

■■‘Regular’ wars between states have, at
least temporarily and in certain
parts
of the world given way to intra-state
conflicts. These conflicts however,
have tended to overflow national
boundaries and threatened to engulf
whole regions. The conflict in the
DRC and its Great Lakes and Eastern
and Southern African setting is a clear
case

to
to

in

point. The pattern would

The UN Peace Agenda

The idea of preventive diplomacy as
' presently understood and employed is to
be traced to the early 1990s. Until 1992,
the United Nations was essentially used
to peacekeeping operations as the
prin-

even much
these opera-

,

tions.

cipal

the distinction between the two

ana-

tories have proved elusive and will
continue to be so. This suggests that
the prevention of violent conflicts is

a year

j year in 1998; the number of people af-

fected by these conflicts has reached
nearly 10 million, per year; women and
| children have replaced soldiers as the im-

tal winners and no total losers. Prevention is less costly, depends on local participation and hence commitment

mediate targets and victims; states have

collapsed under the weight of such

and is most effective in contain-

It is in the
In

spite of the realities noted above,

fended

on

for peacemaking and peace-keeping."

^

In this report the Secretary General
identified the following as the new aims

i
,

campaigns.

that

must be embraced
1990s and beyond.

■The preventive approach by definition
is bound to involve more actors than

governments,

regional inter-govern-

organizations and the UN. Pre-

invariably

variously involved in peace making
but usually not acknowledged or conveniently ignore. Yet these actors do
have an impact on conflict processes.

;

by the UN in the

Early identification, warning and preemption of violent conflicts,
Peace-making where violence has
erupted.
■Peacekeeping where fighting is halted,
■Peace-building in post-war societies,
■

Addressing

root-causes rather than
symptoms or manifestations of prob-

lems.
Mwesiga Baregu

is

Head of SARIPS Interna-

tioiial Relations Research

Programme.

Without co-ordination of initiatives
and actions only confusion and chaos

,42

Untitled Ish

cient within the framework and provisions of the Charter, the capacity of the
United Nations for preventive diplomacy

norms

vention has also inherently to adopt a
multi-track process incorporating
other actors who are usually

vilians in the form of
1. Starvation and disease

analysis and recommendations of ways
strengthening and making more effi-

of

and values, etc.
through concerted education and information

Security

Council instructed Secretary General
Boutros Ghali in 1992 to “...prepare an

the basis of costs (economic,

social, human),

light of these develop-

ments that the United Nations

however, conflict prevention is still not
the favoured approach to conflict management. This is largely due to the
military and militaristic orientation of
major actors. Conflict prevention has
suffered partly from its obvious advantages. It needs to be promoted and de-

na^ive.

bility, infrastructure, peoples’ welfare,
development, etc. Ninety
percent of these costs are borne by ci-

con-

flicts.

ing the conflict.

mental

economic

of intervention in violent

risen exponentially from around 20-25
in the 1980s to around 60-70 per

i

everybody’s interests as soon as all
realised that ultimately there are no to-

lytically superficial and politically
Intra-state conflicts exact enormous
costs on societies in terms of social sta-

means

Military interventions,as the Allied j inter-state conflicts. To this end about
Forces in the DRC are finding out, are
five peacekeeping operations were in
a very expensive affair
particularly if place as at January 1988. In the 199()s,
intervention leads to escalation and to
the situation has changed
dramatically,
the widening of the conflicts. Yet enj Conflicts have changed from inter-state
during and sustainable one-sided vieto intra-state: the number of conflicts has

seem

be that intra-state conflicts can lead
inter-state conflicts. This renders

etc.

j

significant changes in this. If anything
conflicts

with non-conventional

settle-

ing to commit material and
resources to

etc.

techniques such as community organizing, cross-ethnic dialogues, point

ment.
Meanwhile peacekeeping operations have become more costly with
able countries becoming more unwill-

less human

so-

Conflict prevention also invites
imaginative and innovative
thinking. It re-

arbitration,

Many conflicts have proved progressively intractable and defied any manner

prevail, obstructing early
problems.

to

quires the employment of a multi-tool
approach bringing conventional techniques such as mediation, facilitation,

in

■■

'■

communities
6. Dislocation of social, economic and

long

are

other World

2. Refugees and internal
displacement
3. Landmines and other land contaminations
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The

“Poverty” of Poverty Reduction
Strategy for Namibia
His

Alexactus T. Kaure

urging is still valid especially when the
have been reduced to the nicety of
mere economic statistics bound in glossy
documents collecting dust in some offices
|
out there.
i
To lessen my task and perhaps to show ;
that what 1 have to say in this article is not |
just an eccentric view of one student of '
politics still stuck to radical scholarship; 1 j
take a cue from Noam Chomsky, who dur- j
ing a lecture at the University of Cape Town ;
last year, had this to say about our received
poor

It is

generally assumed in conventional
growth
automatically leads to poverty reduction.
economic literature that economic
Such is the view contained in

a

recent

discussion paper entitled: “Integrated Povertv Reduction Strategy for Namibia." The

has been prepared by the National
Planning Commission (NPC) and the

paper

World Bank.
This document will

soon

become the

“bible" for Namibia’s poor who makes up
half of the country’s estimated population
of 1,6 million. One fifth of the population
is classified as being very poor. The coun-

try is usually described as being saddled
with a combination of poverty amidst

plenty. Namibia is

a

paradox paradise in-

i|ccd.

The message of the document is simpie: the Namibian economy needs to grow

and must grow fast in order to tackle poverty. But does this blinkered assumption
hold true in the face of what

from the

we now

know

experiences of the last three decdevelopment?

ades of economic

The traditional economic

this

conventional wisdom:

is now falling into the “growth-trickle
down" assumption of the l%()sand 1970s
which has been discredited both at the level

of theory and praxis. Poverty must be tackled head-on and not via

some

sectoral

growth strategies as being advocated by the
NPC - cum - World Bank paper,
The Namibian poverty strategy is
planned to focus on three areas that the
authority consider as being the key to
progress in poverty reduction:

a) how to foster more equitable and effi|
cient delivery of public services for povistics, particularly in the US and Britain, 1
erty reduction countrywide;
but extending elsewhere. The.se countries | b) how to accelerate equitable agricultural
are so rich, they don’t look like Brazil and
expansion, including consideration of
Haiti, but the structural characteristics are
food security and other crop development
similar. In the US, for example, the stock I
options; and
market is booming, benefiting people who
| c) options for non-agricultural economic
own shares. Half the stock is held by the
empowerment, including an emphasis on
top I % of the population and virtually all ;
the informal sector and self-employment
the rest by the top \0%. Meanwhile, about
options.
80% of the general population have experienced either stagnation or simply decline
What the document is saying is that the
in services as well as straight income. They
well-being of the “poor” is contingent upon
also have longer working hours and Third ' the general growth in the economy. As one
[

“Consider the Third World character-

World maladies, such as 20% child pov-

poverty in Namibia but only to offer a ten-

economist, associated with the WB, observed: “It was thought necessary first to
hungry, many practically starving. What
build up the capital, infrastructure, and prois essentially developing is a Third World | ductive capacity of an economy so that it
in a rich society.
could improve the lot of the poor later. For
This quotation from Chomsky links,
j a time the poor would have to tighten their
and perhaps challenges, what .seems to be ! belts and the rich would receive most of
a specific Namibian
approach to poverty ' the benefits. But if the rewards of the rich
reduction to other situations and experiwere used to provide incentives to innoences.
vate, to save, and to accumulate capital
The persistence of poverty, even in ad- , which could eventually be used to benefit
vanced capitalist economies, which is ; the poor, the early poverty would turn out
highly acknowledged, appears to challenge
to have been justified.”'
the theoretical as well as the ideological
1 think that much of the theorising along
underpinnings upon which the economic
the Bank’s line is too narrowly built on the
growth - poverty - reduction assumptions . experience of Western Europe, especially
have supposedly rested. "Its resilience and ■ after the Second World War, where ecopervasiveness, in spite of efforts directed
nomic growth led to the widening of the
at alleviating it, perhaps suggest that it
welfare state. But this was necessitated by
should be more contexually studied for
theCold War political and ideological con-

tative

definition and intervention."'

answer to

question is known as the “trickle-down effeet". On the ideological battle-front this
has translated into the virtues of the free-

market economy.

The NPC’s document is
premised precisely on those classical assumptions, which is understandable given
the significant input by expert.s/consultants
from the World Bank.
What is

missing in this logical trajec-

tory of economic growth leading to poverty reduction and hence to citizen welfare
is the

political and ideological variables.'
accepted that there is no automatic
tendency for income and wealth to be
widely distributed unless there is a clear
commitment on the part of government to
It is

do

now

so.

1 do not propose to

analyse the issue of

critique of what is being proffered
by the Namibian government as possible
solutions to and strategies for poverty reduction. Marx remarked a century ago that
the role of philosophy should not only be
to understand the world but to change it.
4.t

erty and about 30 million people going

There is

no

need

to

re-invent the wheel

siderations.
As

we

know

now

the welfare state is in

but

equally there is no need to try ap- ! a crisis and under attack. It is only in the
proaches that have failed elsewhere hop- ; "traditional" egalitarian oriented Nordic
ing that this time things would work. Hiscountries where the welfare state is still
tory seems to be a poor teacher. Namibia i being defended.
.SAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1498
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Thus, the assumption that capitalist economic
which

growth would be the bedrock

on

tative

in

be

prosperous society would be constructed still has a lot of explanation to do.

civic realm committed to the ideals of free

It

and

a

might be

a necessary

cient condition. There

but is not

are

a

suffi-

other issues that

zenship, distributive justice and above all
equitable access to the country’s productive economic resources are conspicuously
missing from the document.

cure

of

poverty.”’

What is advocated is

essentially
approach to poverty reduction
as more emphasis is put .on the delivery of
services such as primary health care, basic
education, old age pension, etc. These are
essential components. In fact every citizen ought to be entitled to these basic servan

“welfarist”

ices.
But

these very

services are out of
reach for the majority of rural and increasingly the urban poor in Namibia. As the
even

United Nations Information Centre’s paper

points out: “Africa is the only region in the
world where poverty is on the rise.”'’
In any case, social services, in their historic origin and in the capitalist scheme of
things are meant not to eradicate poverty
let alone modify the inequalities created by
markets but to let people survive from day
to day and thus soften the edges of possible class conflict and confrontation.
One must, however,

recognise the fact
that much of the inequalities and hence
poverty that we see in our midst have been
created by the colonial state and then inscribed within the post-colonial states poli-

the colonial

era

of our

politiefforts at poverty reduction are likely to be of an incomplete and limited nature. It is this neo-colonial nature of the contemporary African
state, presided over by a new breed of nationalist- cum-capitalist class, that needs to
be unraveled in order to bring about a quali¬
nature

cal and economic processes,

—

growth leading to poverty reduction
reminds one of the popular assumption in socialist discourse: that gender inequality would be solved on the morrow
—

of socialist order. It did not,
societies that

were

Thus taken in

a

even

in those

said to be socialist.
broad

political economy

context, the document is an exercise in fu-

tility and self-indulgence by an elite that
no understcmding of the contemporary discourse on poverty or has no interest in the plight of the poor.
From a purely developmental perspec-

either has

tive the document is flawed

as

it does not

address the

pertinent issues critical and essential to poverty reduction, i.e., access to
and control of the means of production and
a radical agrarian reform as opposed to the
present ad hoc purchasing of commercial
land by the government for patronage pur-

"northerners” in

poses.
And

on

the

political front the document

tries, rather poorly, to satisfy the desire of
the dominant political group’s quest for
hegemony by trying to convince the rest
of

society that northern Namibia deserve
portion of the national cake and
foreign aid.
How a country’s resources are allocated

the greatest

communities in the

Thus what is important, for me, is to
identify the poor, and this cut across regions, across gender, across age groups, and
then come up with target specific poverty
alleviation programmes instead of engaging in a flight of gross generalisation. We
must always draw a distinction between
community and individual poverty because
community poverty, almost invariably,
leads to welfare measures concentrating

uneven

The central tenet of the document

places such as Windhoek, Walvis Bay,
Swakopmund, Arandis, Karibib and
Oranjemund. This fact does not support the
northern bias as one would expect this rural to urban migration to come from the
most politically and economically
marginalised groups such as the San,
some

during the
by Namibian

economic

private jets and limousines and this makes
the contrast, among the northerners, rather
stark. There is a growing black merchant
class, which has been joined by a new political elite, exploiting an impoverish consumer and labouring class.
Such a contrast of squalor versus pomp is very rare
among Africans in the south.
Secondly, this northern bias also ignores recent migratory patterns
among Namibia’s population groups. At any point

Ovahimba and

inch of their land

quality of the soil. And this explains, perhaps, why despite the boring and
deafening rhetoric, the land question in
Namibia is not such an important issue in
official political circles.
The question should be: What is it that
can be done given the country’s contrasting ecological landscape and potential.
What are the comparative advantages in
each region that could be exploited to add
to the overall developmental requirements
of the whole country?

integration into the political and economic structures of the country.
The north is the region where you have
Namibia’s black millionaires, people with

are more

an

standard is the best both in terms of rain-

tical

in time there

lose

fall and

and the contemporary ver-

deep south.

Due to this

not

colonial era, land which

northern Namibia as being the poorest region and thus in need of a “Marshall Plan”
rescue program. And the so-called south
is portrayed as an affluent region. These
assumptions are based on statistics which
are not disaggregated, thus giving a false
picture of the situation on the ground.
But there are a number of reason why,
I think, such a homogenising approach is
likely to fail. First it is assumed and highly
generalised that “northern” Namibia is a
homogenous social and economic entity —
which it is not. In fact such an approach
masks the existing and now emerging class
and gender differentiation partly explained
by the infamous migrant labour system of

mode of economic and
tion and structure.

is the fact that northern communities did

regional bias. The

cies themselves and are thus linked into the

political organisa-

Thirdly, and this is crucial, the advan-

Another weakness of the document
document is inundated with reference to

sis and

benefiting not the poor but mostly the

well off.

tage of the north as compared to the south

under discussion is its

The NPC’s document indeed acknowl-

thus

equal society.

need to be addressed. Issues of social citi-

edge the existence of poverty amid plenty,
what is vaguely referred to as the two
Namibias. But then it shies away from
addressing the core problem that is historic
exclusion
and
dispossession,
marginalisation of the majority. As Cheryl
Payer succinctly puts it: “The relationship
between the poor of the world and the resources that they need in order to lead a
decent life is indeed central to the diagno-

around social amenities and services and

change. This change, however, canbrought about by the state alone hut
conjunction with a strong and vibrant

not

to

I

different

users

and

consumers

is not

entirely an economic issue (as positivist
scholarship would have it) but also a political question more so in a multi-ethnic
and class society like Namibia.
The architect of the document, the WB,
is not

particularly known for its sympathy
and so are the African
ruling elites rhetoric notwithstanding.
towards the poor

“Indeed, the successive World Bank reSAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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ports on the state of Africa’s economies I economic and political

provide both text and subtext on the extent
to which outside
‘experts’ are prepared to
simplify and revi.se their diagnoses of Africa’s economic ailments [and thus solu-

landscape would.
recognise that Integrated Poverty

i

in fact,

:

Reduction Strategy for Namibia is a rehearsal of the First National Development

considerable

amount of

public

resources

j and only then is the public consulted (pla-

j

Plan 95/96 to 99/2000 which is
hardly
being implemented.
But may be it is better to have a
policy
ever their technical merits
is a case in i in place instead of
having none at all. The
point.”’
problem is that such documents, in the true
Any one familiar with the Namibian j Namibian spirit, are first prepared with

cated?) for comments and inputs which
hardly make any difference to the original
document.

-

tions]. The justification for the present
structural adjustment programmes - what-

The conclusion is that none of what is
de.scribed and prescribed in the document
has any Immediate and direct bearing on

-

the

plight of the poorest of the

poor

in Na-

mibia.
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Environmental Assessment for Spatial Development
Initiatives in the SADC Region
Chris Howorth and Phil O'Keefe

monitoring.
of best practice but that, of
In this paper, the term environmental
requires a political process.
The third political issue is one of scale. \ assessment is a broad term encapsulating

shared model

Introduction

course,

At the

or family

the politics of politics but the politics
of science.
Firstly, there is not one but three broad
definitions of environmental sustainability.
The
common
understanding
of
sustainabilit},' is that it relates to the natunot

maintain

avoid catastrophic system

is

a

view much

collapse. This
treaties

on

biodiversity and climate change. A reaction to this “naturalist” position has

a common

SDIs

AND

Environmental

bought at the cost of imposing a

I

collection of acceptable norms

|

form of
and

a

practices that are respected and fol-

lowed. National

cus on:

a

■■

opment project or programme but can be
linked to it through a chain of cause and
effect;
■■

environmental agree-

are

\

in the SADC region. These are;
1.

strategic environmental assessment
(SEA) for strategic planning purposes;
A

or

accidental impacts

(Danida, 1994).
The environment is

a concern

of the project cycle.
tors must

at all stages

Environmental fac-

be addressed from the

incep-

project and followed through
all its stages, from design, through implementation and monitoring and to
evaluation. This is the responsibility of
those designing, appraising, implementing and monitoring the projects.
The impacts of SDIs on the environ-

tion of the

three levels of environmen-

| tal assessment that are necessary for SDI

Unexpected impacts, which are simply
unforeseen

respected. In

orreduce confusion and to set

There

simply outside the defined scope of
particular project or programme;
Indirect impacts (also called secondary
or induced impacts), which are impacts
that are not directly cau.sed by a develare

propriate within the environmental and
developmental context of the SDI
project. In addition to these, obligations

der to

should fo-

j " External impacts, or impacts which

always need examination to ascertain
that they are adequate, affordable and ap-

should also be

bur-

generations (Danida,

Besides direct project related impacts

already set by the SADC countries should
normally be regarded as a minimum requirement for SDI projects. These will

ments

future

the environmental assessment

environmental standards '

under multilateral

on

1994).

Environment sustainability requires a necessary set of criteria to establish environmental standards. This should be in the

that, if “science" is required and if

good science is “mathematical", then CostBenefit Analysis is probably a better tool
than Environmental Impact Analysis because it is more mathematically rigorous.
Alternatively, there could be a search for a

of

other sector, or that development now

I

SADC

den

methodology nor a common unit

of measurement available. Many experianalysts would sug-
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The Purpose

I standards it is thought necessary to I
create environmental assessment
Unfortunately there is neither standards for all SDIs within SADC.

enced environmental

gest

the

Environmental sustainability:

emergedfrom economic institutions in the
North, including the World Bank, who argue that sustainability is essentially an economic concept where the capital stock and
yield of renewable and non-rewable resources are the critical focus of sustainable development. This is essentially an
“economistic" perspective and, together
with the “naturalistic" perspective, is opposed by those who argue that
sustainability is a soci'o-political issue that
attempts to redress problems of environmental inequity’ whatever the cause. Any
organisation claiming that it is the only true
follower of sustainability can only be
judged as a naive sentimentalist for the
environmental sustainability debate is one
that can only he engaged when the definition of sustainability is clear.
The second political issue is that to address sustainability there is needfora common methodology to address environmental impact.

not to mention

All levels of environmental assessment
have the objective of strengthening the development process; the aim is to improve
development, not prevent it. Without endata detennines argument.
The politics of scientific analysis tin- \ vironmental assessment, there is a risk-that
j development in one sector will occur
derlies discussion of sustainability,
j at the expense of development in an-

championed by lUCN and

has led to international

-

particle structure to DMA - determines the
type of data required. What is useful at
one level of analysis is largely irrelevant
to another. The choice of analytic scale is
essentially a political issue that scale determines data requirements and, in turn,

biological diversity, not least

to

groupings

possibility ofmoving down to an individual
species level and, beyond that through a

ral environment where there is a concern
to

different levels of environmental analysis
and environmental impact assessment.
Where the terms are used for specific purposes it is indicated in the text.

The scale chosen for analysis, whether regional, national, provincial, district, local

beginning of this article, it is importhe three issues of politics,

taut to stress

I

2. An environmental impact assessment ; ment can be grouped into the following as! pects:
(EIA) for project appraisal;
3. An environmental assessment (EA) for | ■ Socio-economic impact; Falling living
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staiulaals

particularly of the poor can
degradation as peo-

ment

lead to environmental

pie

are

forced

to use

marginal

appropriate institutional

pacts on men and

The

ent;

concept are that it:

women may be differimpacts may also vary between social
groups especially where property rights to

land and other natural

resources are

differ-

Water pollution: This
uncontrolled

can

waste water

discharge

aims

-

-

be caused by
trafl'ic, iiulustrial discharge, inmay

of

dustrial accident, etc;

The im-

poverishment ol faumi and llora, by loss
ol' species or genetic erosion of eco-

nomically

or

groups;

fTiltural, historic

anil scientific losses;

Climate: Impacts

on micro-climate, esthe hydrological cycle.
Emissions of greenhouse gases;

pecially

achieve

Beneficial aspects: Development
may reduce pressures on natural resources, re-

protect key areas, prevent soil

an

environmental

and evaluate alternatives is often limited.
CDE attempts to address

key constraints
challenges within the SADC countries
that may be attributed to the
following fac-

and

and

tors:
assessment

is, among other things, to improve
capacity development in environment with
process

-

national and

regional structures. A description of capacity building in environment
was produced
by the Development Assist-

environmental management are
systematically addressed. The
need for trade offs is
recognised;

“Capacity in the environment reprethe ability of individuals,
groups, or-

of efforts

development. The
ment

part

to achieve sustainable

term

capacity develop-

in the environment

the process

as

(CDE) describes

by w'hich capacity in environ¬

as

the limited access to, or collaboration
with, key decision-making structures
such as Ministries of Finance and/or

given con-

address environmental issues

range

dichotomy in allocating
resources to meet immediate
developmental needs (including the
provision
of basic social services and
improving

tions such

sents

a

the continual

macro-economic performance) whilst
ensuring that longer term considera-

Committee (DAC) of the OECD.
They defined it below.
ance

ganisations and institutions in

gixen policy objective.

capacity of environment tninistries and
agencies is, in practice, limited as is their
political weight vis-a-vis other ministries.
The capacities of all institutions to
analyse

improve the
public and built environments.

The aim of

a

Planning Commissions;
-

coherent

policy frameworks

en\

ironmental

assessment

important m the CDE
process. Creating a regulatory framework
for economic dexelopment
projects will
enable

a

coherent and standard

set

of

re-

gional common practices with regard to cn-

vironmentally sustainable development.

society;
variety of management tech-

The

erosion anil floods and

Environmental Assessment
Capacity Development

The role of

for SDls in SADC is

ilevelopment

nii|ues, analytical tools, incentives and
organisational structures in order to

on

store and

1991)

gender issues fully into account in

groups in
inx olves a

-

concomitant

regulatory framework (PHM Consult,

actixely seeks to develop appropriate
approaches to include all disadvanlaged

scientifically important

a

vironmental standards) and enforceable

strengthen institutional plural-

all aspects and levels of
and implementation;

in the absence of

increase in capacity to provide an
appropriate (particularly in relation to en-

oriented

subsidiarity);

takes

-

Damage to wikIlife and habitat:

private

sector

society;
is a systematic approach;
belongs to and is driven by the community in which it is located (the principle

-

pollution: This

to

emerging but

with the decentralisation
process;
the growing importance of the

-

ism in ci\ il

tural chemicals;

a

promoting sound environ-

is [iiulti-faceted and
process
rather than product oriented;

also

laiiy in relation to economic data;
the growing demands on national, regional and local institutions associated

Ci)ncems:

result from

are

the effective collection, collation and
use of en\ ironmental data remains limited in national planning efforts
pailicu-

development process;
integrates en\ ironment and development

-

from human settlements, industrial efHuent, and contamination by agricul-

text to

national databases

-

tnental considerations and criteria in the

Degradation of land: Deforestation, soil
erosion, overgrazing, salinisation and
land based pollution are
danger signs;

urban

on

en-

\

key underlying principles of the CDE

is based

entiated;

Air

'source' and 'sink' functions of the
ironment remains unclear;

struc-

enhanced."

(Di'i e/o/)//(,e Hnvironinciildl CiiiHicily.
OECD/DAC. 1995.)

resources.

Living and working conditions may deteriorate as a result of the development. Im-

of

and

tures are

The Environmental Assessment
- A DG VIII
Approach

Process

Environmental Assessment is characterised

by steps

stages in a process which is
of screening checklists at each
stage. Proposed activities must get past
e\ ery
stage to be judged satisfactory.
or

made up

The DG VIII environmental

assessment

guidelines provide a comprehensive approach to this process detailed below' (DG
VIII, 1993).
The first stage

is initial screening where
projects arc examined on paper at the proposal stage. The purpose of screening is
twofold.

projects,

Firstly,

to determine which

out of all those

proposed at the
identification phase of the project cycle,
need further environmental consideration,
and to eliminate those
unlikely to have
harmful environmental impacts.

Secondly,

screening indicates the level of environmental appraisal that a
project will require.
At this point
.screening introduces the
concept of categories to the environmental
assessment, into which projects fall and
which will be used
throughout the procedure.

are emerg-

ing but the clear delineation

There

are

three

categories:

of the in-

stitutional responsibilities for the

1.

Category A; Projects that

are

likely

to
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significant impacts and require no
environmental analysis. Category A
projects should account for 25 percent
of all accepted projects;
have

Category B: Projects whose type, scale
or other relevant characteristics have

2.

potential to cause a preliminary environmental assessment to determine
some

whether

environmental analysis should be

included in the feasibility
whether

an

study

or

EIA is needed. Category B

projects should account for 60 percent
of all accepted projects;

The PEA will

nificance of the

potential environmental

impacts. It will judge whether the
is of

more

than local

project

importance, princi-

pally in terms of physical scale. It will also
complex or adverse the
likely effects of the project are, e.g. in temis
of releases of pollutants to the environment,
and also how sensitive the receiving environment is. The PEA should also take into
account any uncertainties and any information not directly addressed by the check-

determine how

lists

as

well

as

government and

the views of the country

of local interest groups.
if necessary, is the En-

The next stage,

3. Category C: Projects that because of
their size or type are highly likely to lead
to

tegrate

therefore

the

significant environmental impacts and
require a self-standing EIA
study. Projects falling into this category
are likely to be large scale capital
projects and may make up 15 percent of
all projects.

in the process is the
Preliminary Environmental Assessment
(PEA) which gives an indication of the
potential environmental consequences of
a project and to determine the level of
further environmental analysis of the
project that is required. The PEA is conducted through a range of checklists.
The next stage

After the PEA has been

project is then either
no

recommended for

further environmental

vironmental

analysis

carried out, the

analysis,

as part

an en-

of a pre-fea-

sibility study or in extreme cases a full
scale EIA (as for category C projects).
The checklists are

structured

environmental considerations into

planning and implementation of development projects. In practical terms, Environmental Assessment or and EIA study
predicts the likely environmental impacts
of a project, finds ways of mitigating unacceptable impacts, and presents the predictions and most appropriate mitigation
options to decision makers. This should
also involve public consultation with interested parties and the affected population.
Public participation should be central to the

consequently be conhonest and transparent
manner.
Having viewed the conclusions
of the EIA, project planners can then shape
the project so that its benefits can be

EIA process, and
ducted in an open,

achieved with

a

minimum of unacceptable

environmental consequences.
Environmental Monitoring

will

are

Once the terms of reference

ated
EIA

positive or negative.
as part of the
monitoring process. The focus of the environmental monitoring is three-fold.
Firstly, an evaluation of the environmental
impact of projects, and of the effectiveness

mental consequences,

mental impacts. Environmental Assessment in monitoring is as crucial as any stage
in the EA process and should always be
on-going when a significant development

is initiated.

Conclusion

essential to the
development and democratic process.
Environmental analysis is

acknowledgeenvironmental question, there can not be just one
answer. Sustainability has competing definitions: choice of scale determines choice
of answer. If SDIs are strategic pro-

However, there must be an
ment

■■

■■

compensate for
pacts.

environmental im-

grounds should be taken during the subsequent review of the EIA study. The re-

tal

should be based on
adequacy of the analysis or the
recommendations and conclusions that the
study provides.

voted for

of DG
a
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only seek good

“like
approach to the problems of environment and development in Southern
Africa, offers a way forward.

-

completion of the EA or EIA .study,

we can

minded"

measures;

adequacy and compliance with the TOR
need to be reviewed. Any decision to reconsider or delay a project on environmen-

-

VIII and other donors

Presentation of results.
On

there is not just one

practice together. The experience

mitigation

its

as

method for that

Predication of impacts;
Evaluation of impacts;
Identification of

that

grammes: what they require is a strategic
environmental overview. We have no

Scoping;

impacts: those features or
elements of a project that typically
cause environmental impacts;
Receptors of impacts: those features
or elements of a receiving environment that may be impacted upon by
a project;
Environmental impacts: the nature,
magnitude and significance of the impacts that the project causes to the receiving environment;
Mitigation measures: measures that
may be taken to reduce, manage or

Sources of

■■

mitigation measures

originally agreed. Secondly, an advance
warning of adverse changes in the baseline environment resulting from implementing a project. Lastly, an as.sessment
and evaluation of any unfore.seen environ-

as

Identification of alternatives;

ment:

assessed

of the environmental

have been ere-

by the parties concerned, the EA or
study will involve six basic tasks:

project has begun, its activities

a

virtually always have some environ-

These need to be

as ques-

specifically tailored
to a specific development sector or subsector. The questions follow the logical
structure of any environmental assess-

tionnaires and

or EnvironmenAssessment, which aims to in-

vironmental Assessment
tal Impact

Once

help in judging the sig-

consultants for de-

KTC in the TK.
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GENDER ISSUES

Africa leads the

population

1998 marks five years

race

since the International Conference on Population & development
since the Safe Motherhood Initiative wrtj launched, yet
Africa's population is on the increase, while maternal mortality rates are increasing at
an
ecpial rate. A new report claims that unle.ss reproductive health is put on top of the
agenda, Africa's development will lag behitfd population growth, with predictable con-

for family planning in Africa
highest in the world.
Other problems such as frequent child
birth, high levels of maternal mortality, and
an epidemic of
sexually transmitted dis-

sequences.

eases

held

at

Cairo, and

unmet need

is the

ten years

(STD) also take their toll on the popu-

lation. It is estimated that

S

ub-Saharan Africa's population has

increasingly seeking to respond to the health and
education needs of their people.
According to Population Action Inter-

doubled in the last 25 years to
million. It is also projected that

620
this
will double again in less than three decades, even after taking into account Africa's deplorable birthrights and deaths rising from poverty, and other debilitating
diseases. For more than 20 years, population growth of 3 per cent a year outpaced
economic growth as well as increases in
food production, leaving Africans 22 per
cent poorer than in 1975.
These gruesome and worrying statistics
is the result of the work of Population Action International's (PAl) report entitled
Africa's Population Challenge: Accelerating Progress in Reproductive Health. The
authors of the report say that their decision
to

rican countries, governments are

focus

on

sub-Saharan Africa, reflects the

urgency of the challenges facing the region
as a whole.
It states: With political and
economic reforms

underway in many Af¬

national, sub-Saharan African countries

!

of

are

services and to combat deaths in pregnancy
and childbirth.

Africa, like many other third world regions, face many challenges including the
provision of reproductive health services.
Use of family planning is still at 18 per cent
for Africa as a whole. Hence, even though

yet 22 million married
cated

a

desire

they have

to

delay

no access

women

have indi-

avoid pregnancy,
to contraception. The
or

an

African

woman

during her life-

has

a

1 in 5 chance

dying in pregnancy or childbirth. About

22 million African women die each year
from unsafe abortion, yet in most African
countries, abortion is still illegal or not en-

crucial

point in their efforts to address
the dual challenge of population growth
and poor reproductive health. The report
believes that the region's prospects for economic development largely depends on the
success or failure of governments in accelerating efforts to expand family planning
at a

time,

i

t

couraged at all. South Africa has responded
by legalising abortion, thereby making it
possible for organisations like Marie Slopes
International, the London based charity to
open clinics for reproductive health services in South Africa.
South Africa is considered a pioneer in
reproductive health. This is attributed to a
strong government sponsored family planning programme which has increased access to contraception.
Unlike many other
sub-Saharan African countries, family size
has been declining in south Africa for several decades. However, reproductive health
remains poor, while blacks are far less
healthy than other ethnic groups. South
Africa has

a

maternal death

rate

of 230 per

l(M)() ()()() live births,

compared to Ghana's
740 for every 100 000 births.
South Africa's 1977 population of 43
million is increasing at a rate of 2.2 per
annum, and is projected to reach 72 million by the year 2025. This compares with
Ghana's 1997 population of 18.3 million
which increases at

a rate of 2.9 per annum.
At this rate, it is estimated that Ghana's

population will reach 36 million by 2025.
developments have far reaching development implications which need to be
addressed, yet PAl report indicates many
areas of concern,
highlighting the fact that

These

the solutions needed to address the issues

of

population and development, are not
being given due attention.
The PAl report highlights main areas
where progress has been slow. African
countries have been slow in responding to
the

problems of teenage pregnancy. PAl

estimates that
lescents
49

more

than I in 7 African ado-

give birth each year. Such adolesSAPEM OCTOBER/NOVBMBER 1998
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cents

also face the risk of unsafe abortion

and HIV infection. Yet,

as some

reproduc-

organisations, have found out,
in most countries, the provision of sexual
and reproductive health information and
services to young people remains highly

tive health

controversial. Laws and traditional practices often restrict the access of adolescents
to such services. For instance, the report
claims that in Kenya, the Catholic Church
has

vigorously opposed .sexuality education

in schools.
where action is

lagging
incorporation of
AIDS education into Family Life Education. The report revealed that a study in 10
Another

area

behind rhetoric is the

African countries

re\

ealed that health staff

sexually transmitted diseases with
only I in 10 family planning clients, and

discuss

AIDS, I in 14 cases. Other factors inelude government inaction or indifference, and lack of clear donor support for

reproductive health programmes world
wide.

!

workers in the communities.

While the situation is

grim for most
communities, it is even worse for refugees
and internally displaced persons, and in
countries trying to rebuild after a civil war.
Sierra Leone, Angola, Mozambique and
Liberia have thousands of women trying
to cope with unwanted pregnancies arising from the war. Post genocide Rwanda

cases,

also had to deal with such issues. For these

outlets.

communities, reproductive health is
a

both

health and human rights problem.
In the case of China and Indonesia,

draconian
led to

a

family planning policies have
significant reduction in popula-

tion size.

Indonesia has almost halved

family size in less than 30
years, while China boasts that without
its strict family planning policies, it
the average

would have had 300 million

more

peo-

pie to feed. China's State Family Planning Commission claims that its 1970s
birth rate of 33.43 per 1000 fell to 16.98
in 1996. To

some

extent, the carrot

and

approach to family planning in
China seems to be working.
According to Shanti Conly, PAl's Director for Policy analysis, Africa is a late
comer to the revolution sweeping across
the developing world, but is now poised
for positive change with respect to child
bearing patterns and sexual health. Yet,
as the report glaringly shows, efforts to
provide reproductive health services to
the population has clear benefits, and in
stick

cases,

there

where governments
are

lives of

women.

For instance,

grammes
.SO

have acted,

signs of improvement in the
Kenya has 25 pro-

In

some

voluntary sterilisation which was

in this field is Marie

tional,

a

Stopes Interna-

London based organisation pro-

culturally unacceptable, is becoming increasingly available. In Uganda
and Nigeria, media campaigns have been
effective in reducing sexually transmitted

viding reproductive and family planning
services in 22 countries including Africa,
Asia and Latin America. Recently, MSI
joined forces with several US based

than

Consortium to provide
reproductive heath services to refugees
and internally displaced persons. This
move sparked a debate between London
based NGOs on the need for reproductive health care for refugees in an entergency situation. At the moment, it appears that MSI has won the debate, and

considered

diseases. PAI estimates that in

20 African countries, condoms
at a

subsidised

rate

more

provided
through commercial
are

Condom sales

quadrupled between
annually.
In Uganda, for instance, AIDS prevention campaigns have led to a decline in
HIV prevalence, showing that there is a
real potential for bringing the AIDS epi1991 and 1995 to 166 million

demic under control. Ghana,

Kenya and

Nigeria have also introduced national
programmes to improve emergency
treatment for women suffering from
complications of unsafe abortion.
The PAI report calls for a partnership
between African governments, donor nations and the private sector to provide
resources to further expand basic health

NGOs to .set up a

will therefore remain

a

world leader in

providing reproductive health services.
Undoubtedly, 1998 is a crucial year
in the population debate. It is 5 years
since the International Conference on

Population and Development Held at
Cairo in 1993, and ten years since the
Safe Motherhood Initiative was launched

by the UN. Questions are being asked
whether these two initiatives have led to
a

reduction in the

population of third
improvement in

services in order to increase access to

world countries, and an

family planning and other reproductive
health services, and to building up their
capacity to deliver high quality repro-

peoples understanding of population is-

ductive health services.
stresses

the need, and

The report

recommends that

should improve the
quality of services by removing obstacles to contraceptive use; break the taboo on providing services to unmarried
adolescents, expand campaigns aimed at
increasing male involvement, and imAfrican governments

prove emergency care for women.
One organisation which is the leader

sues.

Patricia Hindmarsh, the Director

of External Relations at Marie Stopes

International, and a leading world expert
these issues, say ten years of the Safe
Motherhood Initiative has failed to re-

on

duce maternal

mortality, but it has sueceeded in establishing areas of intervention. The PAI report seems to support
this view.
Zaya Yeebo is Manager, Marie Stopes
International Refugee Initiative.

employing 17,000 outreach
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BOOK REVIEWS

NOT YET DEMOCRACY
Reformina Land Tenure in Tanzania
posed by the colonial power.
The 132 page, 10 chapter book is divided into three parts. Part 1 is comprised
of chapters 1 -4 and is entitled 'Problems of

Reviewed

by
Ochieng Odhiambo

Michael

Every once in a while a book comes
along that addresses an issue that is
not only topical, hut also of lasting
relevance. The book under review,
Not Yet Democracy: Reforming iMud
Tenure in Tanzania by Prof. Issa G.
Shivji is one of such book. It is appropriateiy titled, as it addresses the
problems of land tenure reform from
the perspective of democratisation
and the empowerment of those who
depend on land for their livelihood.
The problem addressed by the book
and the analytical approach adopted
by the author make the book and its
message relevant not only to Tanzania, hut also to Kenya and Uganda
and the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa.
Land tenure reform is

very topical issue in East Africa at the moment, but it is
also of lasting relevance to the development
a

debate in the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa whose economies and

hoods

peoples' liveli-

on the sustainable management of land and the natural resources
based

depend

on

the land. Land tenure

incorporates

the rules, institutions and systems that govern access to and utilisation of land and the
resources

thereon and the settlement of dis-

putes over access and use of those resources.

Like all

resource

dependent

com-

munities the world over, African traditional

societies had in

place such rules, institu-

tions and systems long before the advent
of colonialism. These rules, institutions and

systems were different from one community to another according to the nature and

availability of the specific resource and the
size of the population competing for access to the resource. The basic problematic of land tenure in Sub-Saharan Africa,

particularly that part of the continent that
was colonised by the British is reducible
to

the interface between the traditional land

resource

,si

tenure and the modern tenure im¬

Land Tenure'. Here, the author identifies
and

analyses the problems of land tenure
in Tanzania. Starting with the conceptual
framework in chapter 1, the discussion then
proceeds in two parts in chapters 2 and 3.
Chapter 2 discusses the impact of urbanisation and liberalisation. He concludes this

part by a preview in chapter 4

of the social
play in the evolution of national
land policy in Tanzania.
The basic problem with land tenure that
forces at

the author identifies for Tanzania is the
same

problem faced in Kenya, Uganda and

other countries of Sub-Saharan African.
The land

policy put in place by the colowas informed by two
broad assumptions, which also informed
the entire process of colonisation. Firstly,
the African was primitive and therefore the
institutions and systems that he had in place
nial administration

before the arrival of the colonialist

were

equally primitive and inappropriate for the
modern social, political and economic arrangements that were being introduced as
part of the civilising influence of the white
man. Secondly, land was important in this
process of modernisation, and therefore the
African's relationship with land had to be
similarly modernised. This entailed
commoditisation of land

forces of the market

to

free it for the

place. In this

connec-

tion, privatisation and individualisation of
tenure was paramount to create security of
tenure

land

and

The
now

ensure freedom of exchange of
commodity in the market place.
fallacy of the first assumption is

as a

well documented

really

as

is the fact that this

ploy for opening up the African economy for exploitation by the imperial powers for the benefit of their home
industries and people. As for the second
assumption the author asserts that insecurity of tenure was a creation of the colonial
regime, with far reaching consequences not
just for land tenure but for the development
was

a

process as a whole.
"In academic

He states:

writings. Judicial
inerpretation and administrative practice
customary tenure came to be identified and
treated

as

inferior

to

statutory or common

law tenure. The result
Lire

was a

dual land ten-

system organised hierarchically in

which progress was seen

and presented as
from the (traditional)
customary to the (modern) statutory form
of land tenure. 'Progressive' or developa

movement away

mental land tenure reforms from the late
colonial

period (the 1950s) through the
policies of the post-colonial

modernisation

196()s to the current liberalisation, have
been based

the

assumption that insecurity is endemic to customary tenure".
Unfortunately for Tanzania, and the
on

other countries of Sub-Saharan Africa,
these

assumptions did not die with the atpolitical independence. They

tainment of

have continued to inform the attitude of

goveniment officials and policy makers and
dictate their

approach to development
generally and land tenure reform in particular. In fact, to a large extent the post-colonial governments have been worse than the
to

colonial authorities. The colonialists

adopted

a policy of consultation with native communities on land matters, even if
the state

not bound

by the outcome of
They also pegged their
policies on legal provisions. The African
elite that took over the reigns of power at
independence did not bother with consultation or the legal bases for the exercise of
political power. They knew what was right
for the society, and particularly for the advancement of the rural resource dependent
communities; and the path they chose for
the nation was ipso facto, appropriate for
all citizens. Consider the process of
villagisation in Tanzania which had a grave
impact on the land rights of the rural comwas

such consultation.

munities, and the

manner

in which it

was

implemented. In the words of the author,
"villagisation in effect meant the expropriation of customary rights and the comSAPEM OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1998
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pulsory acquisition of land under customary regimes. No recognisable legal procedures were followed in carrying out the
process. Even the colonial policy of prior
consultations was ignored. In general, postindependence government practice has had
little regard for law. As far as land is con-

i

government.
Whether in Tanzania,

Kenya or
Uganda, the interests of the investor be he
local or foreign are not necessarily consistent with the long term development needs
of the country; and they are certainly at
variance with the objective needs of resource dependent communities.
This reality is already self-evident in
East Africa as large chunks of land are put
under flowers and horticulture production
for the European market while the countries have to import food grains.
Part II of the book comprises chapters
5 and 6 entitled 'Land tenure policy and
structure', and 'Institutional and legal
framework' respectively. This part sets out

cerned, colonial land law, inherited virtu-

ally intact at independence, reinforced the
perception among politicians and bureaucrats that all lands not occupied under
granted rights of occupancy were 'public
lands' at the disposal of the President. Customary occupiers occupied such lands not
so much as a matter of legal right, but at
the discretion of the President, a perception neatly summed up in the Swahili slogan anihi i mali ya
the nation)".

thereby removing them from the regime of
public lands and from the control of the

taifa (land belongs to

of the Constitution, the entrenchment

ment

of the land tenure system in the Constitution ensures that any proposed changes
thereto "would have to be submitted

to

public debate, wide scrutiny and broad consultation with people beyond their representatives in parliament". Thirdly, in view
of the on going debate on democracy and
the constitutional order, it is hoped that
linking the land to the constitution shall
bring into focus the democratisation of control

land.

over

In addition to the constitutional

en-

trenchment of the land tenure system, the
Land Commission made recommendations

for the diversification and democratisation
of the

source

of radical title. Under the pre-

the recommendations of the Land Commis-

vailing legal regime governing land in Tanzania, all public land is vested in the Presi-

historical and

sion

dent

discussion in the

for Tanzania,

monopoly

identified and recommendations received

mission recommends that land be divided

from the members of the

into national and

Thus, Part 1 of the book establishes the

ideological context for the
rest of the book. Through
this part, the reader is introduced to the
position of the writer and the Land Commission on the proper trajectory for the reform of land tenure in Tanzania and the rest
of Sub-Saharan Africa. It is clear that

policy
making over land has been informed by
forces external to both resource dependent

1

("we
"the

international financial institutions and their
consultants".
This is

era of
liberalisation. The main feature of ecoa

major problem in this

nomic liberalisation is the

opening

up of
African economies and markets to international

capital. In Uganda, President
Yoweri Museveni is personally committed
to the idea of opening up the country to the
international investor. Thus

one

of the

ma-

jor considerations in the reform of the land
tenure system in that country is to give goveminent the power to allocate land to investors

in favourable terms to encourage

them to invest in

Uganda. In Kenya, communities are threatened by what are called
'private developers'. These are invariably
members of the political and economic elite
who are allocated land ostensibly to develop, but who end up selling the same land
to Asian businessmen at exorbitant prices.
52

appropriate land tenure system
on the basis of the problems

it in the Swahili word hatukushirikishwa

These external influences

today
working hard to influence and mould the
process of land tenure reform. They have
in fact become stronger over the years, and
the author is right in his fears that "policy
making seems to be slipping out of the
hands of the government into those of the

the

public during the
inquiry. The Commission identified the
basic complaint of the people of Tanzania
about the land tenure as being that of nonparticipation in the Preface, the author sums

communities and the national governments.
are even

on

were not

involved"), and terms it the

battle-cry of the village communities"
The Land Commission interpreted this
battle cry to be a call for the democratisation of the land tenure system, so as to return the control of this basic resource to
those who

depend on it for their livelihood.
This entails the empowerment through law
of the communities for direct participation
in the decision-making process over the
allocation of land, delineation of village
boundaries and the alienation and

disposiacknowledge"deep structural link between

tion of land. Herein lies
ment

the

of the

use

and control of

an

resources

and the

organisation and exercise of political
power". As such, it recommends that the
major principles governing land be entrenched in the Constitution.
The Commission advances three

jor

reasons

ma-

for its recommendation that

land be made

a

constitutional category.

will give the system
of land tenure a high profile and legitimacy
which would shield it from "the vagaries
of short-tenn politically motivated changes
and administrative decisions". Secondly,
given the elaborate procedure for amend¬
Firstly, this

measure

as

the head of the Executive. He has

a

the radical title. The Com-

over

village lands to be vested
respectively in the Board of Land Commissioners and the Village Assemblies.
Both of these land holding institutions
are created and given their
corporate status by the Constitution. The structure and
functions of the Board of Land Commissioners and the

Village Assemblies

as

recommended
cussed at

by the Commission is dischapter 6 of the book. The prin-

ciple underpinning the institutional
framework recommended by the Commission for the management of land in
Tanzania is the divesture of power over
land from the Executive arm of governand the devolution thereof to the

ment

communities.
It is this diversification and democratisation of control that is at the heart of the
criticisms that the Land Commission and
its recommendations have been
to. The

resistance of the

subjected
political and bu-

reaucratic elite to the democratisation of
the land tenure system

and the devolution

of powers over land is evident in the manner in which the recommendations of the
Commission
ment once

thor

were

they

recounts

handled

were

by

govern-

presented. The

authe reaction to the Re-

port of the Commission both within and
outside government in Part III of the book.
He states that the Commission had made
in the

Report,

so

that the

same

couldbe
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come

available

to

the

vidualisation of

public for debate.
a flurry of

land-ownership in Kenya.

of the

Commission had been appointed by the
President and funded by the public

Kenya as "the most celebrated (and now
criticised) example of ITR
refc^m
in Sub-Saharan Africa". He rightly
recognises that the original impetus for land reform in Kenya was a political response to

complicated web of overlapping priand secondary land rights based on
community custom and culture)".
In Kenya, the problems
brought about
by ITR in the natural resource sector have
been evident for some time now. Legal and
extra legal disputes over land, instances of

the Man Man threat. The colonial govern-

what had

exhequer, it had been working parallel to a
ministerial committee within the Ministry

adjudication, consolidation and registration of land in
Kikuyu
country "to create a class of yeomen (mid-

This

was never

done. Instead

The author refers

became known that

although the

ment

of Lands. The civil .servants involved in this

latter committee would

ultimately join

in

foreign consultants to produce the
Policy that became the basis for the drafting of the new Land Act.
Both the National Land Policy and the draft
are

based

on

of

stake

political super-

changed hands". This political
origins of ITR in Kenya is not always acknowledged in the literature that touts the
Kenyan system as an example for other
structure

ideas that the Land

Commission established
lie

a

defending the colonial economic infra-

structure if and when the

National Land

through its pubhearings to be inimical to the interests
the people of Tanzania. It is interesting

public so high, only to ignore completely the recommendations coming out
of the public inquiry, and instead initiate a

licated in the

reform process that is founded on the very

rest

been borne

not

by the reality

on

tradiction

and

a

been

Research conducted in

as
being informed not merely by
bureaucratic dislike of public input, but
as being it.self a reflection of the vested interests of the bureaucracy and the
ruling

are

the af-

part made resource
ties

Report
long way to prove the thesis of the
book; that the major problem in land tenure reform is one of
governance that goes
to the root of the
democracy debate in the
goes a

elaborate land tenure reform

was un-

by the colonial administration. Individualisation, tilting and registration
(ITR) of land was introduced in Kenya in
the early 195()s. The author mentions the
East African Royal Commission, 1953-55,
which reported in 1955, and its arguments
against the so-called tribal communal tenand in favour of individualised tenure.
This was an important document at the re-

can

suffered
ers

young people and children have
land has been lost by titlehold-

I

transferring land unhindered by the trafamily controls. Records

ditional clan and
at

I

of

worms

that would result from tak-

would not be in their interest to address this

as

the central registry do not reflect ownership and possession on the ground as land
continues to be dealt with according to customary law. People simply do not understand nor can they afford the formal
legalistic processes of registering land transfers
(in any ca.se the western/statutory tilting
and registration law fails to take account

into the last year of the

ing the issue head on. Moreover, the major
players in government are so intricately
compromised on the land question that it

Within the communities themselves

ure

gional level in East Africa. At the local level
in Kenya, the Swynnerton Plan was certainly the publication that was most instrumental in advancing the process of indi¬

most

dependent communi-

even more vulnerable and insecure.
The author captures this well when he

women,

are

a major
problem in Kenya, yet the government is
totally unable to address it with a view to
finding a lasting solution. Land is such a
sensitive political issue that the government
is understandably reluctant to
open up the

re-

encouraged even deeper and
more
frequent state intervention, for reasons of immediate
political expediency.
The processes of adjudication have frequently meant the displacement of original owners by more politically and economically powerful individuals and groups.

dertaken

properly considered in land-use

been set up.
Land tenure continues to be

"ITR has

The situation is not any different in the
other East African countries. Kenya is renowned for being the country in which the

are

address land tenure and

period envisaged in the Policy
Framework Paper and no Commission has

states.

country.

tions

to

reform

Senegal and the results whereof have
published in Searching for Lcmd TenSecurity in Africa has created cracks

vealed that the reforms have for the

land.

u.se

decisions". We

Kenya, Uganda,

major arguments for ITR and has

on

land

policy issues, with a view to improving sustainable agricultural productivity and the food security situation, as well
as in ensuring that
bio-diversity considera-

the

Rwanda, Somalia, Ghana, Burkina Faso

most

Commission

ground.

which in any case have failed elsewhere.
The book explains this apparent con-

over

Framework Paper on Economic Reforms
for 1996-1998 confirmed the intention of
the government "to establish a Land Use

of Africa".

out

managed to translate the
practice. A Land Use Com-

mission has been in the works for more than
decade now. Most recently, the Policy

However, this rosy picture of ITR has

principles that it was concerned about
while appointing the Commission; and
same

serious review of the land tenure sys-

a

ously short, forgot all about the political
origins of ITR and until recently held up
the Kenyan model as an example to be
rep-

of the

a

ideas into actual

related international financial institutionsIFI) whose institutional memory is notori-

could spend so much
money and time, and raise the expectations

class to maintain its firm control

for

tern, but it has not

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to follow.
As the author puts it, "The World Bank (and

that the government

The conduct of the government in
termath of the presentation of the

come to be known as 'land
grabbing' in the urban areas, the .squatter problem in the large .scale farms in rural
Kenya,
and a dysfunctional resource conflict and
dispute settlement system are the indicators of a tenure system that has
proved inadequate to the task. Year in and year out
the government has acknowledged the need

introduced

dle-class) farmers who would have

up

with

Land Act

mary

the most

eminent.
soon

process of ITR

in

activity unconnected with the Commission
yet touching on land continued within GovIt

to the

problem. Yet time is clearly running out if
one is to judge
by the number of instances
in which the members of the
public are literally taking the law into their hands by
physically throwing out so-called 'private
developers' from what they perceive to be
public land. Interesting questions of constitutional and other aspects of public law
arise where these private
developers reckon
that the land has been allocated to them in
exercise of powers conferred either on the
President or the Commissioner of Lands

i

by the Government Lands Act.
This is why it sounds pretty absurd that
the Tanzanian government should seek to
go the Kenyan way in its new land law.

.s.s
^
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The

new

Tanzanian Land Act

was

drafted

by a British consultant, Patrick McAuslan,
whose work was funded by what is now
the Department for International Development (DfID).
It is significant that Shivji was not at
all involved in the drafting of the Act, even
though he had spent a whole two years
working on land matters at the behest of
the government of Tanzania and at the

in natural resource-based

case

of Land Bill in 1996 with a two-fold ob-

Kiswahili has been

trol of land and to amend and
the law

consolidate

relating to tenure and control of

land. Concerns about the Bill

and how to

particularly with customary land tencommon property resources led to
mobilisation of civil society organisa-

deal
ure

the

and

tions interested in land under the

of the tax payer. This apparent
absurdity is easily explicable if one understands the conflict and competition
that characterises policy making on land
The author

Swahili

jective: to provide for the tenure and con-

expense

umbrella

Uganda Land Alliance with the objective of lobbying for provisions in the legof the

islation to

secure

the livelihoods of resource

dependent communities. Such pressures led
to substantial amendments to the proposed
legislation in the Land Bill, 1998.
As we have already observed, apart
from the legitimate needs in Uganda for
the consolidation of the law relating to land
tenure following the trauma of the years of
military rule in that country, the govern-

economies.

explains the context in the

of Tanzania in these words;

Azimio la Uhai. The Dec-

ing that constitutional deadline, the govpublished the Tenure and Control

emment

name

English and
widely distributed in
Tanzania, and is widely credited with having pressurised the government into not
presenting Land Act in parliament within
the time previously planned. The English
laration issued in both

version of the Declaration is included in

Appendix. The government
back to the drawing
board; and the question now is to what extent shall the law be amended to give effeet to the interests of the majority of
Tanzanians who depend on land for their
livelihoods? Only time will tell. The importance of this book is not in the answers that it gives to the serious ques-

the book

as an

has been forced to go

tions of land tenure which relate to the
policy-and law-making process
thus fragmented among, at
control by the people of the basis of their
livelihoods; but in the questions that it
least, four bodies working simultaneraises,
and the discussion that it proously and at cross purposes: the ministerial committee dominated by senior
motes in the search for a lasting solument of President Yoweri Museveni is incivil servants in the Ministry and fition to this issue. As a lawyer it is apterested
in getting power to allocate land
nanced by the World Bank; the Presidenpropriate that I conclude with one such
tial Commission financed by the
a question that poses a chalTanzanian Treasury; a Kenyan
lenge to the legal system and
Land is such a sensitive
consultant reporting to the Nathe legal fraternity in Tanzania
tional Land Use Planning Comand the rest of Africa:
issue that the government
mission financed by the FAO;
"If the challenge of legal
and a British legal consultant fiunderstandably reluctant to open up scholarship is to be creative
nanced by the British ODA. Difand innovative, is it not possiferent organs and departments of
the can of worms
ble to innovate/reform in a
state working on similar major
fashion which will translate the
issues and financed by different
from taking
on.
interests, perspectives and noforeign funding sources (each vytions of justice and fairness of
ing for influence and leverage) is
the large majority into law, or at least
to investors on favourable terms. To this
a not untypical scenario in Tanzania,
attempt to do so? If that is not attempted
extent the impetus for reform of the land
where policy-making, particularly since
then do we have the right to expect such
tenure system is once again external to
liberalisation, is increasingly donora law to become the property of the nation?"
those who depend on the land for their livedriven".
Through his work in the Land Comlihoods and is unlikely to serve their long
This last statement applies with equal
mission and this book. Professor Shivji
"The

on

land

was

political
is

that would result
the issue head

countries.

term

needs

long as policyland are donor

ment

objectives of the people of Uganda.

force to the other East African
It would appear

that

so

making processes over

funded and therefore donor

the sustainable develop-

Back in Tanzania, the new

driven, the

in a manner
that will give effect to the values of resource
dependent communities are rather remote.

or

I

was

now

The

reaucratic elite in Tanzania to the rec-

Ugandan counterparts, the civil society in
Tanzania has organised itself and made
its position known to the government
about the envisaged land law. Professor
Shivji was instrumental through
HAKIARDHI the joint publisher of this
book in hosting a workshop in Dar es
Salaam in May, 1997 that brought together institutions and individuals interested in land matters to discuss the draft
Land Act. The workshop established a

ommendations of the Land Commission

discredited ITR system in Kenya
largely funded by the ODA (now
DtlD) and the World Bank. Ironically the
government of Kenya is likely to be looking up to the same institutions to help sort
out the mess resulting from the system they
introduced in the country 40 years ago.
In Uganda, the land question is once
again coming to the centre stage. The UganNational Land Forum to facilitate wider
dan government was required by the new
discussion
of the envisaged law, and isConstitution of Uganda to enact a new land i
sued a Declaration widely known by its
law by 2nd July, 1998. With a view to beat-

The

the law is

the light of day. Like their

is yet to see

prospects of reforming tenure

Land Act

degree of innovation that
capable of in these matters.
response from the political and bu-

has shown the

bottlenecks to the realitruly democratic resource
governance system not only in Tanzania
but in Sub-Saharan Africa. The challenge

has shown the

sation of

a

for those who seek to

of resources
dependent communities in Africa is to
formulate strategies for narrowing the
gap between the possibilities represented
by the recommendations and the reality
represented by the response to them.
Director Reconcile Resources

SAPEM
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The Provision of Non-formal Education for

Human

Rights in Zimbabwe

d’Engelbronner-Kolff, Maria (1998)

especially so that most of us know that there [ contents

Harare, SAFES Books.

are

three forms of education, viz: formal,
non-formal and informal.

Reviewed

By
The third merit of this book

Fred G. W. Msiska

report) is that it provides

The book, which later I will call a research

report, is about documentation and assessment

of the institutional

cilitate effective human

provisions to fa-

rights*education in

(research

comprehensive
catalogue of the various institutions (35)
involved in human rights education. This
information if captured by the partners involved will help to indicate to each one of
a

Zimbabwe

them the need to liaise with each other and

1997.

coordinate their acts

covering the period 1980 to
By way ofjustifying the need to have
human rights education in Zimbabwe, like
other countries, the author argues that it is
not possible to defend human rights if they
are unknown or known partially. The author further contends that human rights
cannot be known unless they are taught. In

so as

to

avoid

unnec-

fluences attitude, behaviour and skills

duplication of activities. For the
a handy reference material on what is happening on the human
rights education front in Zimbabwe. The
information provided will help donors
streamline their honorable support to various organizations involved with human
rights education. In this connection, the
author should be commended for making

which often contributes to extreme

accurate

this connection, the author elaborates that
the lack of

knowledge of human rights in-

misery,
barbarity and unfair practices in the world
(p.2). d’Engelbronner-Kolff is correct to
observe that human rights education is essential for the formulation of public opinion and the generation of public pressure
on the government for compliance with
human rights. Otherwise self actualization
is compromised and at the mercy of the
whims and caprices of selfish leadership. I
agree that the ultimate sanction of human
rights is the force of an educated public
opinion and indeed Zimbabwe is faced with
an enormous

task

to

realise this. This be-

essary

donors, this book is

recommendations such

for liaison and

as

the need

sharing among
human rights education providers; the need
for strategies education; and the need for
broadening the target groups to include
policy makers, parliamentarians, key government officials, journalists, media and
medical personnel, rural and low income
groups, among others (pp. 126-130).
resource

Turning to the packaging and presen(research report), I should
admit that it requires a lot of tidiing up
along the lines I will explain. What we have

of chapter 4 in chapter 5 under

the pretext of qualitative and quantitative

j discussions. Such an approach was further
going to save the author unwarranted embarrassment of talking of “tables below”
in

chapter 6 when actually the tables are in
chapter 5. Such confusion tends to give the
unfortunate impression of work having
been done in a hurry with diminished conscientiousness. Consequently, discussion
in chapter 6 tends to be very confusing in
that even after realising that the tables the
author is talking about are in chapter 5,
there is no attempt to number the tables in
the previous chapter, let alone labeling
them. Worst still, the tables are not preceded by introductory statements, hence,
very difficulty
the appropriate

of what the

for the reader to decipher
infonnation and make sense
author is trying to say.

Clarity should have improved quite a
lot if the author concluded each and every
chapter,
so as

to

as the case is in chapters 5 and 6,
focus the flow of the discussions.

All the same, I should hasten to

point out
could have
been more helpful if it highlighted lessons
from the research findings instead of
merely summarizing what has already been
over repeated in the “book” and the
chapthat the conclusion of chapter 6

ter.

tation of the book

between the

thor for

by SAFES Books. To conform to the j proved by engaging the services of somepresentation format, the author should
one competent in English to sort out wrong
have adopted a “thematic” approach
spellings and verb forms. For example,
thereby discussing relevant research findpages 1 through 8 are characterised by usings in appropriate sections. What we have j age of wrong words and verb forms. The
now is a research report which is loosely
j point here is that if a book/research report
put together necessitating avoidable repeti- | is to be written in English, it has to be cortions. For example, in a well thought out
rect English. This is because apart from
research report or a book for that matter,
being a source of information, it also
chapters 4 and 5 should have been comteaches the reader the language directly,
bined but divided into subAs far as presentation is concerned, I
themes/topics. This was going to save
want to comment on paragraphing and
the author the unnecessary repetition of the
within text citation. A paragraph represents

accurately and succinctly justifying the need for a systematic research into
this area in order to expose inadequacies,
and real and potential hurdles.
The second merit of this book/research

report is that it accurately defines and dis-

tinguishes the terms education and teaching. This prepares the reader adequately
well to understand the essence of the study.
The author could have done

attempt was
what is meant
an

even

better if

made to define or describe
by non-formal education.

ditional

covers

sense,

but

a

a

book in the tra-

in particular verb forms
and spellings, needs revisiting. While the
author may not be a native speaker of English, clarity of sentences could have im-

a research report more than a book in
the traditional sense, I congratulate the au-

ing

is not

Use of English,

research report pub-

lished

book
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a

group of several sentences dealing with
main idea. Paradoxically, this book/

one

research

i confusing is that in

number of places,

benefit of those who would want to read

| the author breaks the sentences with a
report is truncated by several
colon. In the absence of quotation marks,

] just the recommendations. The book/re-

a

search report should have been preceded
paragraphs, leaving ; the reader does not know whether or not
by a preface/executive summary. All the
the reader wondering what exactly the
one is going through a quotation (see ! same, the author should be commended
for having conducted a systematic and
author is trying to do (see pages 1 ; pages 54,55, 58 and 59, for example),
almost exhaustive research on the state
through 26, for example). Related to this '
is the improper presentation of withinof human rights education in Zimbabwe.
Finally, the conclusions could have
text citations. In a number of places, | been better put if they were properly inNow we are all better informed of what
is happening and what needs to be done
when the author cites big chunks they
troduced. Instead, they come in just as
are preceded by a colon and quotation
to
improve the situation because of the
[ bullets. Similarly, the recommendations
marks in the same line. This makes the ’ though born of a disorganised presentahonourable efforts of d’Engelbronnertext ugly. Presentation should have im- j tion of researching findings are accurate
Kolff.
proved if the author consistently used i and appropriate. However, the author
Fred G. W. Msiska, SARIPS of the
indented citation style where the quota- ! could have done even better if these |
tion is more than two sentences. More
were explained or rationalised for the
SAFES Trust, Harare, Zimbabwe
one or two-sentence

,
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Consists of 155 days of residential period spread over 2 years. This comprises lectures, tutorials, examinations and

policy seminars in Harare, Zimbabwe.
Entails reading assignments and policy project work done out of residence.
Starts in September 1999 and ends in August 2001.
Electives

Courses offered
•

•

•

•

•

Economic

Analysis and Development
Gender Issues in Policy Making
Governance and Policy Making
Regional Integration and Co-operation

•

•

•

•

(select one)

Environmental Policy
International Relations
Sectoral Economic Policy
Social Policy

Research Methods

Dissertation/Policy Reseach Project
•

Participants will be required to submit a 25 000-word dissertation/research policy project to be completed within six
months of obtaining 5 course credits.

Qualifications

Applicants must have:first

degree

•

a

•

at least three years

•

a

of policy relevant work experience
working knowledge of English, as it is the language of instnjctlon.

Scholarships
Whilst the SARIPS may

assist in seeking funding for the programme, it is the responsibility of the student to secure
funding. Programme costs for the entire two year period are : Tuition and Fees (US$8 000); Travel and Subsistence
(US$8 000) and Policy Project Research Costs range from (US$1000-US$4 000).
Application Letters
•

Must be

accompanied by copies of certified degree transcript and certificate, birth certificate, curriculum vitae and
(Applications with incomplete documentation will notbe processed).
Should be submitted before 28 February 1999
Application forms are available upon payment of a non-refundable fee of US$30.
Late applications may be considered after payment of a non-refundable fee of US$50.
Applications and any enquiries should be addressed to:
contact details of two referees

•

•

•

•

The Academic

Registrar: SARIPS

P.O Box MP111, Mount Pleasant Harare, Zimbabwe,Telephone: 263-4-736306/727875/790815/726060
Facsimile: 263-4-732735 E-Mail: doc@sapes.org.zw maps@africaonline.co.zw.
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YOU COULDN'T DO IT BY AIR

IT'S TOO EXPENSIVE BY ROAD
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NRZ provides an essential service moving your bulky cargo to where
it's wanted. Large consignments are handled on a daily basis, cheaply
and efficiently by our competent staff.
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USE OUR EXTENSIVE RAIL NETWORK AND
MOVE YOUR GOODS COUNTRY-WIDE
NRZ KEEPING YOU ON TRACK
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